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STANDARDS-BASED INTERNET OF THINGS SUB-GHZ  

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSOR NETWORKS 

by Graeme McLachlan Bragg 

In recent years there has been shift in the use of wireless sensor networks from standalone systems 

that use bespoke methods of communication and data transfer to systems that use Internet standards 

and can interact more directly with the Internet. This has allowed wireless sensor networks to be-

come a key enabler of the Internet of Things; however, the same is not true for environmental sen-

sor networks as the focus of most existing research into Internet of Things wireless sensor networks 

has been on 2.4 GHz designs for indoor, urban and agricultural applications. In these applications, 

power, Internet connectivity and physical access are less of a challenge when compared to a typical 

environmental sensor network. Environmental sensor networks are used for monitoring natural 

processes and are generally deployed in harsh, remote environments where these factors are more 

of a concern. Sub-GHz radios are commonly used for communication due to their increased range 

and desirable propagation characteristics. Unlike wireless sensor networks, environmental sensor 

networks have been slow to adopt Internet standards and have continued to rely on bespoke meth-

ods of communication and data transfer, keeping their usability low. This has impeded the adoption 

of environmental sensor networks for earth sciences research. 

This thesis investigates whether the Internet standards that have helped to make wireless sensor 

network an important part of the Internet of Things can be applied to sub-GHz environmental sen-

sor networks. It is demonstrated that 6LoWPAN can successfully be used with an 868 MHz net-

work in a series of real-world deployments in the Highlands of Scotland that collected usable earth 

science data and facilitated research in other fields. Additionally, the suitability of these standards 

for real-world networks is assessed in terms of energy, throughput and latency performance and 

compared to a theoretical 2.4 GHz network. An publicly available open source Contiki radio driver 

for the CC1120 was developed as part of this work. Additionally, timing parameters for using Con-

tikiMAC with 868 MHz radios were determines and shared with researchers at other institutions, 

facilitating further research into sub-GHz IoT ESNs by other researchers.  
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   Chapter 1

Introduction 

 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are a continually evolving area of research that has benefitted 

over the years from increased miniaturisation, decreasing cost and increasing availability of the 

electronics used to manufacture them (Tubaishat and Madria 2003, Healy, Newe et al. 2008). The 

basic, abstracted design of most WSNs consists of a single processor, usually realised as a single 

low-power microcontroller, a radio and a power supply plus attached sensors (Healy, Newe et al. 

2008). The simple abstracted design and developments in technology have allowed WSNs to be 

used for many different applications including environmental monitoring, industrial monitoring & 

control, military purposes (Akyildiz, Su et al. 2002), agricultural management (Burrell, Brooke et 

al. 2004, Pierce and Elliott 2008) and as part of the “smart home” movement (Han and Lim 2010, 

Erol-Kantarci and Mouftah 2011).  

 

WSNs are seen as a key part of the Internet of Things (IoT), as they bridge the gap between the 

physical and virtual worlds (Uckelmann et al., 2011), which is in turn perceived as being a key part 

of the Future Internet where everything from everyday objects, such as food packaging and furni-

ture, to entire cities become “smart” objects that can autonomously interact with each other. Specif-

ic applications that are already benefiting from IoT developments include logistics management 

(Uckelmann, Harrison et al. 2011), supply chain management (Lou, Quan et al. 2011), facility 

management (Blackstock, Kaviani et al. 2010) and smart metering (Guinard, Trifa et al. 2011). 

More complex deployments have included a “smart community” (Xu, Rongxing et al. 2011), where 

pervasive health monitoring and neighbourhood security are carried out within a group of smart 

homes, and MagicBroker2 (Blackstock, Kaviani et al. 2010), which facilitates spontaneous interac-

tion between people, smart displays and sensor/actuator networks. Traditionally, WSNs used be-

spoke communication protocols that have limited the ability of different node designs to operate in 

a single network however many contemporary designs now use standardised technologies that have 

become cheaper and more available in recent years. Technologies like 802.15.4, 6LoWPAN, stand-

ardised low-power routing and more capable and energy efficient microcontrollers have allowed IP 

to be a realisable concept on a low-power sensor node. 
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Environmental Sensor Networks (ESNs) (Martinez, Hart et al. 2004) are a sub-type of wireless 

sensor networks that are used to monitor the environment in harsh and remote environments. ESNs 

have been deployed for many different applications, ranging from habitat monitoring (Szewczyk, 

Osterweil et al. 2004) and forest fire detection (Lazarescu 2013) to glacier (Martinez, Basford et al. 

2009) and volcano (Werner-Allen, Johnson et al. 2005) monitoring. The designs used for these 

deployments illustrate that the common requirements for ESNs are very low power efficient opera-

tion and resilience as the nodes need to operate for extended periods of time with limited, and usu-

ally finite, energy sources in environments where access for maintenance and replacement can be 

restricted. “Sleepy” networks using sub-GHz radios are a common theme.  

1.1. Current Challenges 

Broadly speaking, the limitations of current ESN designs can be split into two areas: processing 

efficiency and communications.  

 

Limitations in processing are related to the capabilities of current microcontrollers with regard to 

the performance/power trade off. The basic WSN design, which uses a low-power microcontroller 

(Healy, Newe et al. 2008), works well for nodes that carry out non-resource-intensive tasks such as 

simple sensing and communications control; however, there can be compromises in processor se-

lection where tasks of significantly different intensities need to be executed. Either an appropriate 

microcontroller for the most resource-intensive task is selected at the expense of energy efficiency 

and system lifetime, or a microcontroller that is appropriate for the lower intensity tasks and is very 

energy efficient is selected at the cost of being able to carry out the more resource-intensive tasks 

effectively or at all (McLntire, Ho et al. 2006, Martinez, Basford et al. 2009, Hong-Ling, Kun 

Mean et al. 2011). This is especially applicable as WSNs move to being part of the IoT where more 

processing power is required to handle the overheads involved (Zimmermann, Sa Silva et al. 2008). 

Most IP stacks require a scheduler to operate and run as software on top of a real-time operating 

system (RTOS) (NanoStack Project 2013b, RIOT 2013, TinyOS 2013) or other low-power operat-

ing system (Contiki 2015). Additionally, as wireless communications can account for up to 75% of 

the energy utilisation in some applications (Hong-Ling, Kun Mean et al. 2011), further processing 

capability may be required for signal processing, data compression (Sheltami, Musaddiq et al. 

2016) or data aggregation (Fasolo, Rossi et al. 2007) methods to reduce the amount of energy ex-

pended on communication.  

 

With regard to communications, ESNs have been slow to adopt IP-based standardised communica-

tion technologies that have been embraced by IoT WSNs. Hart and Martinez (2015) classified five 
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different families of sensor node as shown in Figure 1. In a true IoT system, the nodes will either 

be directly connected or indirectly connected Internet. Current 2.4 GHz-based IoT wireless sensor 

network designs fall into the indirectly connected classification; however, contemporary environ-

mental sensor networks fall into the category of “not Internet connected” as non-standard methods 

of communication are used to communicate with a base station, which is then connected to the In-

ternet. Standardised communications in the form of 6LoWPAN running on top of an 802.15.4 net-

work is the method commonly used by contemporary 2.4 GHz WSN designs; however, 2.4 GHz 

radios are not appropriate for ESNs that require an increased range or specific propagation behav-

iour and ESNs have tended to rely on sub-GHz radios to meet these requirements (Werner-Allen, 

Johnson et al. 2005, Martinez, Basford et al. 2012, Lazarescu 2013). 802.15.4 (IEEE 2011), the 

standard required for the implementation of 6LoWPAN (Montenegro, Kushalnagar et al. 2007), 

does specify standardised sub-GHz communications but these have not been implemented in an 

actual deployment. Additionally, other standards required for a 6LoWPAN network, such as RPL 

(Winter, Thubert et al. 2012), have not been tested in a sub-GHz network. 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the different types of sensor network with the availability of 

power and connectivity increasing towards the centre. Reproduced from Hart and 

Martinez (2015). 
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Additionally, the lack of standardised methods of communication in environmental sensor net-

works has hindered the adoption of standardised data transfer protocols, such as HTTP and CoAP
 

(Shellby, Harke et al. 2014), and methods of presenting data, such as RDF, JSON and RSS 

(Guinard, Trifa et al. 2011). This makes it harder for users without specialist knowledge to interact 

with and manage the network. 

 

The integration of ESNs into the IoT requires investigation of how existing Internet Standards at all 

layers of the networking stack can be applied to ESNs and whether acceptable performance, in 

terms of energy, resiliency and usability, can be achieved. Hardware designs also need to be re-

viewed to ensure that the additional overhead involved in standardisation can be implemented in a 

low-power and efficient manner.  

 

This thesis investigates how 6LoWPAN and standardised data transfer protocols can be applied to 

sub-GHz environmental sensor networks and whether these standards have suitable energy, 

throughput and latency characteristics for real-world deployments. This work is validated through a 

series of real-world deployments with an 868 MHz environmental sensor network in the Highlands 

of Scotland. 868 MHz was chosen for these deployments as the frequency has appropriate propaga-

tion characteristics and has been used in several existing sub-GHz ESN deployments. 

1.2. Research Questions 

This thesis will address three research questions: 

1. Can the standards used for 2.4 GHz IoT wireless sensor networks be applied to sub-GHz 

environmental sensor networks? 

2. Can a sub-GHz standards-based 6LoWPAN network perform sufficiently, in terms of en-

ergy, for real-world IoT environmental sensor network deployments? 

3. Can a sub-GHz standards-based 6LoWPAN network perform sufficiently, in terms of 

throughput, latency and reliability, for real-world IoT environmental sensor network de-

ployments? 

These questions have been identified through the review of the literature carried out in  Chapter 2 

and experiences with the Glacsweb project discussed in  Chapter 3. The remainder of this section 

discusses these questions and the motivation for them. 
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Standards that allow sensor networks to communicate with the Internet have been successfully ap-

plied to 2.4 GHz wireless sensor networks and allowed them to become a key part of the Internet of 

Things. In contrast, environmental sensor networks have lagged behind in their adoption of these 

standards. This is partly due to a lack of implementations that support the sub-GHz bands that 

ESNs favour. While it is theoretically possible for 6LoWPAN to be applied to sub-GHz networks 

this has not been achieved on actual hardware as the focus of developers has been on 2.4 GHz 

based platforms that are more popular and available. Physical and addressing networking technolo-

gies are not the only area of standardisation that WSNs exploit. Standardised methods of data trans-

fer, such as HTTP, have allowed existing utilities to be used to retrieve data from WSNs and inter-

act with them. Determining whether these standards can be applied to sub-GHz environmental sen-

sor networks is the first step in realising a real-world standardised IoT ESN. 

 

While similar in concept, WSNs and ESNs have different requirements in terms of energy efficien-

cy and performance. The techniques used to maximise energy efficiency for a 2.4 GHz IoT WSN 

may not apply to a sub-GHz environmental sensor network or if they do, they may not be as effec-

tive. The techniques of energy conservation used at 2.4 GHz, such as duty cycling protocols, need 

to be assessed in the context of a sub-GHz environmental sensor network.  

 

Real-world environmental sensor networks rarely behave consistently with laboratory testing or 

theory. What may work well in a laboratory based testing may not work as well, or may even fail 

completely, when deployed in the real world. As such, real-world deployments are required to vali-

date that a standards-based network using 6LoWPAN and other Internet standards can operate ac-

ceptably in the real world.  

1.3. Research Contributions 

Several contributions have been made with the work detailed in this thesis. The research questions 

posed in Section  1.2 are addressed through the course of this thesis. The first question is addressed 

in  Chapter 4, where it is demonstrated that 6LoWPAN can successfully be used with a sub-GHz 

radio, and in  Chapter 5, where acceptable operation of CoAP and protocol buffers is shown in a 

real-world deployment. The second and third research questions are addressed in  Chapter 5 where 

the real-world performance of a sub-GHz environmental sensor network using the standards and 

duty cycling protocols commonly used for 2.4 GHz wireless sensor networks is assessed. It is 

shown that the latency and throughput are suitable for real-world deployments and the use of an 

asynchronous duty cycling protocol increases reliability when compared to a simple synchronous 
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duty cycling protocol. Energy performance was found to be acceptable where large batteries can be 

used however further work is needed to improve energy efficiency.  

 

In addition to addressing the research questions, other contributions have been made. An open-

source and publicly available Contiki radio driver was developed as part of the work detailed 

in  Chapter 4. The timings for using ContikiMAC with 50 kbps 868 MHz radios have also been 

made available publicly and have been used by researchers for other similar platforms. The per-

formance of HTTP is assessed and found to be inadequate when compared to CoAP in a real-world 

deployment. Finally, the work detailed in this thesis has helped to deploy the first real-world sub-

GHz 6LoWPAN-based environmental sensor network and the data gathered has assisted research-

ers in other fields understand the natural processes occurring at the study site and facilitated their 

research. These contributions are discussed in more detail in Section  6.1. 

1.4. Thesis Structure 

This thesis is divided into six chapters that identify the current state of environmental sensor net-

works, identifies their short comings in the Internet of Things age and proposes ways to improve 

their design. 

 

 Chapter 2: Literature Review. The second chapter of this thesis reviews literature in the fields of 

the Internet of Things, wireless sensor networks and environmental sensor networks. The enabling 

technologies of the Internet of Things are identified and which of these technologies are required 

for an IoT environmental sensor network are discussed. 

 

 Chapter 3: Glacsweb. Glacsweb was a pre-existing research project and work was carried out to 

gain familiarisation with the challenges and requirements of a real-world environmental sensor 

network deployment. Work is carried out to prepare the existing network for the implementation of 

IoT technologies. 

 

 Chapter 4: Sub-GHz 6LoWPAN Communications. A true Internet of Things environmental 

sensor network requires low-power IP-based communications that have the propagation character-

istics to allow for sparse node deployments over a large geographic area in harsh conditions. Exist-

ing 6LoWPAN implementations and research have focused on 2.4 GHz systems for short-range 

wireless sensor networks and not in the sub-GHz bands that are required for environmental sensor 

networks. This chapter details the implementation of 6LoWPAN at 868 MHz, determines the tim-
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ing requirements for implementing a state-of-the-art asynchronous duty cycling protocol and as-

sesses the performance of 6LoWPAN at 868 MHz compared to 2.4 GHz.  

 

 Chapter 5: Mountain Sensing. Networking is not the only requirement for an Internet of Things 

environmental sensor network. This chapter develops a platform for an Internet of Things environ-

mental sensor network that uses the sub-GHz networking developed in  Chapter 3 and standardised 

methods of data transfer. Theoretical modelling and laboratory based testing of technologies for 

environmental sensor networks rarely reflects what happens in reality so real-world deployments 

are carried out and refinements made to the platform to address the problems identified.  

 

 Chapter 6: Conclusions. The final chapter of this thesis summarises the contributions made by 

this work to environmental sensor networks and wireless sensor networks in general. The contribu-

tions that have been made are discussed and suggestions for areas of future work that would further 

enhance Internet of Things environmental sensor networks are made.  
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  Chapter 2

Literature Review 

 

Wireless Sensor Networks and the Internet of Things are two research areas where there is a signif-

icant amount of existing literature and on-going research. This chapter presents a review of the 

literature of the most relevant IoT concepts and WSN designs and discusses how environmental 

sensor networks differ from WSNs.  It is split into five sections that cover general IoT concepts & 

history, a summary of technologies that help to enable IoT, WSNs, ESNs and a summary. The sec-

tion reviewing WSNs includes a review of low-power networking and IoT operating systems.  

2.1. The Internet of Things 

Simply put, the Internet of Things (IoT) is about giving physical object a presence on the Internet 

that allows people and other things to find out information about the object and then interact with 

them. Put more complexly, IoT is about systems intelligently using data about the physical world 

that has been autonomously collected to influence the physical world (Farooq, Waseem et al. 

2015). Beyond this basic definition, there are many different ideas on what the IoT is and what it 

encompasses (Ashton 2009) and the term has been miss-used extensively in modern vernacular to 

refer to everything that can interact with something else from non-Internet connected wearable 

technology (22 CityLink 2016) to home routers and IP connected webcams (Krebs 2016). For the 

avoidance of doubt, this Thesis interprets Internet of Things to refer to the principle of an object 

that interacts with the physical world that has some form of presence on or across the Internet, ei-

ther directly or indirectly addresses, where its status is autonomously updated.  

 

The term Internet of Things was first coined in 1999 in relation to autonomous supply chain man-

agement where objects were tagged with uniquely-identifiable RFID tags, which included details of 

the manufacturer, object type and a unique serial number, and read by a series of network connect-

ed RFID readers as they moved along the supply chain (Sarma, Brock et al. 2001, Ashton 2009, 

Lou, Quan et al. 2011). This concept is useful for supply chain management and stock control 
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where exact stock levels of individual components & products can be tracked and replacements 

automatically ordered from suppliers as needed but has a significant overhead in the amount of 

infrastructure required to read the tags affixed to items. The information that can be obtained using 

RFID technology is also limited to what is encoded on the tag – there is no facility for sensing oth-

er factors without additional infrastructure. Advancements in other fields of technology have re-

sulted in the view on what IoT encompasses evolving since this initial vision and contemporary 

thinking includes “smart” objects that can autonomously report on their own status, sense the envi-

ronment around them and directly interact with the environment (Kortuem, Kawsar et al. 2010). 

Early facetious examples of smart objects that pre-date the first use of the term include an internet 

connected drinks vending machine from 1982, which reported how often drinks were dispensed 

and their temperature, (CMUSCS 1998) and the IETF’s 1998 April Fools RFC that details a proto-

col for interacting with Internet-connected coffee pots (Masinter 1998). Today, more serious con-

sumer-focused home automation smart objects exist including Wi-Fi connected ambient notifica-

tion electronic rabbits (Violet 2010), wirelessly controllable light bulbs (Phillips 2015) and smart 

thermostats (Hive 2015).  

 

Guillemin, Friess et al. (2009) made a more encompassing prediction that IoT would become a key 

part of the “future Internet” where everyday objects become “smart” objects that more fully bridge 

the physical and virtual worlds. Aspects of this prediction are being realised as businesses look to 

use IoT technologies to enhance their current offerings (Gerpott and May 2016). As an example, 

Amazon have embraced IoT technologies to make it easier for them to sell products with the Ama-

zon Dash Button (Crouch 2015), which allows consumers to reorder specific products from Ama-

zon with a single press of a Wi-Fi connected smart button, the AWS IoT Button (Amazon 2016), a 

generic version of the Dash button that can be used to interact with other things through Amazon 

Web Services, and the Amazon Dash Replenishment Service that allows devices to reorder their 

own supplies as needed (Olivarez-Giles 2015). A common theme with consumer-focused IoT smart 

objects and IoT enhanced services is that many of them rely on a centralised cloud infrastructure 

that smart objects use to discover services and permit interactivity.  

 

Outside of home automation and supply chain management, IoT concepts have been applied to 

other application areas including social, commercial, agricultural and environmental monitoring. 

Social applications range from smart communities (Xu, Rongxing et al. 2011) that ensure the health 

and wellbeing of their members through the use of pervasive healthcare and automated Neighbour-

hood Watch, to enabling spontaneous interactivity between devices and facilitating the creation of 

sharable user-created sensor mashups of data aggregated from multiple sources (Blackstock, 

Kaviani et al. 2010). IoT technologies have also been applied to dynamic and interactive art to give 
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novel and interesting art pieces. The eCloud installation (Goods, Hafermaas et al. 2010) uses real-

time weather data from an Internet source to determine its visualisation state. Erica the Rhino 

(Basford, Bragg et al. 2016) interacts with people physically and online through social media with 

the online interaction having an effect on her physical interactions and physical state. Commercial 

applications cover a large number of areas and include the Smart Grid (Farhangi 2010), where data 

from many sources is used to more efficiently generate and deliver electricity; Smart Meters, which 

enable customers to easily monitor their energy usage, give suppliers an insight into their custom-

ers’ usage patterns and allow for more automated and accurate billing; Smart Cities, where entire 

cities are instrumented and actuated (Zanella, Bui et al. 2014); food supply chain management; 

mining safety; healthcare service; logistics (Xu, He et al. 2014); and factory control (Zuehlke 

2010). In agriculture, IoT concepts have been used for automated greenhouse management (Ji-

chun, Jun-feng et al. 2010), irrigation control (Suping and Birui 2013) and animal management 

(Zhu, Dai et al. 2012, Ilapakurti and Vuppalapati 2015). Environmental monitoring using some IoT 

concepts has been carried out for glaciers (Martinez, Hart et al. 2004), forest fire detection 

(Lazarescu 2013), water monitoring (Chi, Yan et al. 2014) and climate change monitoring (Fang, 

Xu et al. 2014).  

2.2. IoT Enabling Technologies  

Attempts have been made by several different workers to categorise the enabling technologies of 

the Internet of Things. In Guillemin, Friess et al. (2009), the Cluster of European Research Projects 

on the Internet of Things identified thirteen different technology areas that support the Internet of 

Things vision. In contrast, Al-Fuqaha, Guizani et al. (2015) identified six key elements that are 

needed for the Internet of Things to be realised and Atzori, Iera et al. (2010) proposed eight and 

noted that different visions of the Internet of Things attributed importance to differing technologies. 

Despite the discontinuity in number and classification of enabling technologies, there are several 

common themes identified in the literature. Broadly speaking, these can be classified into four 

high-level areas of technology relevant to environmental sensing that: enable interaction with the 

physical world; enable things to be uniquely identified; enable communications with the Internet 

and other things; and enable people and other things to discover and interact with things. This sec-

tion briefly reviews technologies in these four areas that have been used to enable the Internet of 

Things. Some of these technologies are pre-existing ones, which have been repurposed and com-

bined with other existing technologies, and some have been specifically developed to address 

shortcomings with existing technologies. Certain technologies are only applicable to specific types 

of IoT application that are beyond the scope of this research, such as RFID and QR/Barcodes so not 

all technologies are reviewed here. 
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The first, and possibly most important, enabler of the Internet of Things is standardisation 

(Guillemin, Friess et al. 2009, Atzori, Iera et al. 2010, Al-Fuqaha, Guizani et al. 2015). Standardi-

sation is of communications protocols, ways of translating between different communication meth-

ods and methods of transferring data are required to allow things to communicate with other things 

and the Internet. 

 

Sensor and actuator networks enable the collection of information about and interaction with the 

physical world (Uckelmann, Harrison et al. 2011). Without these networks, the Internet of Things 

would not be a realisable concept as there would be no bridge between the physical and virtual 

worlds that allows for the autonomous collection of data and transmission of actuation. In turn, 

advances in microcontroller and low-power networking have made sensor networks more capable. 

Wireless Sensor Networks and the technologies that they rely on are discussed in more detail in 

Section  2.3. 

 

Physical networking technologies, from Wi-Fi (Tozlu, Senel et al. 2012) and 3G (Zhiyong, Kui et 

al. 2010) to lower-power networking, such as low-power Wi-Fi, Bluetooth Low Energy (Kouche 

2012) and 802.15.4, are required to enable connectivity between things and from things to the In-

ternet to enable the transmission of sensor readings and actuation commands. Many of the consum-

er-focused IoT devices mentioned in  2.1 rely on the presence of an existing Wi-Fi infrastructure to 

operate and have been made possible by the prevalence of home Wi-Fi provision. To be able to 

communicate with the rest of the Internet these connections must be globally addressable, either 

directly or indirectly, with an IP address. Traditionally, this has been IPv4 however the near ex-

haustion of IPv4 addresses prior to the advent of the IoT and the prediction that there will be up to 

50 billion Internet connected devices by 2020 has meant that a replacement is required to permit 

the continued expansion of the IoT and Internet in general (Evans 2011, Savolainen, Soininen et al. 

2013, Levin and Schmidt 2014). IPv6 is the standard proposed to replace IPv4 that uses 128-bit 

addressing, allowing for a total of 3.4x10
38

 unique addresses, instead of the 32-bit addressing used 

for IPv4 (Postel 1981, Deering and Hinden 2017). Due to the longer addresses, IPv6 has a larger 

header of 40 bytes compared to the 20 byte minimum of the IPv4 header however it has a simpli-

fied structure as shown in Figure 2 to reduce the processing overhead for each packet and limit the 

bandwidth overhead of the increased addressing scheme. Despite being standardised in 1998, adop-

tion of IPv6 by has been slow until recent years with some providers preferring to adopt stop-gap 

techniques, such as Carrier-grade NAT, to extend the life of IPv4 (Czyz, Allman et al. 2014). De-

spite the slow adoption, IPv6 is still seen as a key requirement for the IoT.  
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Figure 2: Comparison of the IPv4 (a) and IPv6 (b) header structure. Enhanced from ASCII depic-

tions in (Postel 1981) and (Deering and Hinden 2017). 

 

IPv6 has been brought to low-power Wireless Personal Area Networks with the 6LoWPAN stand-

ard (Montenegro, Kushalnagar et al. 2007). 6LoWPAN defines the frame format, header compres-

sion and address autoconfiguration methods to bring IPv6 services to low-power radio links using 

the 802.15.4 standard. The limited packet size of 802.15.4 radios and use of header compression 

requires an adaptation layer to bridge the low-power network to a standard IPv6-based network. 

6LoWPAN has been used in many real-word deployments with several implementations available 

(Neves and Rodrigues 2010, Yibo, Hou et al. 2011). 6LoWPAN does not specify routing or neigh-

bour discovery methods within the low-power network and even though standardised methods have 

been proposed by the IETF (Shelby, Chakrabarti et al. 2012, Winter, Thubert et al. 2012), many 

different routing protocols exist (Kumar and Tiwari 2012). 6LoWPAN and routing are discussed in 

more detail in Section  2.3.2. 

 

Methods of automatic configuration and discovery are required for other parameters to enable the 

spontaneous machine-to-machine interaction of different IoT devices and platforms. Some visions 

of the Internet of Things see objects and services being able to discover each other and interact 

autonomously requesting data and services from each other without initial configuration (Garcia 

Macias, Alvarez-Lozano et al. 2011, Uckelmann, Harrison et al. 2011). Instead of relying on dis-

covery of services at the device level, many of the applications mentioned in  2.1 rely on a central-
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ised data base, cloud service or data warehouse to aggregate interactivity with multiple devices into 

one location. Al-Fuqaha, Guizani et al. (2015) imply that the use of centralised systems is a basic 

feature of the sensing element that they identified and focus on discovery of the overall service 

offered through the centralised system.  

 

Additionally, efficient and adaptable methods of transmitting and presenting data are required to 

enable bandwidth and power-efficient access to data and actuators. Standardised examples of these 

methods include REST, RDF, JSON, RSS (Guinard, Trifa et al. 2011) and protocol buffers (Google 

2015) along with CoAP
 
(Shellby, Harke et al. 2014) and HTTP. 

2.3. Wireless Sensor Networks 

Wireless Sensor Networks are networks of nodes that combine sensing, data processing and com-

munications technologies to autonomously sense something about the environment that they are 

placed in (Akyildiz, Su et al. 2002). The basic design of a WSN platform consists of a single pro-

cessing element, a discrete radio and a power supply plus attached sensors as depicted in Figure 3 

(Healy, Newe et al. 2008) and WSNs have been used in a range of applications to sense the physi-

cal world . 

 

MicrocontrollerRadio

Power Supply

Sensors

 

Figure 3: Block diagram of the basic elements of a basic WSN. 

 Hardware Architecture 2.3.1.

Over the years there has been a progressive evolution of sensor node designs that has increased 

their capabilities. Healy, Newe et al. (2008) reviewed several WSN node designs used between 

1998 and 2007 and found that the most common choice of processing element was an 8-bit micro-

controller with 25 out of 43 reviewed designs using either a PIC or an AVR. Seven designs used a 

16-bit MSP430 microcontroller while six designs used a 32-bit ARM processor. Several commer-

cially available ‘motes’ were identified in their review including the Telos and Mica platforms. 

These platforms are pre-made using commercial off the shelf components (COTS) and include 

simple sensors, usually temperature and humidity, and/or some way of adding additional sensors. 
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They are relatively low-cost and are designed to enable experimentation in a wide variety of fields 

without the need to design and make a bespoke platform (Polastre, Szewcyzk et al. 2004). 

 

Historically common mote designs have used either an 8-bit or a 16-bit microcontroller for the pro-

cessing element as they are low-cost and low power. As shown in Table 1, 32-bit motes in the early 

2000s tended to use more energy than the 8-bit and 16-bit designs of the time. This was reflected in 

the choice of microcontroller for popular commercial designs such as the Tmote Sky (Moteiv 

Corporation 2006), Zolertia Z1 (Zolertia 2010) and Telos Motes (Crossbow Technology Inc n.d.-b) 

all use a 16-bit MSP430 microcontrollers with a discrete radio. 

 

Table 1: Power comparison of different WSN nodes including multi-core designs.  

Platform Architecture 

Power Usage 

Data Source Active 

(mW) 

Sleep 

(µW) 

TX 

(mW) 

RX 

(mW) 

WINS 32-bit 727.6 6400 1080.5 751.6 Savvides and Srivastava (2002) 

Telos mote 16-bit 3 2 45 - 
Polastre, Szewcyzk et al. 

(2004) 

MicaZ mote 8-bit 33 30 45 - 
Polastre, Szewcyzk et al. 

(2004) 

XYZ Node 32-bit 
52.5 – 

239.8 
99 - - 

Lymberopoulos and Savvides 

(2005) 

TelosB mote 16-bit 6.75 45 65.1 68.4 
Prayati, Antonopoulos et al. 

(2010) 

IoT Wildfire 

Detection 
8-bit 2.34 16.92 108 - Lazarescu (2013) 

SENTIO-em 32-bit 24 5.4 150 49.5 Bader, Krämer et al. (2013) 

Medusa MK-2 8/32-bit 92.22 20 107 104.7 Savvides and Srivastava (2002) 

Gumsense 16/32-bit 900 7.2  - - Martinez, Basford et al. (2009) 

E2MWSN FPGA/8/32 62.7 3 65.4 - Hong-Ling, Kun Mean et al. 

(2011) 

 

The basic WSN design of a single low-power microcontroller works well for nodes that carry out 

non-resource-intensive tasks, such as simple sensing and communications control, however there 

can be compromises in processor selection where tasks of significantly different intensities need to 

be executed. Either an appropriate microcontroller for the most resource-intensive task is selected 

at the expense of energy efficiency and system lifetime, or a microcontroller that is appropriate for 

the lower intensity tasks and is very energy efficient is selected at the cost of being able to carry out 
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the more resource-intensive tasks effectively or at all (McLntire, Ho et al. 2006, Martinez, Basford 

et al. 2009, Hong-Ling, Kun Mean et al. 2011). The need for more capable microcontrollers in sen-

sor network platforms is more pronounced in platforms that are used for IoT as there are additional 

processing, storage and memory overheads involved (Zimmermann, Sa Silva et al. 2008). 

 

To address this limitation, some attempts have been made to develop multi-core nodes for sensor 

networks that combine processing elements of differing capabilities to improve overall system per-

formance and efficiency. Three multi-core designs are included in Table 1 and this shows that mul-

ti-core designs have the potential for improving sensor node performance with comparable sleep 

energy; however, the existing implementations are more complex than a single-core design and are 

more costly to deploy as multiple processors are required. Existing multicore designs use a hetero-

geneous mix of different processor architectures that require different development environments, 

complicating software development and making code less portable across the platform. The in-

creased complexity and cost has meant that use of multi-core designs for real-world sensor network 

deployments has been limited with most research and commercial platforms favouring single-core 

architecture. 

 

Multi-core designs using multiple discrete processors have become less relevant with the advent of 

significantly cheaper and lower-power 32-bit microcontroller designs incorporating ARM Cortex 

processing cores. These microcontrollers have greater performance than 8-bit and 16-bit designs 

with comparable power consumption. One example is the SENTIO-em platform (Bader, Krämer et 

al. 2013) which is clocked at 32MHz, two to four times the clock rate of typical 8-bit or 16-bit 

based mote. As shown in Table 1, the SENTIO-em platform has power consumption comparable to 

commercial mote designs and significantly lower than earlier 32-bit designs such as the WINS 

node and the XYZ node. ARM cores have also been used for other sensor node designs with Cor-

tex-M3-based microcontrollers being used for the subglacial probes in the Glacsweb project 

(Martinez, Basford et al. 2012) and the Sprouts WSN Platform (Kouche 2012). Even lower power 

designs should be possible with microcontrollers based on the Cortex-M0+ as this has a more ener-

gy efficient design than the Cortex-M3 (ARM Ltd. 2012) however no platforms have been found in 

the literature.  

During the course of this PhD commercially available ARM-based motes have been designed that 

take advantage of other advances in microcontroller design. OpenMote (Vilajosana, Tuset et al. 

2015) and the Zolertia RE-Mote (Zolertia 2016) use the CC2538 SoC (Texas Instruments 2015b) 

that includes the microcontroller and a 2.4 GHz radio in a single package, simplifying the overall 

design. While improvements in 32-bit microcontroller designs have generally meant that single-

core platforms have remained the norm, more recent developments have seen some manufacturers 
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introducing heterogeneous multi-core SoCs targeted at applications that require low-power sensing. 

Examples of this include the CC1310 and CC2650 that include three different microcontrollers. A 

Cortex-M0 is used for the RF Core that managed the radio, a Cortex-M3 is used for the main CPU 

and a 16-bit microcontroller is used for a low-power sensor controller.  

 Networking 2.3.2.

Networking technology is a fundamental requirement for sensor networks and encompasses meth-

ods of wireless communication, how energy is saved through duty cycling and how data is routed 

across the network. This sub-section looks at the methods key to delivering efficient wireless 

communications to WSNs and ESNs. 

 

 Methods of Communication 2.3.2.1.

Many different methods of wireless communications have been used for inter-node communica-

tions in sensing applications with differing methods being more appropriate for different types of 

network. Acoustic methods have been used extensively for underwater sensor networks as the 

propagation characteristics of sound in water allow for a significant range however, they are 

throughput-limited due to interference and the attenuation of sound in air makes acoustic commu-

nications impractical for terrestrial applications (Zhang, Huang et al. 2005, Lanbo, Shengli et al. 

2008). Optical communications are another method that can be used for both underwater and ter-

restrial applications (Mathews, Barnes et al. 2009). Optical methods can provide high data rates 

over a long range with low energy requirements but have to be very directional to achieve this so 

they require careful aiming and unobstructed line of sight between nodes (Kahn, Katz et al. 1999). 

This means that adverse weather that affects line of sight, such as fog, snow and heavy rain, can 

prevent successful communication. Shammaa and Verma (2011) proposed the use of optical com-

munications for connecting two isolated WSN islands that were outside of radio communication 

range. Their implementation requires an additional high-power base station for each island increas-

ing the deployment complexity and required energy. The optical link still suffers from the same 

general limitations of optical communications. Finally, the most common form of wireless commu-

nications used for terrestrial sensing applications and the focus of the remainder of this sub-section 

is radio. 

 

Low-power radio in one form or another has been used in numerous different WSN designs 

(Akyildiz, Su et al. 2002). Of the potential frequency bands available, 2.4 GHz is the most com-

monly used for contemporary, commercially available WSN designs (MEMSIC Inc , Moteiv 

Corporation 2006, Zolertia 2010, Crossbow Technology Inc n.d.-b) and has been frequently used in 
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research deployments for urban and agricultural sensing (Stuntebeck, Pompili et al. 2006, 

Tongjuan, Jun et al. 2010, Tu, Liu et al. 2010, Horvat, Sostaric et al. 2011, Ling-ling, Shi-feng et 

al. 2011). 2.4 GHz designs are popular as radios are widely available, low-cost and well supported 

by existing software. 2.4 GHz is one of the bands supported by IEEE 802.15.4 and many of the 

radios used for these research deployments are compliant with 802.15.4, which is discussed in 

more detail in this Section  2.3.2.2.  

 

Other bands that have been commonly used in the past for WSNs include 433 MHz and 868/915 

MHz. 433 MHz was commonly used for WSNs prior to 2.4 GHz becoming common place and is 

still used in some contemporary designs that are not described as IoT and for applications that re-

quire increased range or specific propagation characteristics (Martinez, Ong et al. 2004, Werner-

Allen, Johnson et al. 2005, Green, Nadimi et al. 2009, Lazarescu 2013). 433 MHz is not supported 

by the IEEE 802.15.4 standards (IEEE 2011, IEEE 2012b) meaning that there is no direct IP con-

nectivity to nodes as is desirable in IoT deployments. IoT-like deployments are still possible using 

non-standardised implementations at the gateway to the network however these do not promote the 

same interoperability as a standards-compliant solution. The 868 MHz and 915MHz bands have 

been used in some research WSN designs (Savvides and Srivastava 2002) and commercial offer-

ings (Libelium Comunicaciones Distribuidas S.L. 2012, Crossbow Technology Inc n.d.-a). The 

TinyNode (Dubois-Ferrière, Fabre et al. 2006) has been used in numerous Permasense deployments 

(Talzi, Hasler et al. 2007, Hasler, Talzi et al. 2008, Beutel, Gruber et al. 2009, Girard, Beutel et al. 

2012). While they offer significantly increased range over 2.4 GHz designs these bands have not 

been as popular for IoT-like deployments because low-cost radios have not been as widely availa-

ble or as well supported in software. 

 

Other methods of communication that have been used for sensing applications include GPRS 

(Centenaro, Vangelista et al. 2016), Wi-Fi, Bluetooth (Healy, Newe et al. 2008)  and LoRa 

(Centenaro, Vangelista et al. 2016). Wi-Fi and GPRS are high-power connections that are not ap-

propriate for use on every sensor node. Bluetooth has been used for some sensing and IoT applica-

tions and a low-energy version exists (Ilapakurti and Vuppalapati 2015); however, while it can use 

IPv6 addressing (Nieminen, Savolainen et al. 2015) Bluetooth is restricted to short ranges and the 

2.4 GHz band. LoRa is a relatively recent low-power radio technology that uses sub-GHz low 

power radio to form wide-area networks for low-power devices (LoRa Alliance n.d.). Despite being 

targeted at IoT applications, LoRa does not support Internet standard addressing.  
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 802.15.4 2.3.2.2.

As discussed in Section  2.2, standardisation is a key requirement in realising the Internet of Things. 

IEEE 802.15.4 is a series of standards and amendments that specify the physical layer (PHY) and 

Media Access Control (MAC) layers of the OSI seven-layer model of computer networking for 

low-rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-WPAN) and is a requirement for implementing 

6LoWPAN, which brings IP-based communications to low-power radio links (Montenegro, 

Kushalnagar et al. 2007). 802.15.4 was first standardised in 2003 with the 802.15.4-2003 version of 

the standard (IEEE 2003). The standard was revised in 2006 (IEEE 2006) and again in 2011 (IEEE 

2011) to enhance and correct the previous standards. The latest revision is 802.15.4-2015 (IEEE 

2016) however the work in this thesis was carried out under 802.15.4-2011 so the remainder of this 

review is carried out with the 802.15.4-2011 standard and its amendments in mind. 802.15.4-2011 

has been incrementally amended by numerous amendments that define new physical standards, add 

additional frequencies and modify the MAC sublayer. 802.15.4 specifies physical layers in a large 

number of frequency bands including 2.4 GHz, 868 MHz, 915 MHz, 433 MHz (IEEE 2012a), 169 

MHz (IEEE 2012b) and numerous other regional bands.  

 

Until the 802.15.4g amendment (IEEE 2012b), 868 MHz and 915MHz had different maximum 

bitrates specified in the 802.15.4 standards of 20 kbps and 40 kbps respectively. This difference 

meant that hardware, software and performance would be different depending on the country of 

operation. With the 802.15.4g amendment both bands gained unified support for 50 kbps and 200 

kbps operation. These greater data rates mean that 868/915 MHz has the potential to be the most 

viable choice for future IoT ESN designs. The 802.15.4g amendment also allows for operation in 

the 169 MHz ISM band at data rates up to 9.6 kbps. This is close to the frequencies used by 

Martinez and Basford (2011) for sub-glacial probes meaning that there is the potential for 

6LoWPAN-based IP communications to reach more extreme locations in the future. 

 

In addition to specifying the physical layer, 802.15.4 specifies the hierarchy of headers and struc-

ture of frames as shown in Figure 4. The PSDU (PHY service data unit) has a consistent format 

across all PHYs with the Synchronisation and PHY headers are defined for each PHY. Despite 

being PHY specific, the PPDU follows a common structure for most PHYs and this is shown in 

Figure 5. 802.15.4 specifies four different frame formats with the general format shown in Figure 

6. From these headers, the typical per-frame overhead for 802.15.4 can be established. This is 24 

bytes for a header that uses 8-byte addressing with PAN ID compression, including the length byte. 

There will be additional overhead for the preamble and start of frame delimiter (SFD). 
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Figure 4: Schematic view of the 802.15.4 PPDU (PHY protocol data unit) Reproduction of Figure 

6 from (IEEE 2011) 

 

 

Figure 5: Typical format of a PPDU header. The SHR includes the preamble 

and start of frame delimiter (SFD). The PHR includes the length byte. Modifi-

cation of Figure 67 from (IEEE 2011) 

 

 

Figure 6: 802.15.4 general MAC frame format. Modification of Figure 36 from (IEEE 2011) 

  

The standard also specifies the possible topology of the network. The two basic topologies are the 

start topology, where all of the devices communicate with a central co-ordinator, and the peer-to-

peer topology, where any device can communicate with any other device that it is within range of. 

The peer-to-peer topology is the basis of a multi-hop mesh network, which is a requirement for 

larger deployments as it allows individual nodes to have a lower transmit power and can improve 

the connectivity and reliability of the network by providing redundant paths that data can take to 

reach the sink (Schwieger, Fettweis et al. 2004). 802.15.4 does not specify routing as this occurs at 

a higher layer in the OSI model. Routing is discussed in more detail in Section  2.3.2.4. 

 

802.15.4 is used as  the basis for several higher level protocols that have been used for sensing ap-

plications including ZigBee, WirelessHART (Lennvall, Svensson et al. 2008) and 6LoWPAN (Hui 

and Thubert 2011).  
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 6LoWPAN 2.3.2.3.

6LoWPAN (Hui and Thubert 2011) is an IETF Internet standard that specifies how IPv6 packets 

can be transmitted over 802.15.4 networks. Compared to other high level protocols that utilise 

802.15.4, 6LoWPAN is open and provides addressing that is easily translatable to IP, reducing the 

development overhead by allowing the use of existing network based tools for commission, config-

uration and management (Mulligan 2007).  

 

The 6LoWPAN standard specifies the frame format, header compression techniques and stateless 

address autoconfiguration methods for 802.15.4 networks (Hui and Thubert 2011). Header com-

pression techniques, where address information is inferred from the underlying 802.15.4 header, 

mean that 6LoWPAN can facilitate the transmission of IPv6 packets with an overhead as low as 

four bytes. The 6LoWPAN standard does not specify routing within the network so routing is dis-

cussed in more detail in Section  2.3.2.4. 

 

6LoWPAN has been used as part of the THREAD networking protocol (Thread Group n.d.), which 

is used for commercial IoT applications, and many open source 6LoWPAN implementations exist 

(Yibo, Hou et al. 2011). Despite its standardisation, the literature does not describe and fully stand-

ardised sub-GHz deployments. 

 

 Routing 2.3.2.4.

Multi-hop routing capability is a key requirement for larger deployments as it allows individual 

nodes to have a lower transmit power and can improve the connectivity and reliability of the net-

work by providing redundant paths that data can take to reach the sink (Schwieger, Fettweis et al. 

2004). These benefits enable deployments to cover a large or geographically complex area in a 

more energy efficient and reliable way than is possible with directly connected nodes that must be 

within range and line of sight of a base station. While multi-hop routing helps to increase range and 

reliability it also increases complexity as each node in the network needs to be able to act as a rout-

er in addition to its sensing duties. Overall energy consumption can also increase compared to a 

non-multi-hop deployment as nodes need to spend time in receive when they could otherwise be in 

a low-power sleep mode so that they can act as routing points for other nodes in the network.  

 

Several different methods of routing over 6LoWPAN have been developed to provide energy and 

memory efficient routing for 6LoWPAN networks (Ee, Ng et al. 2010, Kumar and Tiwari 2012) 

and one method, RPL, has been standardised by the IETF (Winter, Thubert et al. 2012). When 

compared to another routing implementation that was considered for IETF standardisation, 
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LOADng (IETF n.d.), RPL was found to have better performance (Vučinić, Tourancheau et al. 

2013) for home automation. As RPL is the Internet standard for routing on 6LoWPAN networks, it 

is the routing protocol of choice for a standards-based IoT network. 

 

Multi-hop routing also acts to reduce the available bandwidth across the network with each addi-

tional hop. Gupta and Kumar (2000) demonstrated that the bandwidth attainable through a single-

channel multi-hop network where nodes can cause interference with each other can be calculated 

with equation (1). The bandwidth available in a multi-hop 802.15.4 network is less than this due to 

packet copying and other overheads so equation (2) gives an appropriate approximation (Österlind 

and Dunkels 2008, Jain, Reena et al. 2013). The reduction in realisable bandwidth attributable to 

each additional hop poses potential issues for ESN deployments that rely on a number of “fill in” 

routing nodes to enable communication across large areas or in difficult terrain as the reduction in 

realisable bandwidth can be significant. 

 

    
 

√     
 (1) 

    
 

 
 (2) 

 

 Duty Cycling Protocols 2.3.2.5.

Keeping a radio permanently in receive mode so that a packet can be received at any time is not 

energy efficient as most radios use tens of mA in receive. The energy overhead of wireless com-

munications can consume up to 75% of the available energy in some applications with the majority 

being expended on listening on the chance that a packet may be received (Shnayder, Hempstead et 

al. 2004, Hong-Ling, Kun Mean et al. 2011). One way to reduce the amount of energy is by using a 

Radio Duty Cycling (RDC) protocol to keep the radio turned off or in a low-power state when not 

required to reduce the average energy utilisation. RDC Protocols can range from having a short 

daily slot for communications, as used by Elsaify, Padhy et al. (2007) in GWMAC, to schemes 

where the radio is cycled on and off several times per second, as used by Dunkels (2011) for Con-

tikiMAC. Different RDC protocols may not interoperate due to the different methodologies em-

ployed to manage the radio so all nodes in a network must run the same, or a compatible, RDC 

protocols to ensure reliable communications. 

 

RDC Protocols can be broadly separated into two categories: synchronous and asynchronous 

(Kuorilehto, Kohvakka et al. 2008). In synchronous RDC protocols all of the nodes have a pre-

determined schedule where they turn on their receiver to receive data. Any node that wishes to 

transmit to another node needs to be aware of the receive schedule of the destination node so that it 
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only tries to transmit when the target node is awake and ready to communicate. The degree of 

complexity in synchronous RDCs can range from simple, manually pre-allocated schedules such as 

the single daily slot used in GWMAC (Elsaify, Padhy et al. 2007) to more complex self-allocating 

or fully self-synchronising implementations as used in Crankshaft (Halkes and Langendoen 2007) 

and S-MAC (Wei, Heidemann et al. 2002) respectively. Independently of the implementation, each 

node in the network needs to have a synchronised clock or other form of accurate timekeeping to 

ensure that each node maintains its schedule. Implementations that transmit time information to 

correct for clock drift and self-synchronising protocols have a greater network overhead than other 

synchronised protocols due to the additional data that needs to be sent over the network. In con-

trast, asynchronous protocols require no prior or on-going synchronisation between nodes, instead 

relying on superfluous transmissions and a suitable timing scheme for radio wakeup with each node 

maintaining its own schedule. Preambles longer than a node’s sleep period have been used in B-

MAC, some implementations of ALOHA and TSMP (El-Hoiydi 2002, Polastre, Hill et al. 2004, 

Pister and Doherty 2008) to ensure that other nodes are awake at some point during the preamble 

and can keep their radio on to receive the actual transmission. An alternative to using increased-

length preambles is to either transmit a short preamble several times as used in X-MAC (Buettner, 

Yee et al. 2006) or to retransmit the entire packet until acknowledged as used in ContikiMAC 

(Dunkels 2011). Asynchronous RDCs can behave more like synchronous RDCs by learning the 

schedules of other nodes in the network and only transmitting when it is expected that the destina-

tion node is awake and listening. This approach can be used in WiseMAC (El-hoiydi, Decotignie et 

al. 2004) and ContikiMAC to improve energy efficiency by reducing the amount of excess data 

transmitted at the cost of increased memory usage. Nodes running asynchronous protocols can be 

of a simpler design with less memory than those used with synchronous protocols, as asynchronous 

nodes do not need to keep track of the schedules of their neighbours and do not need such accurate 

clocks. Memory usage in synchronous deployments can become problematic in larger networks 

where nodes need to communicate with each other rather than just with the base station, as in a 

multi-hop network.  

 

The achievable duty cycle of a protocol depends not only on the pattern of traffic but also how mo-

bile nodes are in the network. Synchronous protocols can achieve very low duty cycles significant-

ly below 1% in static deployments (Pister and Doherty 2008) but this increases significantly in 

dynamic deployments where the schedule has to adapt to nodes joining and leaving the network 

randomly or where nodes can “move” by changing neighbours. Modern asynchronous protocols 

can achieve duty cycles approaching 1% or less depending on traffic types and network conditions 

(Dunkels 2011, Pinola 2012). Asynchronous protocols can be more conducive to spontaneous 

communications as the transmitting node does not need to wait until a set time to try to send data 
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and relaying nodes can immediately retransmit rather than storing for later transmission: however, 

the unscheduled nature of asynchronous protocols means that there is an increased chance of colli-

sions. The flexibility of asynchronous duty cycling protocols makes them appealing for ESNs de-

ployed in harsh conditions as static nodes may appear to be dynamic in nature due harsh and 

changing environmental and large bursts of traffic that won’t fit into a synchronised slot may need 

to be sent if a node has been off the network for an extended period. Contiki includes drivers for 

several asynchronous RDCs (Contiki-OS 2014) that can be chosen at compile time. These are Con-

tikiMAC, X-MAC (Buettner, Yee et al. 2006), CXMAC and LPP (Musaloiu-E., Liang et al. 2008). 

Contiki does not include any synchronous RDC protocols but it does include NullRDC which does 

not cycle the radio at all and is intended for testing purposes and non-energy-sensitive deploy-

ments. Of the available RDCs, ContikiMAC is the most energy efficient under most situations at 

2.4 GHz with a radio that has similar transmit and receive energy profiles. 

 

Another method that has been used in WSNs to reduce the energy expended on wireless communi-

cations is data aggregation (Wang, Heinzelman et al. 1999, Heinzelman, Chandrakasan et al. 2000). 

Data aggregation reduces the energy expended on wireless communications by the network as a 

whole by aggregating data from different nodes as it travels through the network, reducing the total 

number of transmissions. Early implementations aggregated data at the edge of the network how-

ever attempts have been made to carry out aggregation within the low-power network by sensor 

nodes as nodes have become more capable (Fasolo, Rossi et al. 2007). While data aggregation has 

been applied to urban and agricultural WSNs successful, its use for ESNs has not been established 

in the literature. In an ESN context, in-network data aggregation would appear to be less suitable as 

the transmission of data is essentially slowed down and left on a potentially vulnerable node for 

longer than necessary though further work is needed to establish the limitations and benefits of 

applying data aggregation to ESNs. 

 IoT Operating Systems 2.3.3.

Certain enabling technologies, such as 6LoWPAN network stacks and routing implementations, 

benefit from being executed in under a scheduler rather than as bare-metal code. Several operating 

systems for low-power MCUs that are designed or adapted for IoT applications exist to fulfil this 

need with implementations ranging in nature from simple co-operative, non-pre-emptible non-real-

time designs to more elaborate real-time operating systems (RTOS). Significant contemporary 

open-source operating systems that have been used for IoT applications include Contiki (Dunkels, 

Gronvall et al. 2004), Tiny-OS (Levis, Madden et al. 2005), FreeRTOS (Real Time Engineers Ltd. 

2003), OpenWSN (Watteyne, Vilajosana et al. 2012) and RIOT (Baccelli, Hahm et al. 2012, 

Baccelli, Hahm et al. 2013). mbed OS (ARM Ltd. 2014) is an IoT-focussed OS that is currently 
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under development by ARM
®
 but this will only target ARM

®
 Cortex

®
-M-based MCUs. Unlike the 

other mentioned operating systems, FreeRTOS does not include a networking stack that supports 

IPv6 in its base distribution and instead relies on third-party, and usually proprietary, stacks to pro-

vide this functionality. One open-source 6LoWPAN stack available for FreeRTOS is Nanostack 1.1 

however this is no longer developed (Nanostack Project 2013a). OpenWSN can run on its own 

scheduler, OpenOS, and support for using the FreeRTOS kernel as an alternative is currently under 

development (OpenWSN Project 2012). 

 

A brief comparison of these operating systems is presented in Table 2. This shows that the Contiki 

and OpenWSN networking stacks are the only options that support TCP over 6LoWPAN and that 

Contiki and FreeRTOS support the largest range of processors. Tiny OS currently supports 8-bit 

and 16-bit MCUs and only have experimental support for TCP over 6LoWPAN. TCP is required 

for some higher level protocols, such as HTTP, so a lack of support can limit the utility of a node. 

RIOT is a fairly new OS and does not have the deployment history of the other options; however, it 

does have a significantly lower memory and flash footprint than the other operating systems. 

 

Table 2: Comparison of IoT Operating Systems with 6LoWPAN stacks. * where OpenWSN is 

used with the OpenOS scheduler (Watteyne, Vilajosana et al. 2012). RAM and ROM infor-

mation from (Yibo, Hou et al. 2011, Baccelli, Hahm et al. 2013) 

OS Contiki Tiny-OS FreeRTOS  

(with NanoStack) 

OpenWSN RIOT 

Supported 

Processors 

MSP430, 

AVR,  

Cortex
®

-M, 

ARM7, 

8051, RL78, 

6502, x86 

(Contiki-OS 

2012a) 

MSP430, 

AVR 

(TinyOS 

2011) 

MSP430, AVR,  

Cortex
®

-M, Cortex
®

-A, 

Cyclone V SOC, 

ARM7, ARM9, Smart-

Fusion, APS3, PIC32, 

V850, 78K0R, 8051, 

RM48, TMS570, 

PPC4xx, Zynq, NIOS 

II, Microblaze, x86 

(Real Time Engineers 

Ltd. 2012) 

MSP430, 

Cortex
®

-M * 

MSP430, 

ARM7, 

Cortex
®

-M, 

x86 (RIOT 

2013) 

RAM Usage 10 kB 10 kB 4-8 kB  1.5 

Flash Usage 30 kB 48 kB 32-64 kB  5 

TCP Support Y Experimental N Y Y 

UDP Support Y Y Y Y Y 

RPL Y Y N Y Y 
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Due to its deployment history, processor support and mature network stack Contiki was selected 

for further investigation. Had it been more mature in the early stages of this PhD, RIOT would 

have been investigated further.  

 

Contiki is a multi-tasking operating system for networked applications that is designed to work on 

memory-constrained platforms such as low-power microcontrollers (Dunkels, Gronvall et al. 

2004). Contiki has been ported to many different processing cores and platforms, ranging from 8-

bit microcontrollers to running as an application on top of another operating system such as Linux. 

While Contiki includes some real-time capability through the use of “real-time timers”, it is not an 

RTOS and instead provides co-operative multitasking by using Protothreads to implement process-

es (Dunkels, Schmidt et al. 2006). Protothreads are stackless threads that do not support pre-

emption by other threads. Their stackless nature means that the use of local variables within threads 

can be problematic. To have the least impact on the currently running co-operative code, interrupts 

should be kept as short as possible and should generally poll a process or otherwise pass an event to 

Contiki’s scheduler so that the event can be handled by code executing co-operatively. Contiki can 

support pre-emptive multithreading through the “mt” library (Contiki-OS 2012b) but this is not 

supported on all platforms and comes with a significant memory overhead. 

 

Contiki uses several layers of abstraction. Specifically, microcontroller-specific code for core func-

tions is kept isolated from the platform-specific code. This is in turn kept isolated from more gener-

ic code and interoperability is ensured through a well-documented API. The abstraction extends to 

the network stack, which has options for both IPv4 and IPv6, where each layer is kept separate 

from other layers with well-defined APIs existing between them. This allows network protocols, 

such as Radio Duty Cycling Protocols and network framers, to be changed with minimal work at 

compile time.  

 

In summary, Contiki provides a memory efficient and consistent basis across numerous different 

devices with different processing capabilities and energy characteristics for IoT applications. The 

abstraction that is present within Contiki not only permits complete applications to be platform-

agnostic but it also allows them to be protocol-agnostic. The wide processor support, open-source 

nature of the project, simulation options and significant research input have allowed Contiki to 

grow to be one of the most significant IoT operating systems. Given these features, Contiki was 

chosen as the operating system for the sensor nodes discussed in  Chapter 4 and  Chapter 5. 
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2.4. Environmental Sensor Networks 

Environmental sensor networks can be seen as a subtype of WSNs that are deployed in harsher and 

more remote environments than WSNs to monitor natural processes (Martinez, Hart et al. 2004). 

ESNs have been used for a variety of environmental monitoring applications including habitat 

monitoring (Szewczyk, Osterweil et al. 2004), forest fire detection (Lazarescu 2013), glacier moni-

toring (Martinez, Basford et al. 2009, Smeets, Boot et al. 2012), volcano monitoring (Werner-

Allen, Johnson et al. 2005, Song, Huang et al. 2009) and rock face monitoring (Talzi, Hasler et al. 

2007, Hasler, Talzi et al. 2008, Beutel, Gruber et al. 2009, Girard, Beutel et al. 2012). These appli-

cations show that common requirements for ESNs are very low power & efficient operation and 

resilience as the nodes need to operate for extended periods of time with limited, and usually finite, 

energy sources in potentially harsh environments where access for maintenance and replacement 

can be limited. “Sleepy” networks using sub-GHz low-power radios are a common theme though 

2.4 GHz radios, common to ordinary WSNs, Wi-Fi and GPRS have been used in some deploy-

ments. 

 

In terms of standardisation, environmental sensor networks have been slow to adopt the Internet 

standards now commonly used by wireless sensor networks used for indoor and urban applications 

(Hart and Martinez 2015). In turn, the lack of standardisation has slowed the adoption of environ-

mental sensor networks for Earth sciences research as deployments require specialised skills and 

knowledge to deploy, maintain and retrieve data from the deployment which are outside of the field 

of Earth sciences researchers.  

 

While in theory standards like 802.15.4 and 6LoWPAN can be applied to the sub-GHz bands that 

have been used by some environmental sensor networks, there is a lack of literature on the subject. 

It has also been noted by other workers that theory and laboratory based testing do not reflect real-

world environmental sensor networks (Langendoen, Baggio et al. 2006, Barrenetxea, Ingelrest et 

al. 2008, Burgess, Kranz et al. 2010). In the real world, conditions cannot be controlled and there 

will always be unexpected challenges that may mean that things that behaved perfectly in theory or 

in the laboratory do not perform as well in the real world or fail to function at all.  

 

Additionally, standards and integration into the Internet of Things requires more processing power 

to handle the overheads involved (Zimmermann, Sa Silva et al. 2008). This is at odds with the gen-

eral requirement for extremely low-power operation prevalent in environmental sensor networks. 
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2.5. Summary 

Technological advances and standardisation in recent years have allowed wireless sensor networks 

to become cheaper, easier to deploy and easier to interact with by using standardised networking 

protocols that are translatable to standard IP networks such as the Internet. Wireless sensor net-

works are also seen as a key enabler of the Internet of Things as they bridge the gap between the 

physical and real worlds, allowing remote interaction with the environment and autonomous sens-

ing and actuation. The Internet of Things is seen as part of the future Internet and IoT concepts 

have been applied to a wide range of applications that are intended to simplify and improve life. 

Because of their popularity, a large amount of research has been conducted on integrating wireless 

sensor networks into the Internet of Things. 

 

This literature review has shown that environmental sensor networks use the same underlying tech-

nology as wireless sensor networks, but they have been slower in adopting the standardisation that 

has contributed to the success of WSNs. The underlying standards, specifically 802.15.4, do speci-

fy parameters for using sub-GHz radios as part of a standards-compliant networking stack; howev-

er, the use of 802.15.4 with sub-GHz radios in conjunction with other standards required for stand-

ardised networking, such as 6LoWPAN and HTTP, has not been demonstrated in the literature. 

This thesis details work that addresses this gap in the literature and has resulted in the first publica-

tions detailing real-world sub-GHz 6LoWPAN-based environmental sensor network deployments. 

 

Standardised networking requires additional processing capability than the bespoke approaches 

used for existing ESNs and the literature has shown that complex approaches using multiple pro-

cessing elements have been investigated to make sensor nodes more capable. Advances in micro-

controller design mean that higher performance microcontrollers with similar, or better, energy 

performance characteristics are now available and show promise for increasing the performance 

capability of a sensor node without significantly affecting lifetime. The performance consideration 

drives the platform choice for the hardware used in  Chapter 4 and the initial deployments 

in  Chapter 5, where the performance limitation of a commonly used contemporary platform is 

demonstrated. 

 

Additionally, contemporary sensor networks make extensive use of methods of duty cycling the 

radio in order to significantly decrease average energy and increase node lifetime. Synchronous 

duty cycling protocols can give the best performance in terms of energy as very low duty cycles 

can be achieved. Synchronous duty cycling protocols can fail, as occurred in  Chapter 3, if synchro-

nisation between the nodes is lost unless methods of re-synchronisation or recovery are implement-
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ed at the cost of increased complexity. Contemporary IoT wireless sensor networks make use of 

asynchronous duty cycling protocols that ultimately give the appearance of having an always-on 

network, which is beneficial for IoT deployments. This makes a network easier to deploy as explic-

it synchronisation between nodes is not required to enable communications and changing network 

topologies can be accommodated more readily. Asynchronous duty cycling approaches can also 

improve reliability as communications can occur when possible, rather than being restricted to a set 

time slot that may be unsuitable due to environmental or other external factors. Given the charac-

teristics of asynchronous duty cycling protocols they were used through the deployments detailed 

in  Chapter 4 and  Chapter 5. 

 

In summary, the literature has shown that significant research has been undertaken in the fields of 

wireless sensor networks and environmental sensor networks. Wireless sensor networks have been 

able to become a key part of the IoT through the adoption of standardised methods of communica-

tion and other standardised protocols. In contrast, environmental sensor networks have been slow 

to adopt these same standards and there is a gap in the literature surrounding their use for sub-GHz 

ESNs deployed in harsh environments. Work is required to investigate whether standards can be 

applied to such a network successfully and whether they have suitable performance in terms of 

energy, throughput and latency for real-world deployments. This thesis goes some way to address-

ing the gap in the literature and the following chapters describe work that has been carried out to 

address these shortcomings. 
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  Chapter 3

Glacsweb 

 

This chapter details work carried out during 2013 as part of the Glacsweb project to improve the 

deployment network, update the deployed hardware and to carry out maintenance on the existing 

hardware. This work was used to gain a deeper understanding of real-world environmental sensor 

networks and the challenges surrounding their deployment and use. 

 

Glacsweb was a research project that studied the Skalafellsjökull glacier in Iceland using an Inter-

net-connected WSN (Martinez, Basford et al. 2012). The project used deployments of a heteroge-

neous mix of nodes to monitoring several different factors and an example of a typical ESN de-

ployment. Sub-glacial probes monitor movement, pressure, strain and temperature in the glacier 

and in the till below the glacier. Seismic Deep Nodes (SDN) use geophones to monitor sudden 

seismic events within the glacier and Surface Sensor Nodes (SSN) sited above the SDNs relayed 

the data to a base station. Standalone non-connected Differential GPS (DGPS), with a reference 

station on the moraine near a camera node, were mapped with the SSNs to provide accurate moni-

toring of glacial movement. 

 

 

Figure 7: Sensor network deployed in Iceland with the types of network connection la-

belled. Reproduced from Martinez, Hart et al. (2017) 
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The deployment used a mix of different communications technologies to transmit sensor data from 

the glacier as shown in shown in Figure 7 (Martinez, Hart et al. 2017). A long-range Wi-Fi connec-

tion was used to connect the reference (referred to as gateway in Figure 7) and a camera node 

mounted at on the moraine beside the glacier to a local farm to provide Internet connectivity. A 

second long-range Wi-Fi link is used to connect the reference station to a battery powered base 

station located on the ice. 151 MHz low-power radio, realised with the RPM-1 radio module, is 

used to connect the sub-glacial probes to the base station and 868 MHz low-power radio, realised 

with a CC1120 (Texas Instruments 2015a), is used to connect the SSNs to the base station. The 

SDNs use a wired RS485 connection to connect to the SSNs though a fall back to 173 MHz with a 

CC1120 was included in the design. As the long-range Wi-Fi connections can be unreliable, the 

base station includes a GPRS modem for backup communications and was also designed to ac-

commodate a satellite modem (Basford 2015). Data gathered by the deployment was sent to a cloud 

server and presented through a web server. 

 

The remainder of this chapter is divided into four sections. Section  3.1 details changes that were 

made to the deployed network to evaluate new technologies and improve reliability. Section  3.2 

details a re-design of sensor node hardware to extend the lifetime of the deployment. Section  3.3 

details field work that was carried out to implement these improvements and describes the specific 

challenges that were encountered during deployment. Finally, Section  3.4 summarises the chapter 

and discusses the lessons learned during this work. Work carried out as part of this chapter has 

been published in Martinez, Hart et al. (2013) and Martinez, Hart et al. (2017). 

3.1. Network 

The Glacsweb project used a mixture of IP and non-IP based communications in the deployment. 

The 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi links used private IPv4 range via NAT to the Internet whereas the low-power 

radio links used a bespoke communications protocol with a very low duty cycle synchronous RDC. 

As identified in  Chapter 2, IoT concepts have the potential to advance ESN deployments and IPv6 

is one of the potential enablers in applying IoT concepts to ESNs. The use of NAT for IPv4 also 

meant that the IP-based nodes connected to the network could not be directly managed from out-

side of the network. This section details the changes that were made to the network to implement 

IPv6 and to prepare it for a future implementation of 6LoWPAN. An issue with the duty cycling 

protocol used for the sub-glacial nodes is also identified and briefly discussed. 
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 Network Improvements 3.1.1.

The networking equipment at the reference station was replaced to improve performance and ena-

ble the implementation of IPv6 discussed in section  3.1.2. The previous implementation used two 

access points at the reference station to connect to the Farm Wi-Fi network, using a high-power 

Wi-Fi amplifier (500 mW), and to provide Wi-Fi connectivity to the base station on the ice. These 

two access points were replaced with a single system containing two Wi-Fi cards. An Alix 3D1 x86 

embedded computer (PC Engines 2008) was chosen due to its compact size, ability to have multi-

ple Wi-Fi network cards and support for embedded Linux distributions. A high-power Atheros 9K-

based Wi-Fi card was used for the 16 km connection to the farm and a standard Broadcom Wi-Fi 

card was used for the link to the base station. OpenWRT 12.09 “Attitude Adjustment” (OpenWrt 

Project 2004) was used as the operating system on the Alix board due to its support for the chosen 

hardware and its ability to be modified with the evolving needs of the project. The Alix board was 

installed in the reference station during a field trip in August 2013. Additionally, both Wi-Fi anten-

nas were replaced due to damage over the winter months. 

 

The change to a single device managing the two Wi-Fi networks reduced power consumption at the 

reference station. The two access points used approximately 4.5 W each, for a total of 9 W exclud-

ing the energy used by the high-power Wi-Fi amplifier. With a high-power Wi-Fi card the Alix 

3D1 used 5.7 W, significantly less than the previous implementation. 

 IPv6 Implementation 3.1.2.

IPv6 was added to the existing IPv4 networks in a dual-stack implementation. Global IPv6 ad-

dresses were allocated to the base station, reference station, camera node and PC at the farm. The 

introduction of IPv6 meant that the nodes that had previously been behind a NAT router could now 

be directly managed by authorised hosts without first having to log in through another system. 

Once implemented, all of the data collected by the deployment was transferred using IPv6 to the 

cloud server and then served on an IPv6-capable web server. The Internet connection available at 

the farm did not support native IPv6 so it was implemented on the network using tunnelled IPv6 

through the SixXS tunnel broker (SixXS 2002). While not as performant as native IPv6, tunnel 

brokers provide a stop-gap solution to providing IPv6 until adoption increases. 

 

Routing, rather than bridging, was implemented at the reference station to logically represent the 

network architecture and facilitate any future expansion to 6LoWPAN or other IPv6 capable nodes. 

An abstracted routing diagram is depicted in Figure 8 and shows that two /64 subnets are used. A 

stateful IPv6 firewall was implemented on the Farm PC to prevent unauthorised hosts from being 
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able to interact directly with the devices on the network. Implementation of a translation layer on 

the border router to bridge between the low-power networks used for the sub-glacial nodes and the 

SSNs to IPv6 was considered, however it was deemed to not be practical within the schedule. A 

translation layer would have to have been implemented on the base station, increasing the pro-

cessing overhead and introducing additional complexity.  

 

Figure 8: Abstracted network diagram and routing tables of the IPv6 implementation on the 

Glacsweb network. 

3.2. Sensor Node Redesign 

In addition to upgrading the network, the SSN and SDN designs were modified to correct hardware 

issues and to accommodate the evolving needs of the project. This section details the work carried 

out in redesigning the SSN, to accommodate a new low-cost GPS module for evaluation and the 

SSDN to correct errors in the original design. The physical layout of the SSDN was also changed to 

permit deployment in a smaller bore hole that would not require bulky equipment to bore. 

 Surface Sensor Node 3.2.1.

The surface sensor nodes use an 868 MHz low-power radio network to communicate with the base 

station and have the option to use either RS485 or 173 MHz low-power radio to communicate with 

the SDNs. The SSNs were responsible for relaying geophone data from the SDNs to the base sta-

tion and were mapped with millimetre-accurate multi-band Leica System 1200 commercial differ-

ential GPS units that were used to precisely log the movement of the surface of the glacier for cor-
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relation with geophone data from the SDNs. These GPS units were standalone and data had to be 

manually retrieved at least twice a year, meaning that comparisons with the SDN data could not be 

made as the data was gathered.  

 

The need for manual intervention to retrieve data is undesirable in an ESN so a GPS that is con-

nected to the network in some way is desirable. Recent advances in GPS receiver modules have 

reduced the cost of single-band receivers with raw data output. Raw data output is required for post 

processing GPS data against a reference station to improve accuracy. A low-cost single-band GPS 

module that supported raw data output over serial (Munaut 2012) was selected to trial the use of an 

integrated solution and to assess the feasibility of using single-band receivers for precise monitor-

ing of glacial movement. Methods of post processing for single receiver scenarios also exist, one of 

which is Precise Point Positioning (PPP). PPP uses global reference data for satellite orbit and 

clock information to achieve centimetre accuracy (Bisnath and Gao 2009). Online resources exist 

for processing data so the use of PPP will also be explored. 

 

The SSN was redesigned together with another member of the team to accommodate the low-cost 

GPS so that it could be assessed whether it is an appropriate alternative to a full differential GPS 

system. Figure 9 shows a photograph of an SSN and GPS board, which was deployed in 2013 and 

recovered in 2014, complete with the box that they were deployed in. 

 

 

Figure 9: Photograph of an SSN and its Osmocom LEA-6T GPS board after it was 

recovered in 2014. Image reproduced from Ward (2017). 
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 Seismic Deep Node 3.2.2.

The SDNs that were deployed originally only communicated data over the network for a short time 

after they were deployed so it was decided that replacement nodes should be deployed to gather 

more data. The original nodes were deployed in bore holes cut with a hot water jet wash system 

however this would not be available for the deployment field work so the holes would have to be 

hand-bored, resulting in a smaller diameter borehole. The SDN was redesigned as the Slim SDN 

(SSDN) to correct design errors that existed in the original design and to enable the node to fit into 

a slimmer housing. 

 

 

Figure 10: Photograph of top (upper PCB) and bottom (lower PCB) sides of the SSDN 

PCB. Two modifications were made during assembly: The SD card holder that the PCB 

was designed for was unavailable when the parts were purchased so an alternative was 

used and a modification was required to the power supply. 

 

When deployed, the SDNs had two sources of power: a 5 V feed from the connected surface node 

and an internal 3.6 V lithium battery. The battery was intended to be used to keep the node sam-

pling when power from the surface was lost, either due to the battery on the SSN running flat or the 

cable between the SSN and SDN breaking. The changeover was originally implemented as a sim-
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ple combiner diode. During lab testing it was found that this design did not work as intended and 

the node failed to operate from the internal batteries due to the voltage drop across the diode reduc-

ing the input voltage below the dropout level of the on-board 3.3 V power supply. This issue was 

resolved by using a low-resistance single-pole double-throw TS5A3160 analogue switch (Texas 

Instruments, 2012) to switch between the 5 V supply from the surface, which was regulated to just 

under 4 V before being switched, and the internal battery. Other changes and improvements includ-

ed replacing an analogue platinum temperature sensor with an I2C-connected digital thermometer 

and the removal of the gyroscope. External connectors were included for I2C and analogue inputs 

to make debugging easier and to enable future expansion. The PicoFlex connector for the RF con-

nection was replaced with a PicoBlade to improve reliability and to save space. Finally, the PCB 

was changed from a 51mm round design to a 110mm by 40mm rectangular design to fit into the 

smaller diameter bore hole. A photograph of the assembled SSDN is shown in Figure 11. Schemat-

ics and PCB layouts are included in Appendix 2. 

3.3. Field Work 

Fieldwork was carried out in August 2013 to deploy the redesigned nodes and to carry out mainte-

nance on the existing deployment. The network improvements detailed in  3.1.1 and the IPv6 im-

plementation detailed in  3.1.2 were implemented as described. The aim of this work was to extend 

the working life of the deployment to allow additional environmental sensor data to be collected 

and to carry out initial in-field evaluation of IPv6 and the low-cost GPS receivers discussed in Sec-

tion  3.2.1. 

 Geophone Nodes 3.3.1.

The existing SDNs that were in situ were assessed to determine whether any data could be recov-

ered. All of the existing SSNs had depleted batteries so an RS485 transceiver connected to a laptop 

was used to interrogate the SDNs. Some nodes were found to be operable and some data was re-

covered. The SDNs that were still operable were connected to the new SSNs and left in place to 

gather more data. 

 

For a two-hour GPS recording, the low-cost GPS generated a 2.3 MB data file that was sent over 

the low-power 868 MHz network to the base station. PPP post-processing using the online facility 

provided by Natural Resources Canada (2016) gave an accuracy of 50 cm. The same data was pro-

cessed with reference to the Leica reference station on the moraine by another member of the team 

and found to have an accuracy of 9 cm.  
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During final testing before deployment, it was found that the SSDNs suffered from intermittent 

reboots that also caused the internal clock to reset, offsetting the node’s time and date. This issue 

was found to be due to a software issue in code that was developed by another researcher that man-

ifested itself during SD card activity however there was insufficient time during the field trip to 

debug this issue so the SSDNs were not deployed. On further investigation, it was found that a 

watchdog reboot was triggered when an interrupt triggered task attempted to access the SD card 

while it was already in use. The original software used bare-metal code without a scheduler and no 

locking of resources was performed. 

 Sub-glacial Probe Radio Duty Cycling Failure 3.3.2.

The wired probe used to communicate with the sub-glacial probes deployed in 2012 had failed pre-

venting data being retrieved from any of the probes. A replacement wired probe was deployed in an 

attempt to contact the probes and retrieve any stored data as battery calculations indicated that the 

probes were reaching the end of their life but should still have adequate energy for communica-

tions. The nodes used a very simple synchronised duty cycling protocol with one communication 

period of one minute each day where the probes would turn on their radio and listen for solicita-

tions from the base station before turning the radio off again. To account for potential clock drift 

due to the extended period of disconnection, the base station was set to transmit regular solicita-

tions to all of the deployed sub-glacial nodes with the replacement wired probe however there was 

no response from any of the nodes. 

 

The sub-glacial probes shared common code and microprocessor with the SDN so it is likely that 

the intermittent reboot issue identified in  3.3.1 also manifested in the sub-glacial probes meaning 

that any nodes that were still functional could have a more significant clock offset than originally 

anticipated. Because the synchronous RDC did not have a method to recover from a significant 

clock offset this would result in a complete failure of radio communications. To test this hypothesis 

a second base station was deployed and set to repeatedly send requests to all of the nodes every 

minute over a period of 24 hours in an effort to make contact. It was found that some of the probes 

were still active with varying degrees of clock drift. 

 

The duty cycling used for the probes achieved a duty cycle of 0.069% with a very low processing 

overhead however the inability to correct for extreme clock drift resulted in a large amount of data 

not being retrievable. As the base station was also battery powered, the method of recovery used is 

not appropriate for use during the deployment on a regular basis.  
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 Fieldwork Summary 3.3.3.

Despite no new SDNs being deployed, the fieldwork described in this section was a partial success. 

Maintenance carried out extended the operational lifetime of the network, enabled additional sensor 

data to be collected and allowed new technologies to be assessed in an actual deployment. IPv6 

was successfully implemented on the network and resulted in the realisation of IPv6 connectivity 

all of the way to the glacier. This served as an initial test of the IPv6 connectivity later used in the 

Mountain Sensing project as detailed in  Chapter 5. The lower-cost GPS modules were also tested 

and found to have unacceptable accuracy for glacial movement monitoring. GPS data was success-

fully communicated over the deployment network. 

 

The failure of the redesigned SDNs just prior to deployment demonstrated that the amount of pre-

deployment testing carried out was not adequate. More thorough testing would have revealed the 

issue earlier and may have allowed enough time to adequately address the issues. 

3.4. Summary 

This chapter has described foundational work that was carried out to gain familiarity with a real-

world Environmental Sensor Network deployment and to understand the challenges and issues in-

volved. This section looks at the lessons learned from this work and discusses how this work drives 

the future work in this thesis. The experience with this deployment illustrates the truth in the senti-

ment of Langendoen, Baggio et al. (2006) and Barrenetxea, Ingelrest et al. (2008) that Murphy’s 

law will make its way into a real-world deployment. Examples in the original deployment include 

the failure of the original SDNs after a short period and the failure of the sub-glacial probe RDC, 

which resulted in unexpected issues with the 2013 field work. These in-deployment failures can be 

mitigated in part by carrying out more extensive pre-deployment testing, including proof-of-

concept deployments in a non-lab environment, and designing hardware to be more resilient. 

 

Synchronous RDCs with a very low duty cycle can save energy and extend node lifetime, permit-

ting more data to be collected; however, this is not useful if the protocol does not have a method of 

recovery for nodes that lose synchronisation if the nodes are physically unreachable as the data will 

be lost. As discussed in section  2.3.2.5, methods of self-correction and other methods of increasing 

the reliability of synchronised duty cycling protocols come at the cost of increased total energy 

consumption, either during normal operation or during a failure mode. An alternative is to increase 

the reliability of the sensor node hardware to make a loss of synchronisation less likely however 

this comes at the cost of increased node complexity, cost and power. For the SDN nodes, which 
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relied on a counter integrated in the microcontroller for time, the inclusion of a dedicated RTC with 

a battery backup would prevent the loss of synchronisation from reboots caused by the software 

issue or other random events. Another alternative would be the use of an asynchronous RDC so 

that no direct synchronisation between nodes is required. This would make multi-hop ESNs easier 

to realise as no complex synchronisation is required; however, an asynchronous RDC would mean 

an increase in overhead for each packet transmitted and an increased duty cycle. Low duty cycle 

RDCs reduce the amount of time that a node is on the network and this has the potential to interfere 

with the routing protocols required for a multi-hop 6LoWPAN network. These factors mean that 

there is a power-reliability-performance trade-off that requires further investigation into duty cy-

cling protocols and routing for IoT inspired ESNs. 

 

IPv6 adoption by ISPs is an obstacle to deploying full IoT-like ESNs that rely on existing infra-

structure in remote locations. The existence of IPv6 tunnelbrokers, such as SixXS, goes some way 

to mitigating this obstacle as they make it relatively easy to implement IPv6 on networks that do 

not have native support. Tunnelled IPv6 introduces its own issues as it increases latency and in-

creases the amount of data sent over the Internet connection. Tunnelled IPv6 also introduces poten-

tial security issues as it bypasses any existing network security and gives devices a globally routa-

ble IP address so care needs to be taken not to compromise the security of networks this solution is 

deployed on. The work to deploy IPv6 to the Glacsweb network has made it easier to manage the 

nodes that make up the deployment and has laid the foundations for a potential future implementa-

tion of 6LoWPAN for the low-power radio connections.   

 

While the low-cost GPS did not perform adequately for the intended task, it did demonstrate that 

GPS can be integrated into an ESN and raw data transferred successfully. The data generated by 

GPS can have a significantly greater size than typical sensor data so higher bandwidth connections 

will be required in IoT ESNs to be able to cope with this data efficiently. 

  

The experiences detailed in this chapter influenced the work detailed later in this thesis. An asyn-

chronous RDC was investigated in  Chapter 4 and assessed as part of a real-world deployment 

in  Chapter 5. Hardware used in  Chapter 5 followed an incremental design process with significant-

ly more thorough testing being performed. Additionally, the same technique for implementing IPv6 

on an IPv4-only network was used throughout the deployments in  Chapter 5. 
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  Chapter 4

Sub-GHz 6LoWPAN Communications 

 

An IoT ESN requires appropriate communications to function properly; however, the 2.4 GHz ra-

dios that have been extensively used for IoT WSNs have a useful range of tens to hundreds of me-

tres rather than the kilometres required for ESN deployments. Sub-GHz low-power radios can pro-

vide the required range at the cost of a lack of standardisation and reduced throughput. As dis-

cussed in  Chapter 2, 6LoWPAN is one of the enablers of the Internet of Things and this relies on 

the 802.15.4 standard. 802.15.4 specifies several sub-GHz bands so it is theoretically possible to 

have a sub-GHz 6LoWPAN network however there is an absence of literature on the subject. This 

chapter partially addresses the first research question stated in  Chapter 1: whether the standards 

used for 2.4 GHz IoT wireless sensor networks can be applied to sub-GHz environmental sensor 

networks. 

 

The remainder of this chapter is divided into five sections: Section  4.1 describes the hardware and 

software used for the work detailed in this chapter; Section  4.2 details the development of an Con-

tiki radio driver for the CC1120 low-power radio that functions with the ContikiMAC RDC, de-

termines the timings required to use ContikiMAC at 868 MHz with a data rate of 50 kbps and 

makes initial comparisons to another asynchronous RDC; Section  4.3 assesses the theoretical per-

formance of a sub-GHz 802.15.4 network and presents a method of accurately estimating the round 

trip latency; Section  4.4 experimentally validates the theoretical performance; Finally, Section  4.5 

summarises the chapter.  

 

The work detailed in this chapter has been published in Bragg, Martinez et al. (2016) and three 

main contributions are made:  

 It is shown that 6LoWPAN can be successfully used with sub-GHz radios.  

 An open source Contiki radio driver for the CC1120 low-power radio that functions with 

the ContikiMAC RDC has been developed and is publicly available (See  Appendix 3).  

 Timing parameters for using ContikiMAC with 50 kbps 868 MHz radios were determined. 
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4.1. Scheduler, RDC & Hardware Selection 

The additional complexity of a 6LoWPAN network stack requires some form of scheduler to func-

tion correctly. Of the IoT operating systems reviewed in section  2.3.3 Contiki was selected due to 

its comprehensive support for different microcontrollers, active support community and integrated 

IPv6-capable network stack that supports TCP. Contiki has some support for sub-GHz radios, for 

example it has a driver for the CC1101 (Texas Instruments 2016a), however these radios do not 

comply with 802.15.4 so cannot be used for a standards-compliant implementation of 6LoWPAN. 

 

An existing commercially available platform that is well supported by Contiki was selected to re-

duce the amount of time required to develop the driver. A Zolertia Z1 (Zolertia 2010) was chosen 

as the foundation of the test system as it is well supported and has been used for IoT WSNs. 

 

The CC1120 (Texas Instruments 2015a) is a high-sensitivity, low-power sub-GHz single-chip 

transceiver that complies with 802.15.4g-2012 in the 169 MHz, 470 MHz, 868 MHz and 915 MHz 

bands with data rates up to 200 kbps. Like most 802.15.4-compatible radios, the CC1120 has sepa-

rate 127-byte TX and RX buffers. 125 bytes are usable for a packet when the buffer is empty and 

the optional status bytes, which include the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and the link 

quality indicator (LQI) of the received packet, are enabled. The radio can automatically handle 

CRC checks without waking up the microcontroller and silently drop packets that are incomplete or 

corrupt to help reduce the energy overhead. Unlike the common 2.4 GHz 802.15.4 radios that are 

used for IoT WSNs, the CC1120 is not able to handle automatic acknowledgement of 802.15.4 

packets destined for the node so all ACK handling has to be carried out by the microcontroller dur-

ing packet processing. Despite this limitation, the CC1120 is a suitable radio for sub-GHz IoT 

WSN deployments due to its frequency and throughput versatility.  

 

As discussed in  Chapter 3 synchronous RDCs can be complex if they include methods of recovery 

and asynchronous RDC have become more common. ContikiMAC is claimed to be the most ener-

gy efficient of the protocols included with Contiki however, this has only been demonstrated for 

radios whose transmit and receive energy are similar (Dunkels 2011). As such, ContikiMAC may 

not be the most energy efficient choice of RDC for radios where the transmit energy utilisation is 

significantly greater than the receive energy utilisation, such as the CC1120 sub-GHz radio (Texas 

Instruments 2015a), and a protocol that does not rely on retransmissions may be more appropriate. 

The CC1120 incorporates support for a duty cycling protocol called RX Sniff that operates with 

minimal input from the microcontroller (Texas Instruments 2013a), reducing the processing over-

head of duty cycling. RX Sniff relies on only needing to receive a shorter preamble than what is 
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transmitted. This has the potential to reduce energy consumption beyond what is possible with 

ContikiMAC as the microcontroller can spend more time in a low-power state but still relies on 

extended length transmissions. 

4.2. CC1120 Driver 

At the time this work was carried out, Contiki did not include a driver for the CC1120. 

Thingsquare, a distribution of Contiki, includes a basic CC1120 driver based on the Contiki 

CC1101 driver that does not support ContikiMAC and has incomplete functionality. A driver for 

the CC1120 was developed for the Zolertia Z1 that follows the principle prevalent within Contiki 

of keeping as much code execution in the co-operative space as possible and limiting what occurs 

pre-emptively. A GPIO pin from the CC1120 set to the MCU Wakeup function provides a single 

interrupt source for the entire radio driver. Additionally, the driver has been written following the 

abstraction principles used throughout Contiki and in other radio drivers so that it can be easily 

ported to other platforms. Unlike the CC2420 driver, the CC1120 driver fully respects the relevant 

state diagram for the radio by verifying the current state of the radio before trying to transition to a 

different state. This comes at the cost of increased processing and communication overheads but 

makes it less likely that the CC1120 will be able to enter and/or remain in an unintended state. Ru-

dimentary locking of the SPI bus is also used as it was found that the Coffee file system driver used 

on the test platform detailed in Section  4.4 could cause unintended state changes to the CC1120.  

 

ACK handling was incorporated as part of the packet reception routine to provide consistent behav-

iour across multiple RDCs. In order to provide as fast a turnaround as possible and due to the vari-

able length of packets, the first 13 bytes of each packet are read and an ACK sent, if required, be-

fore the rest of the packet is read. 802.15.4 requires that the transmission of ACKs begins within 12 

symbol periods after the completion of packet reception. This translates to a period of 240µs when 

operating at 50ksps (for 50kbps at 868 MHz) and 120µs at 100ksps (for 100kbps and 200 kbps at 

868 MHz). Compliance with this requirement is not achievable where the CC1120 wakes up the 

microcontroller after successful packet reception and the interrupt routine transfers immediately 

from pre-emptive to co-operative execution due to a delay in the transition of approximately 750 

µs. This could be lessened significantly by handling ACK transmission within the pre-emptive ISR. 

 

The CC1120 will be operated at 50 kbps rather than the maximum of 200 kbps to increase the at-

tainable range and reliability of communications. A full code listing for the CC1120 driver and 

modified platform files are included in  Appendix 3. Since this work was carried out a driver for the 

similar CC1200 has been released and included in the latest version of Contiki.  
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 Range  4.2.1.

Initial range tests were carried out for both the CC1120 and a common 2.4 GHz radio in a low-RF 

noise environment with the help of another member of the team. These tests consisted of establish-

ing the maximum range at which reliable 6LoWPAN communications are possible using a combi-

nation of testing the latency and packet loss with Ping6 and loading node-hosted web pages from a 

node running the example websense application included with Contiki, modified to remove a de-

pendence on Google’s graph service. These initial tests found that the maximum range of the 2.4 

GHz radio was 300 m at maximum output power with 16 dBi panel antennas. The CC1120 was 

found to have a range greater than 3.5 km with 3 dBi gain omnidirectional antennas. 

 ContikiMAC timings 4.2.2.

ContikiMAC was originally developed for 2.4 GHz radios operating at 250kbps so the timings 

needed to be re-calculated for use with the CC1120. By default, not all settings that influence Con-

tikiMAC’s timings are accessible so some modifications to ContikiMAC were required. Table 3 

lists the modified timing parameters while Table 4 details the internal parameters that were modi-

fied. As can be seen, the majority of timing parameters for the CC1120 are not simply five times 

the values used for the CC2420 as might be expected by operating at one fifth of the bitrate. Some 

key settings, such as tr and Tawake are approximately five times the CC2420 value despite the pa-

rameters that they rely on not being so. The inter-packet-interval, ti, is set to zero so that this timing 

can be handled within the radio driver as it was noted that the implementation of inter-packet tim-

ing within ContikiMAC could be inconsistent with regard to the handling of acknowledgements. 

The value of tr observed during testing is greater than the value calculated in Table 3 due to timing 

inaccuracies in Contiki. These timings have been used by Dr George Oikonomou at the University 

of Bristol with the CC1310 SoC, which includes an 868 MHz radio, and found to give a stable op-

eration (Oikonomou 2015). 

 EWoR/RX Sniff 4.2.3.

As described in section  4.1, the CC1120 includes an on-board method of asynchronous duty cy-

cling. This method puts the radio into sleep rather than idle and uses extended length preambles 

rather than retransmissions so it is possible that RX Sniff will be more energy efficient than Conti-

kiMAC for radios with a large disparity in TX and RX energy consumption.  Initial calculations 

using the Texas Instruments calculator (Texas Instruments 2013b) show that RX Sniff cannot be 

implemented at 802.15.4 data rates above 20 kbps with a standard length preamble as the time tak-

en to send the preamble is less than the time taken for the radio to settle from its transition to RX 
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from sleep. Greater data rates can be achieved by increasing the length of the preamble, however 

this is at the cost of increased transmit energy utilisation and the loss of the ability to communicate 

with standard 802.15.4 networks.  

 

Table 3: ContikiMAC timing constraints for the CC2420 at 250kbps operation and the 

CC1120 at 50kbps operation. CC2420 values reproduced from Dunkels (2011). tr for the 

CC1120 has been calculated as per the CC1120 user guide (Texas Instruments 2013c). 

Parameter Description CC2420 Time (ms) CC1120 Time (ms) 

ta ACK turnaround time. 0.192 0.7 

td ACK detection time. 0.16 0.8 

ti Inter-packet interval. 0.4 4.5 

tc Successive CCA interval. 0.5 5.1 

tr Time for a stable RSSI. 0.192 0.462 

ts Shortest packet TX time. 0.884 6.5 

tl Longest packet TX time. 4.1 21 

 

Table 4: Internal ContikiMAC settings that required modification for the CC1120 

Internal Setting 
Related 

Constraint 

Default 

value 

CC1120 

value 

SHORTEST_PACKET_SIZE ts  43 B 36 B 

CCA_CHECK_TIME tr 0.12ms 0.63ms 

CCA_SLEEP_TIME tc 0.5ms 4.8ms 

INTER_PACKET_INTERVAL ti 0.4ms 0ms 

LISTEN_TIME_AFTER_PACKET_DETECTED Tawake 12.5ms 50ms 

4.3. Theoretical Performance 

Having methods of calculating the expected performance is important for evaluating the behaviour 

of a given implementation and for being able to compare a potential communication technology 

with one or more alternatives. This section details the application of existing methods for calculat-

ing the expected throughput and energy usage of the CC1120 operating at a bit rate of 50 kbps and 

presents an improved method of estimating the round-trip latency. 

 Throughput 4.3.1.

Throughput is an important metric in establishing the performance of a network as it affects how 

quickly data can be transferred between nodes. A simple method of estimating the potential MAC-
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layer throughput for an 868 MHz connection with a link-layer throughput of 50 kbps connection is 

to assume that the MAC-layer throughput is one fifth of what is achievable with a 2.4 GHz connec-

tion with a link-layer throughput of 250 kbps. The attainable throughput of a the CC2420, a com-

mon 2.4 GHz 250 kbps radio, has been reported as being 100.21 kbps (Jain, Reena et al. 2013) with 

130 kbps being achievable with more optimal forwarding (Österlind and Dunkels 2008). This gives 

an estimate of 20.04 kbps to 26 kbps of attainable throughout for the CC1120 operating at 50 kbps. 

 

A more accurate estimate of the throughput can be established with the method used by Jain, Reena 

et al. (2013) for establishing the throughput of non-fragmented packets for a 250 kbps 2.4 GHz 

802.15.4 radio in a lightly loaded network. Using a Pinactive of one for the CC1120 provides a means 

to establish the potential peak throughput, which is more useful for comparative purposes. Using 

the values from Table 5 results in a theoretical throughput of 24.45 kbps for a payload of 81 bytes, 

the maximum payload size achievable in Contiki before it fragments the packet. This value will be 

greater than what is actually attainable as the method used does not take into account the overhead 

involved in transferring data to and from the radio.  

 

Table 5: Packet transmission time for the CC1120 operating at 50 kbps with Pinactive = 1. 

Function Symbols Time (s) 

CSMA-CA 250 0.005 

TX Packet 1064 0.02128 

ACK Turnaround 35 0.0007 

TX ACK 96 0.00192 

LIFS 40 0.0008 

SUM 1485 0.0297 

 

The accuracy of this estimate can be refined by including hardware-specific overheads into the 

calculation. The hardware specific overhead can be calculated with Equation (3). This equation is a 

combination of the relevant parts of Equations (5) and (6) with all variables having the definitions 

stated in section  4.3.2. Of the 133 bytes that can be transmitted as a maximum size packet, only 125 

bytes need to be written to and read from the radio as the CC1120 generates the preamble, sync and 

CRC bytes automatically. The platform specific overhead was calculated to be 1.087ms using the 

values from section  4.3.2. Taking this into account the revised theoretical throughput becomes 

23.49 kbps. This is within the range established by assuming that the throughput will be one fifth of 

the achievable throughput for a 250 kbps connection. 

 

          (       (           ))                            (3) 
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 Latency 4.3.2.

Another important metric in analysing the behaviour of a network is the latency of the connection 

as it can influence the setting of timeouts and the performance of higher-level protocols. The laten-

cy in an 802.15.4 network is not only dependent on the data rate of the radio but also on how many 

packets the data is being fragmented into due to the number of bytes of per-packet overhead. Exist-

ing methods of establishing the performance of a low-power radio network theoretically have fo-

cused on throughput. This section proposes a method of estimating the latency when explicit 

knowledge of the platform is known. This approach ensures genericity across different platform 

and radio combinations as it takes into account platform-specific factors that influence the latency. 

Knowledge of these factors can be inferred from data sheets or measurement.  

 

The round-trip single-hop latency for directed packets requiring an acknowledgement can be mod-

elled using known data about the platform and radio using Equation (4). nBT and nBR are the number 

of bytes of payload to be transmitted and received, respectively, while nPT and nPR are the number 

of packets that the data will be split into to be transmitted and received, respectively. 

 

           ((       )     )  ((       )     )  (     )          (4) 

tBS is the amount of time taken to load, transmit, and read each byte and is related to the radio bi-

trate and the speed of the interface from the radio to the microcontroller. tBS can be calculated with 

Equation (5) where tSBTX is the time taken to load each byte into the radio, tSBRX is the time taken to 

read each byte from the radio and RBR is the transmit bitrate of the radio.  

 

 
                

 

   
 

(5) 

 

 
                    (       )  (    

 

        
)                 

(6) 

 

tPO is the constant overhead associated with the transmission of each packet. This can be calculated 

with Equation (6) where tSATX and tSARX are the time taken to access the SPI bus for burst write (TX) 

and read (RX) operations respectively. tTO is the time taken to get the radio into TX from whatever 

state the radio uses as its “off” state. nHB is the number of bytes of per-packet overhead that have to 

be loaded to and read from the radio. This includes header and length bytes and may include CRC 

bytes depending on the implementation. nOB is the number of bytes of per-packet overhead that 

have to be transmitted and includes sync and preamble bytes. This may include CRC bytes but is 

dependent on the implementation. tACK is the time taken to process, load and transmit a MAC-layer 

ACK and tRLR is the time taken to read the LQI and RSSI data from the radio. Finally, tINT is the 
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time taken for the microcontroller to enter the receive interrupt vector and transition to co-operative 

space if applicable.  

 

tCA is the amount of time taken to access the channel. This is related to the channel access mecha-

nism and is implementation dependent. For methods that have a variable channel access time, e.g. 

ETSI EN 300 220-1 (ETSI 2009) listen before talk (LBT), the minimum specified time can be used 

to establish the minimum expected latency.  

 

tRDCOH is the overhead associated with the RDC being used. For NullRDC, this is zero but for Con-

tikiMAC it can be significant due to the reliance on retransmissions of the packet, or first packet in 

a fragmented transmission, to ensure reliable reception. tRDCOH for ContikiMAC can be calculated 

with Equation (7) where nRTX and nRRX are the average numbers of retransmissions for transmitted 

and received packets respectively and ti is the inter-packet interval with the same definition as 

in  4.2.2. nBT1 and nBR1 are the number of bytes that need to be retransmitted for transmission and 

reception respectively. For non-fragmented packets, where nPT and nPR are both equal to one, nBT1 

and nBR1 will be the entire payload whereas for fragmented transmissions they are the number of 

bytes in the first packet. For direct communications between a border router and sensor node nRRX 

may be zero as the border router may not be duty cycling the radio to improve performance. This is 

because the border router is generally less power constrained than a sensor node and this is the de-

fault behaviour for a Contiki border router. 

 

 
       (         )  (       

 (       )

   
)

 
 ((         )  (         ))

   
 

(7) 

 

Multi-hop latency can be estimated for a network where each hop uses the same type of sensor 

node by multiplying the result of Equation (4) by the number of hops. For multi-hop calculations 

involving ContikiMAC, the latency of the first hop will need to be calculated separately from the 

latency of the subsequent hops as nRRX is zero for the first hop only. 

 

Table 6 lists the parameters and calculated latency for the CC1120 connected to a Zolertia 

Z1sensor node with the NullRDC and ContikiMAC duty cycling protocols. Additionally, an esti-

mate is made for the two-hop average ContikiMAC latency. These values will be less than the real-

world measurable latency due the calculations not taking into account the time that the far node 

will take to process the packet and prepare a reply. This processing time is not easily predictable or 

consistent as it depends on the method being used to measure the latency, the overhead of the ap-
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plication processing the packet, the overhead of any operating system and on whether other pro-

cesses are running on the microcontroller. The discrepancy between the calculated and measured 

values will increase with the number of hops as each additional hop adds processing time. Despite 

this limitation, calculating the theoretical minimum latency still has value because it allows direct 

comparisons to be drawn between different radios and duty cycling protocols as they will all be 

subjected to the same processing overheads in operation. Additionally, the latency of packets that 

traverse the Border Router will be greater than indicated by these equations due to the interface 

between the low-power network and the standard IP network. This work is validated experimental-

ly in Section  4.4.2. 

 

Table 6: Latency parameters for the CC1120 with NullRDC and ContikiMAC.  

Parameter NullRDC 
ContikiMAC  

(Average Latency) 

ContikiMAC  

(Minimum Latency) 

ContikiMAC 

(two-hop) 

nBT 94 

nBR 93 

nPT 2 

nPR 2 

tBS (ms) 0.172 

tSBTX (ms) 0.006 

tSBRX (ms) 0.007 

RBR 50000 

tPO (ms) 7.765 

tSATX (ms) 0.016 

tSARX (ms) 0.022 

tTO (ms) 0.012 

nHB 22 

nOB 8 

tACK (ms) 2.6 

tRLR (ms) 0.044 

tINT (ms) 0.001 

tCA (ms) 0 34 

tRDCOH (ms) 0 87.48 0 303.04 

nRTX - 4.70 0 4.70 

nRRX - 0 0 4.7 

ti (ms) - 4.84 

nBT1 - 56 

nRT1 - 55 

tLatency (ms) 63.27 218.75 131.27 565.58 
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 Energy 4.3.3.

Energy is another important factor in assessing performance. This section estimates the power that 

will be used by the CC1120 and compares it to the CC2420. This is not practically validated in this 

chapter. 

 

The average receive energy utilisation can be estimated using the amount of time that the radio is 

expected to be in RX and the typical receive current from the relevant data sheet. For the default 

ContikiMAC settings of an 8 Hz channel check rate and two CCA checks per cycle, the radio will 

be turned on 16 times each second. This gives a total on-time of 10.08 ms in every second for the 

CC1120 giving a duty cycle of approximately 1%. The high-performance mode draws 22 mA in 

receive so with a 3.3 V supply the average RX energy utilisation will be 0.73 mW, or 43.8 mJ per 

hour. In the low-power receive mode, which draws 17 mA, the energy utilisation would be 0.56 

mW, or 33.6 mJ per hour, at the cost of receive sensitivity. Comparatively, the CC2420 should 

have an average energy consumption of 0.12 mW. While these values are not necessarily fully rep-

resentative of the general case where other specific radios are involved, the increase in energy con-

sumption is broadly in line with expectation, with the CC1120 having an energy consumption of 

between 4.6x and 6.1x that of the CC2420. 

 

The maximum retransmission energy overhead can be calculated in a similar manner by multiply-

ing the amount of time it takes to transmit a full-sized packet by the TX power and the average 

number of times that the packet is transmitted beyond the first. With the CC1120, a full-sized pack-

et will take 21.60 ms to transmit at a total energy cost of 3.21 mJ at 14dBM. This gives an average 

retransmission overhead of 11.87 mJ per packet. In comparison, the CC2420 takes 4.32 ms to 

transmit the same packet giving a transmit energy of 0.25 mJ per packet. As hypothesised, the 

transmission overhead is significantly greater for the CC1120 due to its increased transmit power 

and time spent transmitting.  

 

The energy consumption when using RX Sniff is largely dependent on the length of preamble used 

and the data rate. Table 7 shows the relationship between preamble length and average energy con-

sumption when operating at 50 kbps. The table also shows the average number of messages that a 

node would need to send per hour for RX Sniff to be more energy efficient than ContikiMAC. 

These figures take into account the increased energy required to send the extended preamble and 

the energy parameters where Smart Preamble is used with RX Sniff. Thus showing the shorter pre-

ambles require the transmission of a significant number of full-sized non-fragmented packets per 

hour. Actual deployment requirements will be greater as a number of packets sent by a node will be 

under 100 bytes in length. RX Sniff with Smart Preamble is more energy efficient with regard to 
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average receive energy consumption than ContikiMAC but the overhead incurred in transmitting a 

packet with such a long preamble means that RX Sniff becomes less energy efficient if more than 

one packet is transmitted per hour. It should be noted, however, that these calculations do not take 

into account the additional processing overhead associated with preparing and managing the overly 

long preamble used with Smart Preamble so actual savings are likely to be less. 

 

Table 7: Modelled energy consumption when using different lengths of preamble with RX 

Sniff with the CC1120 at 50 kbps. The difference between the average energy consumption 

of ContikiMAC and the average number of full-sized packets that need to be transmitted per 

hour for RX Sniff to be more energy efficient is also presented. The final row models the en-

ergy of RX Sniff with Smart Preamble. Values calculated with (Texas Instruments 2013b)  

Number 

of Pre-

amble 

Bytes 

Average 

Power @ 

3.3V  

(mW) 

Average 

Con-

sumption 

/hour 

(mJ) 

Energy Δ 

from Con-

tikiMAC 

/hour 

(mJ) 

Preamble 

TX 

Overhead 

(mJ) 

Energy Δ 

from Con-

tikiMAC 

/packet 

(mJ) 

Number of 

packets 

required 

per hour 

7 42.04 2522.4 2478.6 0.07 -11.80 211 

8 36.51 2190.6 2146.8 0.09 -11.78 183 

12 23.92 1435.2 1391.4 0.19 -11.68 120 

24 11.56 693.6 649.8 0.48 -11.39 58 

30 9.25 555 511.2 0.61 -11.26 46 

1792 0.16 9.6 -34.2 42.48 30.61 1 

4.4. Experimental Validation 

The theoretical values obtained in section  4.3 needs to be validated practically to verify the accura-

cy of the methods when used for environmental sensor networks. The hardware used for these tests 

is shown in Figure 11 and consists of a Zolertia Z1, Texas Instruments CC1120 evaluation module 

and a bespoke interface board. The interface board was designed in conjunction with another mem-

ber of the team and details are included in  Appendix 4. A lab-based test network comprising of a 

border router and multiple nodes was created to carry out the tests detailed in the rest of this section 

to assess the actual throughput and latency achievable. The border router was connected to an In-

stant Contiki virtual machine using the USB Serial interface of the Z1. Global IPv6 addresses were 

not used with all tests being carried out from the virtual machine.  
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Figure 11: Test hardware consisting of a CC1120EM (left), 

Zolertia Z1 (right) and a bespoke interface board. 

 Throughput 4.4.1.

The sustained single-hop MAC-layer mono-directional throughput between two nodes can be es-

tablished by using modified UDP data transmission examples present in Contiki, two test nodes 

and a high-sample rate oscilloscope in a lab-based setting. The IPv6 UDP client and server exam-

ples transmit a string from the client to the server at a set rate with the server replying to every 

transmission received with an acknowledgement. 

 

The client application was modified to remove debug prints to improve performance and to have a 

compile-time configurable send rate. A transmission string that resulted in a non-fragmented MAC 

payload of 81 bytes was chosen for the client as this is the largest payload that can be transmitted 

by a default Contiki build before fragmentation occurs. The server was modified so that it did not 

reply on packet reception and to alert on the console when missing packets were detected. 

 

To determine the maximum attainable throughput, the send rate of the client was successively in-

creased until the server indicated that it was not consistently receiving packets. Due to inaccuracies 

in timings under Contiki, the set send rate does not reflect the actual send rate. To obtain an accu-

rate count of the number of packets transmitted per second, an oscilloscope was used to visually 

count the packets in a set period of time. NullRDC was used for these measurements as Conti-

kiMAC has a significant impact on throughput and the aim of this experiment is to ascertain the 

throughput that is ascertainable at the link-layer. The result is not affected by the throughput or 

latency of the Internet connection as all traffic remains within the low-power network. As such, this 

experiment gives a good representation of the attainable throughput. The modified code for the 

UDP client and server examples is included in  Appendix 5.  
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Figure 12: Example oscilloscope trace of the radio transmissions between the UDP client 

and server. 10 packets were transmitted in 270 ms. The yellow trace represents RF activi-

ty and the blue trace indicates when the server was transmitting and acknowledgement. 

 

Figure 12 shows that 10 packets were transmitted in 270 ms including the tailing inter-packet inter-

val. The Oscilloscope was set to trigger on a rising edge and the trace observed for stability before 

calculating the throughput and repeated tests gave the same result. This gives a sustained through-

put of 23.44 kbps without a channel access mechanism. In the best-case, the ETSI EN 300 220-1 

LBT mechanism would take an additional 5ms per packet resulting in a throughput of 19.78 kbps. 

This is 3.71 kbps below the theoretical value calculated in  4.3 but does fall close to the limits of the 

crude estimation. The inter-packet interval achieved during testing was 5.8 ms, 5 ms greater than 

the LIFS period of 0.8 ms. Taking this difference into account and re-running the calculation in  0 

results in a predicted value of 19.88 kbps which is similar to the achieved throughput. The in-

creased inter-packet interval is likely due to processing and other process overheads within Contiki. 

 

For comparison, a similar test was carried out on the CC2420 present on the Zolertia Z1. Due to an 

inability to directly visualise the 2.4 GHz transmissions a GPIO pin on the radio, the SFD pin, that 

indicated when it was in the transmit state was monitored instead. Figure 13 shows that 10 packets 

were transmitted in a period of 72.5 ms giving a throughput of 87.28 kbps, between 12.93 kbps and 

42.72 kbps below what is expected from the literature. As can be seen from the trace, there is a 

larger inter-packet gap of 6ms between every other packet that is transmitted. This reinforces the 

conclusion that process overheads and inefficiencies within Contiki are reducing the attainable 

throughput as shorter inter-packet intervals are shown to be possible. 
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Figure 13: Example oscilloscope trace of CC2420 SFD pin during throughput testing 

at 2.4 GHz. 10 packets were transmitted in 72.5 ms giving a throughput of 87.28 kbps 

 Latency 4.4.2.

The round-trip latency can be measured by carrying out a long-duration repeating Ping6 from the 

Instant Contiki VM. Any latency testing from outside the low-power network will include the la-

tency of the interface between the low-power network and the standard network. For the test plat-

form, this is a 6-Slip interface over a USB-to-serial connection. The latency of this interface was 

determined to be 21ms for the test setup by pinging the node acting as the border-router from the 

host system. This latency will be different for other test setups and interfaces.  

 

Table 8 details the results from running a Ping6 every second for 43200 requests for a total test 

time of 12 hours. A 12 hour experimental period was chosen to collect enough data to account for 

variation in RF noise without being excessively long. A significant standard deviation is expected 

for tests involving ContikiMAC due to the variable number of retransmissions required. The results 

demonstrate that the measured latency in all cases is greater than the expected latency by a compa-

rable amount. As the discrepancy is systemic and not proportional to the value of the latency it is 

likely that it is due to processing overheads in handling within the microcontroller. Comparative 

measurements for the CC2420 are included and demonstrate that a significant proportion of the 

latency exhibited on 6LoWPAN networks is not related to the throughput of the radio as the 

CC1120 results are less than five times that of the CC2420, even when the 6-Slip latency has been 

subtracted.  
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Table 8: Ping6 latency results from 43200 echo requests. The minimum and average laten-

cies shown include the latency of the 6-Slip connection. 

Test 

Minimum 

Latency 

(ms) 

Average 

Latency 

(ms) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(ms) 

 

Δ from Calculated Values 

(excluding 6-Slip latency) 

Min (ms) Avg (ms) 

868 MHz NullRDC 102.60 105.02 15.51  18.33 - 

868 MHz ContikiMAC 169.50 258.33 83.42  17.23 18.58 
       

2.4 GHz NullRDC 41.86 43.00 1.73  - - 

2.4 GHz ContikiMAC 51.04 209.77 198.35  - - 
       

868 MHz CM 2-Hop 295.98 740.13 324.23  - - 

2.4 GHz CM 2-Hop 57.55 431.67 508.90  - - 

 

The average two-hop latency was also measured for ContikiMAC at 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz. For 

868 MHz, this was found to be 153.55 ms greater than expected and requires further work to de-

termine why. 

4.5. Summary 

This chapter has shown that 6LoWPAN can be successfully applied to 868 MHz sub-GHz net-

works in a lab-based setting using a common IoT operating system. A contemporary, commonly 

used asynchronous duty cycling protocol that was originally designed for 2.4 GHz networks has 

also successfully been applied to an 868 MHz lab-based network and achieved a comparable duty 

cycle of about 1%. Compared to its use at 2.4 GHz, when used at 868 MHz ContikiMAC has a 

comparable impact on the average latency and a more significant impact on the minimum observed 

latency. 

 

Attainable MAC-layer throughput was in line with expectations but was less than the peak 

throughput that should be achievable due to limitations within the operating system. These over-

heads also reduce the attainable throughput on 2.4 GHz networks so are not specific to a sub-GHz 

network and show that the existing methods of throughput estimation are limited and require im-

provement.  

 

A method of estimating the latency has also been presented. This method produces results that have 

a consistent variation from the values obtained experimentally so further work is needed to validate 

the accuracy of the method and its applicability to other frequency bands.  
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  Chapter 5

Mountain Sensing 

 

Mountain Sensing was a NERC funded proof of concept research project (NERC 2014) that inves-

tigated the feasibility of applying standards-based IoT technologies to ESNs monitoring periglacial 

and peatland processes. This chapter details work that was carried out as part of this project to in-

vestigate the second and third research questions posed in  Chapter 1, which are restated here for 

convenience, through a series of real-world deployments: 

2. Can a sub-GHz standards-based 6LoWPAN network perform sufficiently, in terms of en-

ergy, for real-world IoT environmental sensor network deployments? 

3. Can a sub-GHz standards-based 6LoWPAN network perform sufficiently, in terms of 

throughput, latency and reliability, for real-world IoT environmental sensor network de-

ployments? 

The Mountain Sensing project moves away from the high-energy long-range Wi-Fi links and high-

energy GSM connections used in other ESN deployments, such as the Glacsweb deployment dis-

cussed in  Chapter 3 and deployments discussed in  Chapter 2, and attempts to address the challeng-

es of using a multi-hop long-range 6LoWPAN low-power radio network for deployments in harsh 

conditions with a sparse node density. Multiple deployments of sensor nodes were carried out at the 

Glen Feshie estate in the Highlands of Scotland during the course of this project.   

 

The study site comprises of four areas of interest spread across an area of approximately four kilo-

metres by one kilometre in mountainous terrain as shown in Figure 14. Table 9 details the type of 

terrain of each study area and the specific geographical features of interest in each area. The site 

has intermittent weak GPRS coverage in areas one and two but there is no coverage at areas three 

and four. Satellite-based Internet connectivity and permanent power are available at an estate office 

three kilometres north-west of area one as shown in Figure 14. Only areas one and two have partial 

line of sight to the estate office and there is no line of sight between areas two and three. The scale 

of the study site, lack of GPRS coverage, restricted line of sight and distance to permanent power 

and reliable internet connectivity make a multi-hop low-power radio network a viable option for 

providing long-term connectivity to sensor nodes in the intended study areas.  
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Figure 14: Cairngorm site areas of interest are shown by the outlined hatched boxes. Satel-

lite-based Internet connectivity is available at an estate office marked by the ⊗ symbol. 

DTM data from (Intermap Technologies 2007) and Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey. 

 

Table 9: Terrain classification of areas of interest. 

Area Terrain Type Ground Cover Features of Interest 

1 Ridge Upland heath and bare rock Periglacial lobes 

2 Steep hillside with peri-

glacial features and pools 

Upland heath/grassland and 

bare rock 

Periglacial lobes, 

lochan  

3 Headwater basin Eroded peatland Peat, streams 

4 Stream valley Upland heathland and erod-

ed peatland 

Peat, streams 

 

A mix of different sensors are required to properly instrument these different features: Water level 

sensors were used for measuring the depth of bodies of water, with rain gauges to measure rainfall; 

chains of movement and temperature sensors were used to detect movement and events of interest 

in periglacial lobes; and temperature spiders and soil moisture sensors measure temperature profiles 

and water table depth of peatland. In-depth discussion on their design is beyond the scope of this 

thesis as the specific sensors were selected and implemented by another member of the team. 

 

This chapter is divided into six subsections: Section  5.1 details pre-deployment RF propagation 

modelling that was carried out to determine suitable node placement prior to deployment to make 

deployment easier and to increase the chance of success; Section  5.2 discusses the initial platform 

that was designed with another member of the project team and discusses an initial failed deploy-

ment; Section  5.3 details software and protocol changes that were made to improve reliability and a 

discusses the second deployment; Refinements to the hardware design and a third deployment are 

discussed in section  5.4; Section  5.5 evaluates and compares the relative performance of the sys-

tem, including a comparison of two different methods of data transfer, HTTP and CoAP; and Sec-

1 

4 

3 

2 
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tion  5.6 discusses how this work has addressed the research questions posed in  Chapter 1 and  5.7 

summarises the chapter. The remainder of this section introduces the Mountain Sensing project. 

Work detailed in this chapter has been published in Bragg, Martinez et al. (2016), Bragg, Basford 

et al. (2016), Fabre, Martinez et al. (2016) and (Martinez, Hart et al. 2016). 

5.1. Deployment Modelling 

The topology of the site and disparate nature of the areas of interest means that there is no direct 

line of sight across the entire site. An initial site visit showed that dedicated routing nodes, with 

larger batteries and higher gain antennas, would be required to provide reliable communications. 

Coverage modelling gives an indication of the number and location of routing nodes required to 

provide coverage of the study areas before field work is undertaken, making deployment quicker 

and increasing the chances of a successful deployment. Basic line-of-sight RF modelling was car-

ried out in ArcMap using viewsheds prior to the deployment detailed in Section  5.2.3. Line-of-sight 

modelling is less accurate than full propagation modelling as it does not take into account Fresnel 

diffraction caused by intervening terrain, fading or multipath interference caused by surrounding 

terrain. Despite these limitations, line-of-sight modelling is appropriate for initial deployment plan-

ning as it is easier to perform and requires less input data than full propagation modelling. The ac-

curacy of the modelling will also be affected by the vertical accuracy of the elevation data: in this 

case the accuracy is one metre, which may have a significant impact for nodes close to the ground.  

 

The parameters used to constrain the model to achieve a representative coverage are shown in Ta-

ble 10. Each type of node will have different antennas mounted at different heights. It was assumed 

that: the border router would use a Yagi antenna mounted at a height of three metres; the routing 

nodes would use high-gain omnidirectional “can” antennas mounted on small tripods at 1.5 metres; 

and that the sensor nodes would use small “stick” antennas at approximately half a metre above the 

ground. The ranges determined in Section  4.2.1 were used to constrain the model; however, these 

ranges were determined with the same type of antenna at the stationary node and the model does 

not take into account a difference in gains at each end so it was assumed that a high-gain antenna 

could communicate with a lower-gain antenna beyond the maximum range of the lower-gain an-

tenna. Figure 15 shows the modelled line of sight from a border router at the estate office and the 

proposed location of the first routing node. This location was chosen as it is between two areas of 

interest and has good coverage to the ridge between area two and area three as shown by the cover-

age plot. The second routing node was placed on this ridge however the gentle gradient of the ridge 

means that it does not provide any coverage to the third are of interest as shown in Figure 16. A 

third routing node was placed on a local summit to the north-east of the second routing node and 
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Figure 15: Predicted line of sight from the border router to nodes with a HAnt of 1.5 m, the 

proposed location and coverage of the first routing node. The border router’s coverage is 

shown in blue and the first node’s coverage is shown in green. Areas of interest are shown 

by the hatched boxes. DTM data from (Intermap Technologies 2007) and Crown Copyright 

Ordnance Survey. 

 

Figure 16: Proposed location of the second and third routing nodes with predicted cover-

age to nodes with a HAnt of 1.5 m. Router 2’s coverage is shown in blue while Router 3’s is 

shown in green. Areas of interest are shown by the outlined hatched boxes. DTM data 

from (Intermap Technologies 2007) and Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey. 
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Figure 17: Final proposed deployment of three routing nodes. Coverage is plotted for sen-

sor nodes that have a HAnt of 0.5 m. Near complete coverage of the four areas of interest is 

provided. Areas of interest are shown by the outlined hatched boxes. DTM data from 

(Intermap Technologies 2007) and Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey. 

 

 

Figure 18. Modelled coverage of a 2.4 GHz-based network. The outlined areas indicate 

the study areas. Node locations are indicated by solid red dots. Estimated radio coverage is 

shown by the shaded (green) areas. DTM data from (Intermap Technologies 2007) and 

Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey. 
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this provides coverage for the second and third areas of interest. The final proposed deployment of 

routing nodes and predicted coverage for sensor nodes is shown in Figure 17. Router 1 is 3.5 km 

from the border router, Router 2 is 1 km from Router 1 and Router 3 is 1.75 km from Router 2. 

This deployment gives near-complete coverage of the intended study areas with a minimum num-

ber of dedicated routing nodes. 

 

Table 10: Parameters used to constrain the line of sight modelling. The max-

imum ranges are as determined in section 4.2.1 

 Node Type Antenna 

Height 

(HAnt) (m) 

Antenna 

Gain 

(dBi) 

Horizontal 

Field of View 

(°) 

Maximum 

Range 

(km) 

Border Router 3 9 50 4 

Routing Node 1.5 4 360 3 

Sensor Node 0.5 3 360 1 

2.4 GHz Node  0.5 16 360 0.3 

 

RF modelling can also be used to indicate the number of nodes required to obtain equivalent cover-

age with a 2.4 GHz network. Such a network was modelled in addition to the 868 MHz network 

and the predicted coverage is shown in Figure 18. This demonstrates that at least 33 routing nodes 

would be required to provide less coverage of the study areas with a total of 14 hops to study area 

one and 32 hops to study area four. Table 11 details the expected throughput and latency perfor-

mance of both models using throughout and latency data determined in  Chapter 4 and demonstrates 

that an 868 MHz deployment should have at least 2.4 times the throughput at the farthest site and 

less than one fifth of the latency. The 868 MHz deployment should also have a lower overall ener-

gy budget and cost as there are significantly fewer nodes involved than in a 2.4 GHz deployment. 

 

Table 11: Expected MAC-layer throughput and post RDC latency to the furthest re-

search site for both 868 MHz and 2.4 GHz based deployments with the ContikiMAC 

RDC. 

Frequency 

Band 

Number of hops 

to Area One 

Throughput 

to Area One 

(kbps) 

Average Latency 

to Area One  

(ms) 

Number of Hops 

to Area Four 

Throughput 

to Area Four 

(kbps) 

Average Laten-

cy to Area Four 

(ms) 

2.4 GHz 14 6.23 3094.47 32 2.73 7088.67 

868 MHz 1 19.78 258.33 3 6.59 1221.93 
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5.2. Initial Platform: Zolertia Z1 + MS1 

An initial deployment was carried out at the site in the Cairngorm Mountains to investigate the 

feasibility of using standardisation in a real-world ESN. This deployment uses node-initiated HTTP 

for data transfer of data from the sensor nodes to the edge of the network. This section details the 

design of hardware and software used for the proof of concept deployment and is divided into three 

sub-sections that describe the implementation used for the border router, the design of the sensor 

nodes and the deployment that was carried out.  

 Border Router 5.2.1.

The border router consists of a node using the same MSP430-based hardware that was used for 

network performance evaluation in  Chapter 4 connected by USB to a mini ITX computer running 

Ubuntu 14.04. A modified version of the Contiki RPL-Border-Router example runs on the gateway 

node with unmodified tunslip6
1
 running on the ITX. An IP connected camera is also installed be-

low the antenna to capture photographs of the study site from the estate. The ITX acts as the router 

and firewall for the deployment network and runs a webserver that accepts and stages data from the 

sensor nodes before retransmitting it to a server away from the deployment, effectively operating as 

a proxy server. The software was developed in Python by another member of the team. 

 

The Internet connection available at the site is an intermittent satellite connection that only has 

support for IPv4. As in the Glacsweb deployment detailed in  Chapter 3, the SixXS tunnelbroker 

was used to provide tunnelled IPv6 to the deployment. Two /64 subnets are used for the deploy-

ment: one for the other devices connected by Ethernet to the gateway; and one for the low-power 

sensor network. The Internet connection is high latency and is intermittent during adverse weather 

so all sensor readings are cached at the gateway until it is possible to transfer them to the next serv-

er. This means that nodes can offload their data whenever the low-power network is available even 

if the Internet connection is unavailable so that data is not stored on vulnerable storage for longer 

than necessary. All of the sensor nodes are globally addressable and authorised hosts can interact 

with them directly. 

 Sensor Nodes 5.2.2.

Sensor nodes consisting of an off-the-shelf sensor mote running Contiki 2.7, a bespoke carri-

er/interface board and external RS485-connected sensors were designed for the deployment with  

                                                      

1
 tunslip6 is a standard tool in Contiki for creating a network connection over a serial interface 
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Figure 19: Block diagram of the sensor node. Mono-directional inputs and outputs are shown 

on the left while bi-directional busses are shown on the right. Dotted lines indicate control lines 

from the microcontroller. Shaded boxes indicate elements that are external to the carrier board. 

 

another member of the team. A Zolertia Z1 was used as the sensor mote as it is well supported by 

Contiki and is the platform used in  Chapter 4 for the sub-GHz radio driver development. The same 

radio as used in  Chapter 4 was retained and a deployment specific carrier board was created. De-

ployment specific software to handle configuration, sensing and data transfer was also developed. 

A block diagram of the functional elements of the sensor nodes is shown in Figure 19 and a photo-

graph of one of the nodes is shown in Figure 20. The remainder of this section details the hardware 

design of the carrier board and the software design of the node. 

 

 Hardware 5.2.2.1.

The carrier/interface board, named MS1, includes headers for the Zolertia Z1, headers for the 

CC1120 EM radio module, a battery-backed-up real-time clock (RTC), power supplies and serial 

level translators. Due to the variety of factors being measured, the sensor nodes do not include any 

environmental sensors beyond what is built into the Z1 to allow for one base design to be used for 

all of the nodes. It was decided that a modular approach with a selection of different options for 

connecting sensors would be most appropriate. These include analogue and digital single-pin in-

puts, access to the I
2
C bus and a dedicated RS485 bus. The digital and analogue inputs are for sim-

ple sensors like tipping bucket rain gauges and conductivity probes for measuring soil moisture.  
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Figure 20: Photograph of the MS1 sensor node design 

with attached Zolertia Z1 and CC1120 radio board. 

 

The RS485 interface is for more complex sensors, such as pressure sensors for water depth, tem-

perature chains for soil temperature profiles and accelerometer chains for monitoring ground 

movement. RS485 was chosen as it connects to a standard UART, is resilient to noise due to its 

balanced transmission line and the interface hardware is readily available. The RS485-connected 

sensors were developed by another member of the team so their design is beyond the scope of this 

thesis. 

 

Switch mode power supplies were used as they are more efficient than a low-dropout regulator for 

stepping down from 12 V to 5 V and 3.3 V. The board was divided into several different power 

domains with FET switches controlling power to the sensors and the radio as shown in Figure 21 to 

allow different parts of the board to be completely powered down when not required. In practice, 

the radio was never powered down and it was instead left in a low power sleep state to allow Con-

tikiMAC to operate correctly. A separate, off-board FET switch was used to switch a 12 V feed for 

pressure sensors and was triggered from the 5 V sense line.  

 

An independent temperature compensated RTC with battery backup, a DS3231 (Maxim Integrated 

2015), was included in the design to allow the node to keep accurate time through varying envi-

ronmental conditions and unexpected reboots, as occurred in  Chapter 3, or if the node lost power.  

 

Circuit diagrams and the PCB layout for MS1 are included in  Appendix 6.  
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Figure 21: Power domains of the MS1. Blue lines indicate control lines. All three sen-

sor supplies are controlled from a single GPIO from the Zolertia Z1.  

 

 Software 5.2.2.2.

The nodes run a custom application on the Contiki 2.7 operating system that handles sensing com-

munications and storage management. It is expected that the low-power network will be intermit-

tent at times due to weather conditions and that nodes will run out of power or suffer damage that 

renders them inoperable. These expectations make relying on a sample and send paradigm or stor-

ing sensor readings in volatile memory inappropriate due to the high likelihood of losing data. As 

such, all readings are stored in local flash memory and are only removed when reception by the 

destination has been confirmed. Sensor readings are captured on a remotely configurable schedule 

and packed into protocol buffers (Google 2015) to allow the structured data of a sensing event to be 

stored and transmitted efficiently. Protocol buffers are an ideal solution for storing numerical sen-

sor data in ESNs and other memory-constrained applications as they have a small size overhead, 

are fast are simple to implement and are cross-platform. Additionally, protocol buffers are flexible 

and extensible. Each field can be defined as optional, meaning that nodes do not have to send data, 

or null data, for factors that they are not measuring. Additional fields can be added in future with 

existing nodes not needing to be updated. The readings from the RS485-connected “smart” sensors 

are transferred to the Zolertia Z1 as pre-packed protocol buffers and incorporated directly into the 

main protocol buffer. 

 

HTTP was used as the application layer protocol for transferring data from the sensor node as it is 

widely used with good software support and it uses TCP, which is generally more reliable on lossy 

connections than UDP. Initial testing with a lab-based 2.4 GHz network demonstrated acceptable 

performance. Communications are a node-initiated HTTP POST that occurs on a different schedule 

to sensing events to allow multiple sets of readings to be communicated at the same time, to allow 
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nodes that have been disconnected for a period of time to transfer data as soon as they have a con-

nection and to allow new nodes to be added to the network without having to change the configura-

tion of the gateway. Both the destination address and communications schedule are reconfigurable 

at runtime to allow for changes to be made while the sensor network is deployed. This is achieved 

by running a very lightweight webserver on the node that serves configuration webpages as show 

in Figure 22, which were designed by another member of the team. These page can be accessed 

from any IPv6-capable device with a web browser that has access to the network allowing the 

nodes to be reconfigured if the gateway changes or if a different sample interval is required. 

 

Details of the application are included in  Appendix 7. 

 

 

Figure 22: Configuration webpages served by a sensor node. (a) is the Index page that contains 

links to show the other configuration forms, show a dump of the current settings, trigger the 

node to print files over serial for debugging, show a print of the flash space used and to dump all 

of the data stored on the node in JSON format. (b) is the sample configuration page that is used 

to configure the sample interval and connected sensors. (c) is the clock configuration page that 

is used to set the current date. (d) is the communications configuration form that is used to set 

the communications schedule and configure the address that the node sends data to. 

 
(a) 

 

      
 (b)  (c) 

 

 
(d) 
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 Deployment 5.2.3.

A small proof-of-concept deployment consisting of five dedicated sensing nodes, two dedicated 

routing nodes, a combined routing/sensing node and a border router was carried out at the site dur-

ing the autumn of 2014. Two of each of the different types of sensor node were deployed to in-

crease the chance of retrieving data for other project partners. The name, identifier and connected 

sensors of each of the deployed nodes are shown in Table 12. 

 

 

Figure 23: Photographs of the deployed nodes. (a) shows the box that the Z1 + MS1 were de-

ployed in. (b) shows a typical sensor node and (c) shows a typical routing node with its tripod. 

 

All of the nodes were placed in water resistant boxes with lead acid batteries for the deployment as 

shown in Figure 23(a). Waterproof MIL spec connectors were used for connecting external sensors. 

The sensor nodes were deployed with the boxes sitting on the ground using a short monopole an-

tenna as shown in Figure 23(b). Routing nodes, including Router 3, were deployed on tripods with 
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4 dBi gain omnidirectional can antennas as show in Figure 23(c). The routing nodes used higher 

capacity lead acid batteries to account for the expected increased energy overhead of routing traffic 

for the network but were otherwise identical in hardware and software to the sensing nodes. 

 

Table 12: List of deployed nodes with their name, function and details of connected 

sensors. Table modified from Bragg, Martinez et al. (2016) 

Node Function Identifier Sensors 

Estate Border Router 0FA1 - 

Router 1 Routing Node 107C - 

Router 2 Routing Node 105C - 

Router 3 Routing/Sensing 106A Temperature spider & soil moisture 

Turf Sensing 1084 Temperature & strain gauge chain 

Lochan Sensing 1068 Water level & rain gauge 

Hummock Sensing 1099 Temperature & strain gauge chain 

Peat Sensing 106B Temperature spider & soil moisture 

Stream Sensing 1058 Water level & rain gauge 

 

 

Figure 24: Modelled coverage for the initial deployment in Scotland. Estimated radio coverage is 

shown by the blue shaded areas. At this scale, Router 3 is co-sited with the Peat sensor node. Orig-

inal areas of interest are shown by the hatched boxes. DTM data from (Intermap Technologies 

2007) and Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey. Figure reproduced from Bragg, Martinez et al. 

(2016).  
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Routing node placement was guided by the deployment modelling carried out in Section  5.1; how-

ever, due to the limited number of nodes, the deployment was restricted to using two of the four 

areas of interest. Target features were identified in areas two and three, with an additional feature 

of interest that was identified between the two. Router 1 and Router 2 were deployed in the posi-

tions modelled in section  5.1. During the deployment, it was found that the routing nodes had a 

greater range than expected due to the low-noise environment. Direct communication between 

Router 2 and parts of area three were possible so the third routing node was moved into area three 

and used to provide additional sensor coverage. No nodes were deployed in Area one or Area four. 

Figure 24 shows the actual positions of the deployed nodes and shows the modelled coverage for 

this deployment, taking into account the increased achievable range. This additional modelling was 

carried out to verify that the coverage was appropriate. Table 13 shows the performance for the 

implemented deployment compared to a 2.4 GHz deployment and shows that the 868 MHz de-

ployment has greater performance despite the reduced area. 

 

Table 13: MAC-layer throughput and post duty cycling latency to the sensor nodes closest to 

and farthest from the border router for. Data is shown for both the CC1120–based deployment 

and the CC2420-based deployment modelled in section 4.3. The throughput and latency are cal-

culated using values from sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. Table reproduced from Bragg, Martinez et 

al. (2016). 

 

Once deployed, the networking proved to be less reliable than expected from the lab testing. Data 

transfers were not reliable and those that were successful took much longer than desired. Nodes 

would regularly drop off the network and Router 1 had permanently disconnected the network by 

winter. It is assumed that Router 1 ran out of energy due to an excessive number of retransmissions 

and that the rest of the nodes ran out of energy shortly thereafter due to constant failed attempts to 

transfer data. No useful environmental data was gathered from the initial deployment. 

5.3. Second Deployment 

The method of data transfer was found to be the cause of the failure of the first deployment due to 

significant overheads that resulted in decreased node lifetime, increased numbers of retransmis-

sions and reduced reliability. HTTP uses TCP for transport layer encapsulation and while TCP im-

Radio 

Number of 

hops to 
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Node 

Throughput 

to Closest 

Node 

(kbps) 

Average 

Latency to 

Closest Node 

(ms) 

Number of 

hops to 
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Node 

Throughput 

to Farthest 

node 

(kbps) 

Average Latency 

to Farthest node 

(ms) 

2.4 GHz 18 5.13 4203.97 25 3.49 5757.27 

868 MHz 1 19.78 258.33 3 6.59 1221.93 
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proves reliability in typical network scenarios that have a high bandwidth, it can reduce the chance 

of communicating and significantly reduce battery life on low-bandwidth, high-latency lossy links 

such as those used for the deployment in  5.2 and other ESNs. This is due to the number of packets 

that need to be transmitted to establish the connection and acknowledge communications. The se-

quence diagram for an example HTTP POST from a directly connected sensor node to the receiver 

on the border router is shown in Figure 25. In addition to any transport layer retransmissions that 

may be occurring, retransmissions will be occurring at the MAC layer for each packet due to the 

use of the ContikiMAC RDC.  
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MAC
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MAC ACK TCP (SYN)
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Figure 25: Sequence diagram for a HTTP POST from a sensor node to the border router over a 

single-hop network. The central column shows communications at the Network Interface layer. 

The left and right columns show the Transport layer communications. Solid lines indicate an 

initiated communication while dashed lines indicate a communication triggered in response to 

an initiated communication. A total of 22 transmissions are required assuming that there are no 

transport layer retransmissions or fragmented packets. 
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Figure 26: Sequence diagram for a CoAP GET from the border router to a sensor node 

over a single-hop network. The central column shows communications at the Network In-

terface layer. The left and right columns show the Transport layer communications. Solid 

lines indicate an initiated communication while dashed lines indicate a communication 

triggered in response to an initiated communication. A total of four transmissions are re-

quired assuming that there are no transport layer retransmissions or fragmented packets. 

 

In the actual deployment, most nodes were indirectly connected by at least one intermediate routing 

hop, meaning that everything between the Sensor Node Mac and Border Router MAC in Figure 25 

would be transmitted again for each hop increasing the latency of each packet. It is believed that 

this caused timeouts in the network stack that resulted in TCP retransmissions and ultimately com-

munications failures. If the communications failed at any point for any of the packets the entire 

communication would have to be initiated again resulting in significant wasted energy. The HTTP-

based data transfer appeared to operate acceptably when tested in the lab prior to the deployment 

and when tested on a lab-based 2.4 GHz deployment due to the reduced ranges involved and the 

increased per-link bandwidth of a 2.4 GHz network. 

 

CoAP (Shellby, Harke et al. 2014) was chosen to replace HTTP for the second platform as it has a 

significantly reduced overhead compared to HTTP. CoAP is specifically designed for constrained 

applications and uses connectionless UDP for transport layer encapsulation. CoAP is HTTP-like 

and is designed to be translated easily to HTTP though this feature was not used. The implementa-

tion of CoAP in Contiki at the time this work was carried out did not fully support node-initiated 

transfers so gateway-initiated transfers were used instead. A sequence diagram for a CoAP GET 

request between a directly connected sensor node and the border router is shown in Figure 26. This 

demonstrates that CoAP requires 18 fewer transmissions on non-duty cycled networks and even on 

duty cycled networks, there will be significantly fewer transmissions. When multiple hops are in-

volved, the reduction in number of transmissions is more pronounced.  

 

The interaction options offered by the HTTP settings interface were retained as CoAP resources 

and an additional resource was added for requesting sample data. The resources available on each 
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node are shown in Table 14. While not as widespread as HTTP, CoAP is well-standardised and 

there are several implementations available, including plugins for desktop browsers such as the 

Copper (Cu) plugin for Firefox (Kovatsch n.d.), allowing for simple interaction with the nodes. The 

change to gateway-initiated transfers means that the gateway needs to be reconfigured any time a 

new sensor node is added to the network or when an existing node is replaced. In contrast, the 

nodes no longer require reconfiguration if the destination for sensor data changes. Details of the 

application are included in  Appendix 7. 

 

The limited amount of RAM and flash available on the Z1 proved to be a limiting factor during 

development of the CoAP based application. Care had to be taken when adding resources and de-

bugging prints had to be turned off to ensure that the firmware fitted in the available flash as the 

application was larger than the previous deployment. The RAM usage was also higher and the 

nodes suffered from stack and heap collisions after being on for an extended period of time or 

when a lot of network activity was occurring. This was mitigated on the routing nodes by removing 

all sensing code from them and just running the networking stack. The reboots did not cause signif-

icant issues on the sensing nodes as all data was stored in flash and the external RTC meant that 

they retained their schedule.  

 

Table 14: The CoAP resources available on each sensor node. The URI of each resource is shown 

along with a description of the functionality of a GET request and other available methods. 

URI GET Functionality Functionality of Other Method(s) 

/date Get the current date and time as set on 

the node’s RTC in seconds since the 

Unix Epoch. 

POST: Set the date and time of the node 

to the Epoch specified in the request. 

/sample Get the sample specified as an addition-

al parameter (e.g. GET /sample/23 

would get sample 23). If no sample is 

specified, the latest sample is returned. 

DELETE: deletes the sample specified 

as an additional parameter (e.g. 

DELETE /sample/23 would delete sam-

ple 23. An error is returned if no sample 

is specified 

/config Gets the current configuration of the 

sensor node 

POST: Sets the node configuration to 

the configurations specified in the re-

quest. 

/routes Get a list of the current neighbours a 

sensor node can communicate with and 

a list of the routes that the node has 

- 

/uptime Get the current uptime in seconds - 

/reboot Get the current reboot count POST: Reboot the sensor node 
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A second deployment was carried out in 2015 with the CoAP based application developed with 

other members of the project team running on the nodes. The same hardware as in Section  5.2 was 

used and all of the node IDs from Table 12 were retained. Figure 27 shows the routing diagram of 

the deployed network and shows that it is a cluster-tree topology. Router 1, Router 2 and Router 3 

are single points of failure beyond the border router that can take down significant sections of the 

network if they fail, which occurred over the winter months during the deployment when Router 2 

failed and disconnected the farthest nodes from the network. The nodes continued to sense and save 

readings to flash until their batteries ran out in early 2016. These readings were retrieved when 

Router 2 was repaired and their batteries replaced during a subsequent site visit. It was also found 

that the connection between Router 2 and Router 3 was only reliable during periods of good weath-

er when there was no snow. The link between Router 1 and Router 2 became less reliable during 

periods of fog or low cloud.  

 

The nodes were configured to sample every 15 minutes and data retrieval was attempted by the 

border router every hour. Despite the nodes operating for less than a year and intermittent network-

ing, some useful environmental data was gathered and an initial analysis of segments of the peat-

land temperature profiles is presented in Bragg, Basford et al. (2016). Analogue data was affected 

by noise from the switch mode power supplies. 
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Figure 27: Routing diagram of the second deployment network. Solid lines indicate the routes 

being used at the time of deployment while dashed lines indicate potential routes between 

neighbours. The coloured outline indicates the node type: Black is the border router, green are 

routing nodes, blue are fluvial nodes, pink are periglacial nodes and orange are peat nodes. 

5.4. Second Platform: Muntjac + MS2 

During the second deployment it was found that performance and reliability were less than desired 

due to reboots caused by the stack and heap collisions. The memory and flash constraints of the Z1 
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were even more pronounced with Contiki 3.0 due to the larger memory footprint and changes made 

in the way that neighbours are stored in memory. Continued use of the Z1 for sensing nodes would 

have resulted in the number of neighbours and routes having to be excessively reduced, limiting the 

functionality of the network and preventing any future expansion. A second platform was devel-

oped to address these limitations and to address other hardware issues with the original platform. 

 Hardware 5.4.1.

The RAM and flash resources of the MSP430 were a significant limiting factor of the original plat-

form. The MSP430 was also relatively performance limited compared to more modern microcon-

trollers so such as an ARM Cortex. A Cortex M0+ microcontroller was chosen as the basis of a 

new platform as it is the most energy efficient ARM processor available (ARM Ltd. 2012); howev-

er, Contiki does not included support for any processors based on the M0+ core. A port to a Free-

scale 48MHz M0+ core with 128 kB of flash, 16 kB of RAM and a sub 3 µA sleep current 

(Freescale Semiconductor Inc. 2014), was attempted. This was not completed in adequate time 

before the second deployment so was abandoned in a partially completed state. Currently the port 

will execute Contiki with networking however the networking is not reliable due to issues with the 

internal timers and the OS crashes periodically. Details of the source code for the partial port are 

included in  Appendix 7. 

 

As an alternative, the CC2538 was chosen for the basis of a new platform. The CC2538 has a clock 

speed of 32 MHz, has up to 512 kB of flash with 32 kB of RAM and includes a 2.4 GHz radio that 

will not be used for the deployment (Texas Instruments 2015b). It is well supported in Contiki and 

is used in multiple existing platforms such as the Openmote, CC2538-DK and RE-Mote. The 

Zolertia RE-Mote (Zolertia 2016) includes a CC1200 sub-GHz radio module but at the time this 

work was carried out the version of the RE-Mote that was available had hardware issues that re-

sulted in reduced reliability and there was incomplete support for the CC1200. Other options that 

include a sub-GHz radio exist, such as the CC1310 (Texas Instruments 2016b), but at the time this 

work was carried out they were only just coming to market and were not well supported by Contiki. 

As the CC2538 incorporates a Cortex M3 and a radio, its sleep current is significantly above that of 

the MSP430 and M0+ at up to 600 µA depending on power mode. 

 

A new sensor mote, called the Muntjac, based on the CC2538 was designed to replace the Zolertia 

Z1. The Muntjac was designed to be as close to a pin-compatible drop-in replacement for the 

Zolertia Z1 as possible but pin number limitations mean that there are fewer analogue inputs avail-

able. The Muntjac includes the same SPI-connected flash as the Z1 for storage and has the option 

of using a removable SD card that can be fully powered off. A CC1120 is included on the mote 
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with an SMA antenna connection in addition to a U.FL connector for the inbuilt 2.4 GHz radio. 

The CC1120 was included on-board to allow future designs to be more compact and to allow the 

Muntjac to be used in a sub-GHz network on its own without a carrier board. The CC1120 is pin 

compatible and almost software compatible with the CC1200, allowing the Muntjac to be populat-

ed with a CC1200 if required. An antenna connector for the 2.4 GHz radio was included to allow 

the node to be used on either network or to be able to act as a cross-band router. 

 

A new carrier/interface board, the MS2, was also designed to address issues with the MS1 and add 

additional functionality. The power supplies were redesigned to address noise issues by implement-

ing a two stage design. Switch mode power supplies were used to step the 12 V source down to just 

above the drop out level of an LDO, which is used to provide a smoother output. The 12 V sensor 

power switch was moved onto the MS2 and switched using the sensor enable GPIO rather than the 

5 V sensor power line. The RS232 driver was removed and two additional, but optional, RS485 

drivers were included to allow more smart sensors to be connected in future if required. The head-

ers for the CC1120 were left on-board but rotated 180° to allow Z1s or Muntjacs without radios to 

be used if required. Another project partner was carrying out research into peak point tracking for 

solar energy harvesting so an alternative power connector that bypassed the on-board power sup-

plies was included to facilitate this research. 
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Figure 28: Block diagram of the Muntjac and MS2. Optional components are labelled 

with italics. 
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Figure 29: Power domains of the MS2 and Muntjac. Either a 12 V battery or the Solar Pow-

er Connector is used to power the system, with the two jumpers removed when powered 

from the latter. Blue lines indicate control lines and green lines indicate the power input from 

the solar power connector. The 5 V and 9 V power outputs of the solar power unit are 

switched by the sensor power control GPIO. 

 

Figure 30: Photograph of the Muntjac sensor mote mounted on an MS2, as de-

ployed. The Muntjac in this photo does not have its on-board CC1120 populated 

and is using a CC1120 EM module instead.  
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Figure 28 shows a block diagram of the Muntjac with MS2. The power domains are shown in Fig-

ure 29, which are effectively the same as for the MS1. A photograph of a Muntjac without the on-

board radio populated mounted on an MS2 is shown in Figure 30. A mix of Muntjacs with and 

without the on-board radio populated were assembled due to time constraints before the deploy-

ment detailed in Section  5.4.3. 

 

Circuit diagrams for the Muntjac and MS2 are included in  Appendix 8. 

 Software 5.4.2.

The second generation of nodes were upgraded to Contiki 3.0 and still use protocol buffers for data 

serialisation. Data is stored in flash as the SD card would use significantly more energy to store and 

retrieve readings. The same CoAP resources detailed in Section  5.3 are available on the new nodes 

and the border router software is unchanged. 

 

The single-hop latency for the Muntjac was determined in the lab in the same manner as in  4.4.2 

and is shown in Table 15. The Muntjac has a 23.5% lower average latency with Null RDC than the 

Z1 and a 13.6% lower average latency with ContikiMAC than the Z1. An improvement in perfor-

mance is to be expected due to the improved processing capabilities of the CC2538. 

 

Table 15: Muntjac latency for NullRDC and ContikiMAC duty cycling protocols. 

Duty Cycling 

Protocol 

Minimum 

Latency  

(ms) 

Average 

Latency 

(ms) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(ms) 

 
Δ from Z1 values 

Min (ms) Min (ms) 

NullRDC 75.85 85.04 5.01  26.75 19.98 

ContikiMAC 146.12 227.32 294.53  23.38 31.01 

 

 Deployment 5.4.3.

A third deployment was carried out with all of the sensor nodes being replaced with Muntjac + 

MS2s deployed in the same location as the previous nodes. The same hardware used for previous 

border routers was retained. 

 

Changes were made to the network to address the intermittent communications between the routing 

nodes. The Hummock sensor node was mounted on a tripod to have better line of sight between 

Router 1 and Router 2 so that it could act as an intermediate relay node during foggy conditions. 
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An additional routing node, Router 4, was placed with line of sight of both Router 2 and the nodes 

in area 3. The location of the nodes in the latest deployment is shown in Figure 31 along with pre-

dicted coverage. Figure 32 shows the routing diagram for the network on the day of deployment. 

Router 1 and Router 2 are still single points of failure in the network but Router 4 adds redundancy 

for Router 3 and its unreliable link to Router 2. The only way to create redundancy in the deploy-

ment network for Router 1 and Router 2 would be to add at least two additional nodes. 

 

 

Figure 31: Modelled coverage for the third 868 MHz ESN deployment. Estimated radio 

coverage is shown by the shaded (blue) areas. At this scale, Router 3 is co-sited with the Peat 

sensor node. Original areas of interest are shown by the outlined hatched boxes. DTM data 

from (Intermap Technologies 2007) and Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey. 

 

During the deployment the nodes equipped with energy harvesting failed due to a bug in the energy 

harvesting implementation that resulted in the sensors being powered permanently, depleting the 

batteries. The energy harvesting modules were replaced by lead acid batteries by another member 

of the project team on a subsequent site visit and all of these nodes re-joined the network and con-

tinued to operate.  

5.5. Platform & Deployment Performance 

This section presents the results of energy and latency performance testing that was carried out on 

the two generations of deployed hardware and the third deployment network. 
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Figure 32: Routing diagram of the third deployment network. Solid lines indicate the routes be-

ing used at the time of deployment while dashed lines indicate potential routes between neigh-

bours. The coloured outline indicates the node type: Black is the border router, green are routing 

nodes, blue are fluvial nodes, pink are periglacial nodes and orange are peat nodes. 

 

The energy performance of the hardware that was deployed was measured in the laboratory to es-

tablish the average energy consumption. Table 16 details the average current measured for both of 

the hardware platforms used for the deployments detailed in this chapter with the NullRDC and 

ContikiMAC duty cycling protocols. These readings reflect the idle current draw as they were tak-

en with the nodes running an application that does nothing on top of the base OS operation with an 

operational network stack that responds to ping. The standard deviation of the MS1-based platform 

is lower than the MS2-based platform due to the large smoothing capacitor on the 12 V input of the 

MS1. As expected, the Muntjac + MS2 draws more current than the Z1 + MS1 and ContikiMAC 

draws significantly less average power than NullRDC. ContikiMAC draws about 5% of the current 

as NullRDC for both platforms and a greater saving could have been realised with phase synchro-

nisation. Phase synchronisation was not implemented in either deployment as it was found to re-

quire modification to operate with the adjusted ContikiMAC timings.  

 

Values for the Muntjac + MS2 in two no radio scenarios are also included in Table 16 to give a 

baseline for the platform to allow the viability of alternative duty cycling methods to be assessed. 

The first, referred to as NullRadio in the table, uses a dummy radio driver and the CC1120 in the 

sleep state to approximate a situation where the CC1120 is left in a sleep state for a prolonged peri-

od. The second, referred to as no Radio, uses the NullRadio driver and turns off the CC1120 with 

the hardware power control to approximate a situation where the CC1120 is completely powered 

off for a prolonged period. 
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Table 16: Total node average current consumption with a 12 V input voltage for both 

node types with NullRDC and ContikiMAC. The current draws of the Muntjac + MS2 

with the NullRadio radio driver selected and with the CC1120 fully turned off are also 

included. 1,000,000 readings were gathered at a sample rate of 10,000 per second with 

an Agilent 34411A Digital Multimeter and then averaged. 

Hardware 

Average 

Current 

(mA) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(mA) 

Average 

Power 

(mW) 

Z1 + MS1 NullRDC 8.207 0.847 98.484 

Z1 + MS1 ContikiMAC 0.425 0.266 5.100 

Muntjac + MS2 NullRDC 10.817 1.021 129.804 

Muntjac + MS2 ContikiMAC 0.581 1.886 6.972 

Muntjac + MS2 NullRadio 0.484 1.337 5.808 

Muntjac + MS2 no Radio 0.394 1.329 4.728 

 

From these values, it is possible to calculate the expected node lifetime on the batteries that were 

used for the deployments when energy harvesting was not in use. Sensor nodes used 12 Ah lead 

acid batteries and routing nodes used 17 Ah lead acid batteries (Yuasa 2005). Ignoring any self-

discharge, a sensor node using a Muntjac and MS2 with a 12 Ah battery should last up to 860 days; 

however, network activity and self-discharge, which will vary with temperature across the year, 

will decrease this. Rough calculations can also be performed to assess the impact that other forms 

of duty cycling can have on network lifetime. Table 17 presents a brief comparison of different 

duty cycling concepts and the impact that they have on node lifetime. The table shows that the duty 

cycling algorithm used for the sub-glacial probes in the Glacsweb project would increase node life- 

 

Table 17: Predicted life time with a 12 Ah battery for different duty cycling protocols. 

Duty Cycling Protocol 
Duty Cycle 

(%) 

Average Current 

(mA) 

Node Lifetime 

(days) 

NullRDC (Z1 + MS1) 100 8.207 60.9 

ContikiMAC (Z1 + MS1) 1 0.425 1176.5 

NullRDC (Muntjac + MS2) 100 10.817 46.2 

ContikiMAC (Muntjac + MS2) 1 0.581 860.6 

Sub-glacial node Synchronous proto-

col from Chapter 3 (Muntjac + MS2) 
0.069 0.401 1246.1 

Two hour-long periods with Conti-

kiMAC per day (Muntjac + MS2) 
0.083 0.410 1220.7 

One hour-long period with Conti-

kiMAC per day (Muntjac + MS2) 
0.042 0.402 1244.4 
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time by just over a year. Combining synchronous and asynchronous RDC concepts in a hybrid pro-

tocol could bring the benefits of both with a reasonable duty cycle and longer communication win-

dows. Two possible hybrid schemes are included in the table and the values for these show that at 

extremely low duty cycles, the amount of energy expended on communications becomes less sig-

nificant and the amount of energy expended carrying out processing becomes more significant. 

 

Figure 33 presents a plot of a 200 ms segment of the current data for the Muntjac + MS2 with Con-

tikiMAC that shows two ContikiMAC channel check events and a large number of system tick 

wakeup events. The plot shows that the node spends most of its time in a low-power state but is 

waking up very regularly. 

 

The current draw after the 3.3 V power supply was also measured to establish the efficiency of the 

redesigned power supply. The average current draw was measured to be 1.423 mA at 3.27 V, an 

efficiency of 68%. Figure 34 demonstrates that the redesigned power supply is less noisy and more 

stable than the original design. 

 

The single-hop and two-hop round-trip latency of networks deployed in sections  5.3 and  5.4 was 

measured to determine the latency performance in real-world deployments. Table 18 presents the 

results and shows that there is an increase in the latency when compared to the laboratory based 

testing. A very small amount of data was gathered to limit the impact to overall node lifetime as 

this was carried out on the deployed networks. The latency during deployment is higher and less 

consistent than achieved in the laboratory environment due to the longer ranges involved and vari-

able weather conditions that affect the quality of the radio link. A ping test during a period of low 

cloud where all of the sensor nodes were above the base of the cloud level gave an average single-

hop RTT of over 600 ms and an average 2-hop RTT of over 1400 ms with standard deviations in 

the hundreds of milliseconds and over 10% packet loss. 

 

Table 18: Latency of the two deployed hardware platforms running the CoAP application. 

Data was gathered for a single-packet ping during good weather conditions with no other 

network activity. Data was gathered with “ping6 –c 10 –i 5” to limit the amount of energy 

expended. 

Hardware 
Single-hop RTT  

(ms) 

Δ from Lab 

Values (ms) 

2-hop RTT 

(ms) 

Δ from Lab 

Values (ms) 

Z1 + MS1 303 45 820 80 

Muntjac + MS2 274 47 664 - 
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Figure 33: Plot of a 200 ms segment of the Muntjac + MS2 current data. The four large peaks 

are two ContikiMAC channel checks. The shorter peaks are the Contiki systick wakeup events. 

 

 

Figure 34: Power supply output noise comparison with an idle node. The top (blue) trace repre-

sents the output from the MS1’s power supply. The bottom (yellow) trace represents the output 

of the MS2’s power supply.  
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The Muntjac had a latency improvement of approximately 10.6% for single-hop and 23% for two-

hop communications compared to the Z1 however this increase in performance comes at the cost of 

increased power. The Muntjac + MS2 draws 32% more power than the Z1 + MS1 with NullRDC 

and 37% more with ContikiMAC. This is a significant increase but is less than might have been 

expected as the CC2538 has a sleep current of 1.3 µA to 600 µA (Texas Instruments 2015b), de-

pending on power mode, compared to the 0.5 µA of the MSP430 used in the Z1 (Texas Instruments 

2012).   

5.6. Results Discussion 

This chapter has shown that Internet standards can be applied to real-world sub-GHz environmental 

sensor networks successfully with care and some modification. Heavyweight protocols such as 

HTTP are not appropriate as they were not designed with lossy networks in mind and in the case of 

TCP-based protocols, the overheads involved in establishing and maintaining reliable communica-

tions make the network as a whole less reliable and less energy efficient. Lighter weight protocols 

have been developed and standardised in recent years with WSNs in mind. It has been shown that 

one of these lightweight protocols, CoAP, can be applied to ESNs despite their different perfor-

mance characteristics and deployment challenges. When used with a sub-GHz 802.15.4 radio with 

the ContikiMAC RDC and a 6LoWPAN multi-hope network, CoAP and protocol buffers proved to 

be reliable and appropriate for this ESN deployment.  

 

In addition to partially addressing the first research question posed in  Chapter 1, this chapter also 

addresses the second and third research questions. The next two sub-sections discuss how these 

questions have been addressed and the metrics that they have been assessed against. 

 Second Research Question 5.6.1.

The second research question asked whether a sub-GHz standards-based 6LoWPAN network can 

perform sufficiently in terms of energy for real-world IoT environmental sensor network deploy-

ments. The lifetime calculations in Table 17 demonstrated that the Muntjac + MS2 has a predicted 

lifetime in excess of two years of receive-only operation with the ContikiMAC duty cycling proto-

col and a 12 Ah battery.  While this is an acceptable lifetime, the 12 Ah lead acid battery is physi-

cally large compared to the node side and has undesirable self-discharge characteristics that reduce 

the lifetime below the calculated value. These factors make a large lead acid battery unsuitable for 

nodes that need to be physically small and/or are physically inaccessible once deployed, such as the 
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sub-glacial nodes discussed in  Chapter 3. Common 2.4 GHz WSN deployments generally use 

smaller batteries that will not give an acceptable lifetime for the Muntjac + MS2. 

 

Compared to non-IP ESNs, the IP-based deployments detailed in this chapter use significantly 

more energy. Recent advances in networking for WSNs have focused on providing an always-on 

network experience where data can be transmitted in near real time. Compared to the use of no 

RDC, ContikiMAC did save a significant amount of energy but it is not the most optimal method of 

duty cycling for ESNs where spontaneous transmission of data is not required and the data is not 

time sensitive so further work is required to investigate possible optimisations in this area. Addi-

tionally, the scheduler used in Contiki wakes up the microcontroller frequently to check for any 

pending tasks, increasing the energy over a bare-metal implantation. Frequent wakeups are not the 

most efficient paradigm for deployments where sensing occurs in the order of minutes and commu-

nications in the order of hours.  

 Third Research Question 5.6.2.

The third research question asked whether a sub-GHz standards-based 6LoWPAN network had 

suitable throughput, latency and reliability for real-world environmental sensor network deploy-

ments. The latency measured during the deployment was greater than what was measured in the 

laboratory. Despite the increased latency, the latency and throughput performance was acceptable 

as it was possible to extract data from the nodes in a reasonable time when CoAP was used as the 

application layer protocol for data transfer. Compared to a theoretical 2.4 GHz deployment, the 

sub-GHz deployment discussed in Section  5.2 had significantly lower latency and increased 

throughput. This demonstrates that a sub-GHz 6LoWPAN network is more appropriate than a 2.4 

GHz-based design for environmental monitoring in isolated areas with large distances between 

nodes.  

 

In terms of reliability, all three of the deployments experienced periods where individual nodes 

were unavailable or the network as a whole was not functional due to environmental conditions, 

battery depletion or other node failure. Despite these issues, the use of an asynchronous RDC al-

lowed the network to recover and rebuild itself without intervention when the underlying issue had 

resolved and the use of sample-and-store, rather than sample-and-send, allowed nodes that were 

isolated to continue to gather data that could later be retrieved. Several single points of failure ex-

isted in all of the deployments and these negatively impacted on the reliability as the failure of any 

one of these single points disconnected multiple nodes from the network, as occurred with the fail-

ure of Router 2 discussed in Section  5.3; however, this reduction in reliability was due to decisions 

during the specific deployments rather than an issue inherent to standards-based designs. 
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5.7. Summary 

In summary, this chapter has demonstrated that a standards-based sub-GHz 6LoWPAN-based envi-

ronmental sensor network can perform sufficiently in terms of energy, throughput, latency and reli-

ability for certain deployment scenarios through series of real-world deployments in the Highlands 

of Scotland. Further work is required to increase energy efficiency to improve node lifetime and 

enable operation on physically smaller batteries. Section  5.5 presented initial values for a hybrid 

duty cycling protocol based on using ContikiMAC with defined communications windows and 

shows that this is comparable in terms of node lifetime to the basic synchronous RDC used 

in  Chapter 3. 

  

Even when using a network intended to give always on connectivity, nodes need to be able to cope 

with long periods of isolation and be able to re-establish connectivity when environmental condi-

tions allow. Because of their inherently vulnerable nature, ESNs should avoid any single points of 

failure in their routing design with redundant communications paths where possible. 

 

In addition to addressing the research questions posed in  Chapter 1, the work detailed in this chap-

ter has resulted in the first published real-world deployment of a sub-GHz 6LoWPAN environmen-

tal sensor network. Additionally, this sensor network gathered real-world environmental data that 

demonstrated how the temperature profile of peat varied with weather events.  
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   Chapter 6

Conclusions 

 

The Internet of Things is a key part of the of the future Internet and wireless sensor networks are 

seen as a key enabler of this vision as they facilitate interaction with the physical world. Advances 

in WSN design and the adoption of standards such as 6LoWPAN and RPL have allowed WSNs to 

fully participate in the Internet. The ability to interact with the Internet comes at the expense of 

increased processing overheads and the low-power microcontrollers that have been used in com-

mon commercial WSN platforms are becoming too limited in terms of RAM and flash for fully 

standards-based IoT applications. Additionally, the processing performance of these microcontrol-

lers limits the latency and throughput that can be achieved. 32-bit ARM Cortex-based microcon-

trollers are becoming common in WSN designs as they are more capable than the 8-bit and 16-bit 

microcontrollers used by older designs but the increase in performance come at increased energy. 

 

Environmental sensor networks are a key tool in helping to facilitate the work of researchers in the 

field of Earth sciences. ESNs allow researchers to have more continuous monitoring of natural pro-

cesses that are not well understood. The adoption of ESNs has been hindered by a lack of standard-

isation, with contemporary designs relying on bespoke communications and interface implementa-

tions, and a need for expertise with the technology for deployment, maintenance, configuration and 

data retrieval. Integration with the Internet of Things, or at least the adoption of standardised meth-

ods of communicating with the Internet, is seen as the next step in improving ESN design. Signifi-

cant research has been carried out in by other workers to improve the state of the art of WSNs for 

applications where 2.4 GHz radios suffice for communications, where power is more readily avail-

able and where Internet connectivity is commonplace; however, limited progress has been made in 

the applications of standards to ESNs. 

 

Common themes in contemporary environmental sensor networks are nodes that spend most of 

their time in a low-power state with a sleepy network using lossy sub-GHz radio connections. In 

contrast, contemporary IoT WSNs use networks that appear to always be connected and standardi-

sation has been developed with this assumption.  
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The remainder of this chapter is divided into three sections. Section  6.1 discusses the contributions 

made in this thesis and how the research questions posed in  Chapter 1 were addresses. Section  6.2 

explores areas of future work and Section  6.3 presents a closing summary. 

6.1. Thesis Contributions 

The worked detailed in this thesis can be assessed against the research questions detailed in Sec-

tion  1.2, which are restated here for clarity: 

 

1. Can the standards used for 2.4 GHz IoT wireless sensor networks be applied to sub-GHz 

environmental sensor networks? 

2. Can a sub-GHz standards-based 6LoWPAN network perform sufficiently, in terms of en-

ergy, for real-world IoT environmental sensor network deployments? 

3. Can a sub-GHz standards-based 6LoWPAN network perform sufficiently, in terms of 

throughput, latency and reliability, for real-world IoT environmental sensor network de-

ployments? 

The first question has been answered positively in  Chapter 4 and  Chapter 5. In  Chapter 4, the theo-

retical performance of 6LoWPAN at 868 MHz was established and verified experimentally. This 

was achieved by developing a driver for an 802.15.4g-compatible sub-GHz radio for an MSP430-

based platform running the Contiki operating system. The throughput and latency of a 50 kbps 868 

MHz 6LoWPAN network are less than an equivalent 250 kbps 2.4 GHz network as expected; how-

ever, the results showed that the bitrate is not the only significant factor that affects the attainable 

throughput and latency.  Chapter 5 described several real-world deployments that were carried out 

using a standards-compliant 6LoWPAN network with RPL routing using CoAP and protocol buff-

ers. 

 

Radio communications account for up to three quarters of the energy utilisation of a typical sensor 

network. Of the possible methods of reducing communications activity, duty cycling has the most 

significant effect on the energy utilisation as the radio is turned off or kept in a low power state as 

much as possible.  Chapter 4 investigated the theoretical performance of two asynchronous different 

duty cycling protocols: ContikiMAC, which claims to be very efficient when used with 2.4 GHz 

WSNs; and RX Sniff, which is incorporated into the CC1120 sub-GHz radio. Of these two, RX 

Sniff would not operate at 50 kbps and ContikiMAC achieved a duty cycle of approximately 1%, 

comparable with operation at 2.4 GHz.  
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ContikiMAC was used for the deployments in  Chapter 5 where the second research question was 

addressed. Predicted lifetimes for the two sensor nodes were calculated and showed that both nodes 

should operate for in excess of two years. This lifetime would appear to be sufficient performance 

however it is achieved using a physically large battery and the nodes used more energy than non-IP 

environmental sensor network designs. Initial calculations for alternative duty cycling approaches 

were carried out to determine the potential for further energy efficiency gains. Additionally, the use 

of solar energy harvesting is being investigated to allow physically smaller batteries to be used. 

 

The second research question can thus be answered positively with some qualification: a sub-GHz 

standards-based 6LoWPAN network can perform sufficiently in terms of energy for real-world IoT 

environmental sensor network deployments where high-capacity batteries can be used; however, 

further work is required to improve energy efficiency as current performance is below non-IP envi-

ronmental sensor network designs and 2.4 GHz wireless sensor network designs. 

 

The third research question was also answered positively in  Chapter 5 where it was shown that a 

sub-GHz standards-based 6LoWPAN network using CoAP for data transfer and protocol buffers 

for data serialisation can be successfully deployed as part of a real-world ESN deployment in an 

environment with varying harsh conditions and sparse node deployments. The throughput and la-

tency achieved were adequate for the deployment scenario discussed. Additionally, the use of a 

6LoWPAN network stack and asynchronous duty cycling protocol that gave the experience of an 

always-on network proved to be reliable as nodes that left the network due to environmental or 

power issues were able to re-join the network when conditions allowed.  

 

Aside from addressing the research questions posed earlier, other contributions have been made. 

The work detailed in this thesis has helped to deploy the world’s first real-world trial of an 868 

MHz 6LoWPAN sensor network for environmental sensing in the Highlands of Scotland and the 

data gathered with this network is helping researchers in other fields understand the processes in-

volved and facilitating their research in those fields. 

 

The timings determined for ContikiMAC in  Chapter 4 have already been used by researchers at 

other institutions for their own investigations and with other platforms that have been released dur-

ing the course of this work. 

 

The driver for the CC1120 developed in section  4.2 is open-source and publicly available for other 

workers to use as they see fit. The author is aware that it has already been used as part of an under-

graduate group design project, in collaboration with an industrial partner, that investigated decen-
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tralised mesh networks for disaster response applications where data on any node in the network 

can be accessed from any other node with an arbitrary node acting as the sink at any period of time. 

6.2. Future Work 

As is common with most doctoral theses, the research carried out as part of this thesis has high-

lighted areas where further work can be carried out. These areas are summarised in this section. 

Compared to using no duty cycling protocol or the method integrated into the CC1120, Conti-

kiMAC used less energy and achieved a duty cycle of about 1%. This is greater than the duty cycle 

achieved for the Glacsweb sub-glacial probes with their simple synchronous implementation but 

the asynchronous RDC proved more reliable for the Mountain Sensing deployment due to the fre-

quently changing environmental conditions. Nodes that had lost power or connectivity were able to 

re-join the network when they were able and recover if they had lost their timing information. A 

hybrid RDC, which uses a combination of specified periods of communication and an asynchro-

nous duty cycling within those periods, would reduce the duty cycle of a purely asynchronous ap-

proach while retaining the flexibility of an asynchronous approach. A hybrid duty cycling protocol 

with daily windows for communication would remove the appearance of an always-on network that 

can be achieved with ContikiMAC. The always-on experience makes managing the network more 

convenient for end users as they are not confined to a set schedule. Some of this convenience could 

be retained by implementing caching of commands at the gateway, delay tolerant networking or 

other similar techniques.  

 

While outside the scope of the work detailed in this thesis, additional energy efficiency could be 

realised by implementing on-node processing techniques, such as in-network data compression 

(Sheltami, Musaddiq et al. 2016) and data aggregation (Fasolo, Rossi et al. 2007), to reduce the 

amount of data that needs to be transmitted. The increased processing requirement of a full network 

stack aligns with the increased processing requirements of more intelligence at the node as the in-

creased intelligence will reduce the amount of processing required for networking. This requires 

additional work to identify the specific challenges and constraints associated with combining these 

technologies with standardised IP-based communications in an environmental sensor network con-

text.  

 

Operation of 6LoWPAN at lower frequencies, such as 169 MHz, was not assessed and investiga-

tion would be required to assess if 6LoWPAN is feasible for these bands. If the use of ContikiMAC 

is desired, then the timings for each band will have to be established. The performance of RPL will 

also need to be assessed and it is likely that the parameters will need to be optimised for operation 
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at the significantly lower data rate available. If 6LoWPAN at 169 MHz is a realisable concept then 

a fully IP-capable glacial monitoring system could be developed. 

 

All of the nodes using the same radio operating on the same frequency with the same transmit 

power is not optimal in terms of energy consumption. Nodes with lower range requirements, such 

as sensor nodes close to routing nodes, could operate with a lower transmit power for a shorter ef-

fective range. Dynamic transmit power (DTP) has been used for other types of sensor network in-

cluding deployments that use 802.15.4 and 6LoWPAN (Lin, Zhang et al. 2006, Xiao, Sivaraman et 

al. 2008, Rukpakavong, Phillips et al. 2011, Vallejo, Recas et al. 2015) so this could be implement-

ed for a sub-GHz 6LoWPAN ESN however this does not address all of the issues of single-

frequency operation. 

 

With the use of an asynchronous RDC, a node will receive all of the packets transmitted that it is in 

range to receive whether they are for that node or not. This means that in a cluster tree network, all 

of the nodes in a cluster will receive all of the transmissions from the cluster root even if the trans-

missions only relate to traffic transiting through the cluster, resulting in the leaf nodes expending 

energy on receiving unnecessary traffic. In the specific case of the Mountain Sensing deployment, 

this means that any of the sensor nodes connected to Router 1 will receive any traffic that is trans-

mitted from Router 1. This would still be the case with DTP as the routing nodes would be using a 

transmit power appropriate for long-range communications. A synchronous RDC with different 

transmission slots for routing nodes and sensing nodes could be developed to prevent sensing nodes 

receiving traffic between two routing nodes but this would increase software complexity and would 

need to be dynamic to cope with nodes that can be a routing node depending on weather conditions, 

such as Router 3 and Hummock in the third deployment.  

 

Another possible solution to this would be to use different frequency bands for different tasks: for 

example, the long-range links could be implemented using 868 MHz while the local connections 

from a routing node could be implemented with 2.4 GHz. This would improve the energy profile of 

sensor nodes as common 2.4 GHz radios have a lower receive energy than current 868 MHz radios 

but would increase the complexity of routing nodes and constrain routing to nodes equipped with 

the correct hardware. Research into extending RPL to cope with multiple interfaces in a graceful 

manner without relying on flooding incoming transmissions to all interfaces would be required to 

achieve this as existing RPL research and development has focused on networks that operate in a 

single band. The ability to extend an 802.15.4 network across different frequency bands is a re-

quirement for a heterogeneous ESN like Glacsweb that uses different frequency bands for different 

purposes. 
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The method of latency estimation proposed in  Chapter 4 showed some promise as the results were 

consistent with what was achieved experimentally, with a systematic error. Further work is re-

quired to validate the accuracy of the method and to establish its applicability more generally to 

other frequency bands and other IoT operating systems. 

6.3. Closing Summary 

Standardisation of networking technologies in recent years has allowed WSNs to interact with the 

Internet using variations of Internet Standards. The ability to interact with the Internet has in turn 

made it easier to deploy WSNs for a variety of applications in urban and agricultural environments. 

This thesis has shown that the same standardised technologies can be applied to ESNs at the cost of 

increased energy and processing capabilities. These technologies have been successfully deployed 

as part of the Mountain Sensing project where environmental data has been sensed and communi-

cated using a sub-GHz 6LoWPAN sensor network that used CoAP for data transfer. The deploy-

ments carried out as part of the Mountain Sensing project demonstrated that a standards-based sub-

GHz network can perform acceptably for a real-world ESN deployment however further work is 

required to increase network lifetime and improve communications efficiency. 
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Abstract— When deploying an Internet of Things 

Environmental Sensor Network (ESN), the communications 

range of nodes becomes a critical factor when attempting to 

cover a large geographic area. The 2.4 GHz radios that are 

commonly used for Wireless Sensor Networks do not have 

sufficient range for ESN applications. We investigate the 

performance of an 868MHz CC1120-based sensor node that 

incorporates a Zolertia Z1 and runs the Contiki operating system 

with multi-hop 6LoWPAN networking using the ContikiMAC 

radio duty cycling protocol. Comparisons with the commonly-

used CC2420 2.4GHz radio, in terms of latency and throughput, 

show that the CC1120 can offer significant performance benefits 

for certain deployment scenarios. Brief details of an ongoing 

deployment are presented. 

Keywords—6LoWPAN; ESN; WSN; IoT; Contiki; 

ContikiMAC; Sub-GHz; 868 MHz 

I. INTRODUCTION

Environmental Sensor Networks (ESN) [1] have emerged 
from the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) area with a specific 
set of applications and hence technical challenges. Among the 
difficulties faced, the issue of integrating different hardware on 
the low power radio network is one aspect that needs 
addressing. Several Internet of Things (IoT) WSNs exploit the 
utility of an IoT operating system, such as Contiki [2], to 
provide standards-compliant networking in a multitasking 
environment with energy-efficient radio duty cycling protocols 
[3]. Many contemporary IoT WSNs use short-range (up to 
~300 m) low-power 2.4 GHz radios that support 802.15.4 with 
a multi-hop capable 6LoWPAN networking stack [4,5]. This 
allows for end-to-end IPv6 connectivity to the sensor nodes, 
and the standardisation of protocols allows different hardware 
designs to interoperate in one network.  

In contrast, recent ESNs tend to use custom 
communications protocols with a wide range of sub-gigahertz 
radios to provide communications over longer ranges (up to 
several kilometres) in harsh environments. The Glacsweb 
project has used 151 MHz radios for communications with 
sub-glacial sensor probes and 868 MHz radios for surface node 
communications [6]. Transmit-only 30 MHz radios have also 
been used for sub-glacial monitoring [7]. The Permasense 
project has made extensive use of 868 MHz radios for 
monitoring in the Alps [8-10] and transmit-only 433 MHz 
radios have been used for wildfire detection and alerting [11].  

Of these different frequency bands the 868 MHz band, or 
the 915 MHz band in North America, shows potential for use 
in IoT ESNs as it has good propagation characteristics that 
enable communications over several kilometres and is allowed 
for by the 802.15.4 standard [12]. Prior to 2012 the 868 MHz 
band was limited to 20 kb/s with simple modulation which was 
not consistent with the 915 MHz band. The 802.15.4G 
amendment introduced the 50 kb/s and 200kb/s data rates for 
both bands [13]. Low-cost radios that support 802.15.4G, such 
as the CC1120 [14], are also now readily available but not yet 
fully supported by IoT operating systems. 

As part of the Mountain Sensing project 
(http://mountainsensing.org/), a platform consisting of a 
Zolertia Z1 sensor mote and a CC1120 sub-gigahertz radio 
running the Contiki operating system, the MS1, was produced. 
In this paper, we calculate the theoretical behaviour of this 
platform operating at 50 kb/s with a multi-hop 6LoWPAN 
networking stack and the ContikiMAC duty cycling protocol, 
test these expectations and present brief details of an ongoing 
deployment. 

II. EXPECTED PERFORMANCE

The theoretical MAC-layer throughput can be estimated 
using the method used in [15] for establishing the throughput 
of nonfragmented packets for a 250 kb/s 2.4 GHz 802.15.4 
radio in a lightly loaded network. Using a value of unity for 
Pinactive, the probability that the channel is available for 
communications, provides a means to establish the potential 
peak throughput which is useful for comparative purposes.   

Table I shows the parameters for a CC1120 operating at 50 
kb/s and results in a theoretical throughput of 24.45 kb/s for a 
payload of 81 bytes, the largest payload achievable in Contiki 
before a packet is fragmented. The multi-hop MAC-layer 
throughput can be estimated by dividing the single-hop 
throughput by the number of hops [15, 16]. 

This research was funded by the Natural Environmental Research 
Council and the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council. 

TABLE I. Packet transmission time parameters for the CC1120 operating 

at 50 kb/s with a Pinactive of one. Parameters have the same definitions as in 

[15] 

Parameter Symbols Time (s) 

CSMA-CA 250 0.0050 

TX Packet 1064 0.0213 

ACK Turnaround 35 0.0007 

TX ACK 96 0.0019 

LIFS 40 0.0008 

Sum 1485 0.0297 

http://mountainsensing.org/
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A. Latency 

The latency of a communications link is also an important 
metric in assessing its performance. The round-trip latency can 
be modelled using (1) where nBT and nBR are the number of 
bytes of payload to be transmitted and received respectively. 
nPT and nPR are the number of packets that the data will be split 
into to be transmitted and received respectively. tBS is the 
amount of time taken to load, transmit, and read each byte. tPO 
is the constant overhead associated with the transmission of 
each packet and includes radio state transition time, ACK 
handling time, 802.15.4 header handling time, microcontroller 
interrupt transition time and the time taken to transmit the PHY 
header. tCA is the channel access time. 

 tLatency = ((nBT + nBR) × tBS) +((nPT +nPR) × tPO) + (2×tCA)  (1) 

The increased latency caused by using an RDC can be 
calculated with and added to tLatency. For ContikiMAC with the 
CC1120, the overhead can be calculated with (2) where nRTX 
and nRRX are the average numbers of retransmissions for 
transmitted and received packets respectively. tTO is the time 
taken for the radio to transition into the transmit state. ti is the 
ContikiMAC inter-packet interval. nOB is the number of bytes 
of per-packet overhead that have to be transmitted and includes 
sync and preamble bytes. nHB is the number header bytes that 
are loaded, transmitted and read for each packet. RBR is the 
transmit bitrate of the radio. nBT1 and nBR1 are the number of 
bytes that need to be retransmitted for transmission and 
reception respectively.  For non-fragmented packets, where nPT 
and nPR are both equal to one, nBT1 and nBR1 will be the entire 
payload whereas for fragmented transmissions they are the 
number of bytes in the first packet.  For direct communications 
between a border router and sensor node nRRX may be zero as it 
is common for the border router not to be duty cycling the 
radio to improve performance. 

 

Multi-hop latency can be estimated for a network where 
each hop uses the same type of sensor node by multiplying the 
result of (1) by the number of hops.  For multi-hop calculations 
involving ContikiMac, the latency of the first hop will need to 
be calculated separately from the latency of the subsequent 
hops as nRRX is zero for the first hop only. 

The latency of a connection can be determined using the 
Ping6 command from a Linux computer. Table II shows the 
parameters used to calculate the expected latencies to a node 
one hop away where no duty cycling protocol is used and to a 
node one hop away where the ContikiMAC duty cycling 
protocol is used. The parameters used to calculate the expected 
latency for a two-hop scenario where the ContikiMAC duty 
cycling protocol is used are also presented.  

B. Energy 

The average receive energy can be estimated using the 
amount of time that the radio is expected to be in receive and 
the typical receive current from the radio’s data sheet. For the 

default ContikiMAC settings of an 8 Hertz channel check rate 
and two channel clear assessments per cycle, the radio will be 
turned on 16 times each second. For the CC1120, the total on-
time is 10.08 ms in every second giving a duty cycle of 
approximately 1%. In the high-performance mode, the CC1120 
draws 22 mA at 3.3 V giving a power consumption of 0.73 
mW. In its low power mode, the CC1120 draws 17mA for a 
power of 0.56 mW. For comparison, the CC2420, a commonly 
used 2.4 GHz radio, has a receive duty cycle of less than 1% 
[3] and draws 0.12 mW [17]. 

The maximum retransmission energy overhead can be 
calculated in a similar manner by multiplying the amount of 
time it takes to transmit a full-sized packet by the TX power 
and the average number of times that the packet is transmitted 
beyond the first.  For the CC1120, a full-sized packet will take 
21.60 ms to transmit at a total energy cost of 3.21 mJ at 14 
dBM. This gives an average retransmission overhead of 15.09 
mJ per packet.  In comparison, the CC2420 takes 4.32 ms to 
transmit the same packet giving a transmit energy of 0.25mJ 
per packet.  As expected, the transmission overhead is 
significantly greater for the CC1120 due to its increased 
transmit power and time spent transmitting.  

III. METHODS & RESULTS 

A. CC1120 Contiki Driver 

At the time this work was carried out Contiki did not 
include a driver for the CC1120. As such a driver for the 
CC1120 was developed. Compatibility with the ContikiMAC 
duty cycling protocol was included and Table III shows the 
settings required for ContikiMAC to function with the 
CC1120. Not all settings that required modification were 
exposed as changeable parameters so minor modifications were 
required to the ContikiMAC source files. Table IV details the 
definitions that required modification and the values required. 

TABLE II. Values used to calculate the expected latency of the CC1120 

without an RDC and with the ContikiMAC duty cycling protocol. The 

parameters used to calculate the two-hop ContikiMAC latency. 

Parameter 
CC1120 

No RDC 
ContikiMAC  

(Average) 

ContikiMAC 

(Minimum) 

ContikiMAC 

(Two-hop) 

nBT 94 94 94 94 

nBR 93 93 93 93 

nPT 2 2 2 2 

nPR 2 2 2 2 

tBS (ms) 0.172 0.172 0.172 0.172 

tPO (ms) 7.765 7.765 7.765 7.765 

tCA (ms) 0 34 34 34 

tRDCOH (ms) 0 87.480 0 303.040 

nRTX - 4.7 4.7 4.7 

nrtx - 0 0 4.7a 

Latency 

(ms) 
63.27 218.75 131.27 656.58 

a. nrtx is zero for the first hop so tRDCOH must be calculated separately for each hop 
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Fig.  1. CC1120 ACK turnaround time. The yellow trace shows the presence of RF signals while the blue trace shows when the node sending the ACK, the 
greater magnitude yellow trace, is transmitting. 

 

 

While the driver attempts to respect the 802.15.4 standard, 
limitations in the speed of processing interrupts and 
transitioning from pre-emptive execution to co-operative 
execution on the MS1 mean that it is not possible to start 
transmission of an ACK within the 120 µs required by the 
standard. Fig 1 shows that shortest time that could be achieved 
with the MS1 platform was 700 ms. 

B. Throughput 

The single-hop unidirectional MAC-layer throughput 
between two nodes can be determined by measuring how long 
it takes to transmit a set number of full-size nonfragmented 
packets at the fastest rate that does not result in packet loss. 
This was achieved by repeatedly transmitting UDP packets 
with a payload of 81 bytes and observing a transmission 
indication pin on an oscilloscope. A throughput of 19.78 kb/s 
for the CC1120 was determined with this method.  

 

This is 4.67 kb/s below the expected value but the inter-
packet interval observed during testing was 5.8ms, 5ms greater 
than the value used to calculate the expected throughput. 
Recalculating the expected throughput using this value for 
LIFS results in an expected throughput of 20.84 kb/s, which is 
similar to the achieved throughput. 

The Zolertia Z1 includes a CC2420 radio which can be 
used, although it was not needed in the deployment.  The same 
test was carried out with the CC2420 and the throughput was 
found to be 87.28 kb/s. This is 33.52 kb/s below the throughput 
expected from [15]. Like the CC1120 tests, the observed inter-
packet interval was more than five milliseconds greater than 
expected. This discrepancy is likely to be due to process 
overheads within Contiki. 

C. Latency 

The average and minimum round-trip latencies can be 
determined by repeatedly sending a Ping6 ICMP request from 
a Linux host to a node one hop from the border router once per 

TABLE III. ContikiMAC timing constaints for the CC1120 

operating at 50 kb/s. Each parameter has the same definition 

as in [3] and was calculated with reference to [14]. 

Parameter Description Time (ms) 

ta ACK turnaround time. 0.7 

td ACK detection time. 0.8 

ti Inter-packet interval. 4.5 

tc Successive CCA interval. 5.1 

tr Time for a stable RSSI. 0.5b 

ts Shortest packet TX time. 6.5 

tl Longest packet TX time. 21 

b. Calculated with reference to [18] 

c.  

TABLE IV. Internal ContikiMAC parameters that need to be 

modified for sub-gigahertz operation. These settings are found in 

contikimac.c. 

Internal Setting 
Related 

Constraint 
Value 

SHORTEST_PACKET_SIZE ts  36 B 

CCA_CHECK_TIME tr 0.63ms 

CCA_SLEEP_TIME tc 4.8ms 

INTER_PACKET_INTERVAL ti 0ms 

LISTEN_TIME_AFTER_PACKET_DETECTED Tawake 50ms 
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second over an extended period of time. The test setup 
consisted of an Instant Contiki virtual machine connected to 
the border router by a 6-Slip interface over a USB-to-serial 
connection. Any pings sent to the destination node will include 
the latency of this connection in their results. The latency of 
this connection was measured by pinging the border router and 
found to be 21 ms. 

Table V shows the results of running 43200 pings for three 
different scenarios for both radios. The results for the single-
hop CC1120 scenarios are greater than the expected values by 
a similar amount that is not proportional to the latency. This 
implies that the discrepancy is systematic and likely to be due 
to the time taken to process the ICMP packets within Contiki.  
The result for the two-hop scenario with ContikiMAC is also 
greater than expected and like the single hop scenarios, this is 
likely to be due to processing overheads in Contiki. 

The results for the CC2420 demonstrate that a significant 
proportion of the latency exhibited on 6LoWPAN connections 
is not related to the throughput of the radio as the results for the 
CC1120, operating at 50 kb/s, are significantly greater than one 
fifth of the results for the CC2420, operating at 250 kb/s. 

IV. DEPLOYMENT 

A deployment consisting of two dedicated routing nodes 
and six sensor nodes was carried out in the Cairngorm 
Mountains in Scotland.  The nodes were deployed in two 
clusters in a one kilometre square area as shown by Fig. 2. The 
border router was situated in an estate office 3.5 km North 
West of Router 1 where there is permanent power and Internet 
connectivity. Table VI details the function of each node and the 
types connected sensors.  

Line-of-sight RF propagation modelling for a CC2420-
based 2.4 GHz deployment was carried out using Viewscheds 
in ArcMap. This showed that a deployment with comparable 
coverage would require at least 25 routing nodes with a total of 
18 hops to the first closest node and 25 hops to the farthest 

node. Table VII shows the performance characteristics for the 
deployed network and the modelled 2.4 GHz deployment.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Our ongoing deployment demonstrates that the 
combination of 802.15.4G-compliant 868 MHz radio with 
multi-hop 6LoWPAN networking offers an effective 
alternative to 2.4 GHz-based networks for ESNs where nodes 
are spread over a large geographic area. We have demonstrated 
that low-power radio communications can successfully 
facilitate single-hop IPv6-based networking at ranges in excess 
of 3.5 km, over ten times what is possible with low-power 2.4 
GHz radios. The deployment could support a wider geographic 
spread of sensor nodes than it does currently. However, it does 
show that despite having a lower single-hop throughput and 
greater single-hop latency than a network consisting of 
CC2420-based nodes, our CC1120-based nodes can provide a 
greater network throughput, lower total latency and lower 
energy profile in some deployment scenarios. 

While ContikiMAC can operate successfully with the 
CC1120 and provides a comparably low duty cycle to that 
achievable with the CC2420, the retransmission energy 
overhead associated with the duty cycling protocol is 
substantial because the transmission energy consumption is 
significantly greater than the receive energy consumption. 
Further work is required to determine whether ContikiMAC is 
the most efficient duty cycling protocol for sub-gigahertz 
ESNs. 
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TABLE VI. Ping6 results from 43,200 echo requests for six different 

scenarios. The minimum and average results include the latency of the 
6-Slip connection. The delta from the expected values is presented 

where appropriate. 

Test 
Minimum 

Latency 

(ms) 

Average 

Latency 

(ms) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(ms) 

Δ from 

Calculated 

Values 

Min 

(ms) 

Avg 

(ms) 

CC1120 

(No RDC) 

102.60 105.02 15.51 18.33 - 

CC1120 
(ContikiMAC) 

169.50 258.33 83.42 17.23 18.58 

CC2420 
(No RDC) 

41.86 43.00 1.73 - - 

CC2420 

(ContikiMAC) 
51.04 209.77 198.35 - - 

CC1120 2-hop 

(ContikiMAC) 
- 740.13 324.23 - 62.55 

CC2420 2-hop 
(ContikiMAC) 

- 431.67 508.90 - - 

 

TABLE V. List of deployed nodes with their 

name, function and details of connected 

sensors. 

Node Function Sensors 

Estate Border Router - 

Router 1 Routing Node - 

Router 2 Routing Node - 

Router 3 Routing/Sensing Temperature spider & soil moisture 

Turf Sensing Temperature & strain gauge chain 

Lochan Sensing Water level & rain gauge 

Hummock Sensing Temperature & strain gauge chain 

Peat Sensing Temperature spider & soil moisture 

Stream Sensing Water level & rain gauge 
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TABLE VII. MAC-layer throughput and post duty cycling latency to the sensor nodes closest to and farthest from the border 

router for. Data is shown for both the actual CC1120 –based deployment and the modelled CC2420-based deployment. The 

multi-hop throughput is calculated from the single-hop throughputs determined in III.  
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A B S T R A C T

We have developed an innovative passive borehole geophone system, as part of a wireless environmental sensor
network to investigate glacier stick-slip motion. The new geophone nodes use an ARM Cortex-M3 processor
with a low power design capable of running on battery power while embedded in the ice. Only data from seismic
events was stored, held temporarily on a micro-SD card until they were retrieved by systems on the glacier
surface which are connected to the internet. The sampling rates, detection and filtering levels were determined
from a field trial using a standard commercial passive seismic system. The new system was installed on the
Skalafellsjökull glacier in Iceland and provided encouraging results. The results showed that there was a
relationship between surface melt water production and seismic event (ice quakes), and these occurred on a
pattern related to the glacier surface melt-water controlled velocity changes (stick-slip motion). Three types of
seismic events were identified, which were interpreted to reflect a pattern of till deformation (Type A), basal
sliding (Type B) and hydraulic transience (Type C) associated with stick-slip motion.

1. Introduction

The motion of glaciers is highly dependent on the behaviour of
meltwater (generated at the glacier surface by atmospheric melting)
which can influence the rate at which glaciers move by creep (Duval,
1977), reduce friction to allow basal sliding (Weertman, 1957; Iken
et al., 1983), and deform underlying sediments (Boulton and Jones,
1979). Recent studies of continuous measurements of glacier velocities
by GPS have indicated that ice motion is commonly episodic and it has
been proposed that this reflects stick-slip motion (Bahr and Rundle,
1996; Fischer and Clarke, 1997; Tsai and Ekstrom, 2007; Wiens et al.,
2008). Such a process would generate microseismic events (ice quakes)
at the glacier bed, which could be measured by seismometers (Weaver
and Malone, 1979; Anandakrishnan and Bentley, 1993; Metaxian et al.,
2003; Smith, 2006). However, other sources of ice quakes within the
glacial environment include ice calving (Qamar, 1988; O’Neel and
Pfeffer, 2007), crevassing (Neave and Savage, 1970; Deichmann et al.,
2000) and basal fracture (Walter et al., 2008).

Wireless sensor networks which are designed to be deployed for
earth-science research have brought low power networking to remote
areas (Chong and Kumar, 2003; Martinez et al., 2004; Hart and
Martinez, 2006; Gehrke and Liu, 2006; Oliveira and Rodrigues,

2011; Huang et al., 2015). These environmental sensor networks have
enabled a wider range of areas to be monitored for fundamental science
and hazard warnings (Szewczyk et al., 2004; Delin et al., 2005; Werner-
Allen et al., 2005; Hasler et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2014).

Most current commercial passive seismic systems require large
power supplies and do not provide “live” data. Surface based deploy-
ments also require regular manual re-levelling, due to surface melt. In
contrast, we required a long-term, low power automatic system housed
in a borehole in order to avoid re-levelling, lessen the effects of noise
from the glacier surface and insure a direct contact with the ice. We
have developed a low power borehole geophone as part of a wireless
sensor network, which can be used alongside GPS, subglacial wireless
probes (Martinez et al., 2004), temperature and time lapse camera data
(Young et al., 2015) to monitor a range of glacial processes. One
advantage of the sensor network is its ability to send data back to a
server in the UK daily, which provides researchers with a “live” feed via
an internet connection. Due to the potentially high levels of data
produced from continuous recording, we used an event detection
system, so that the system only stored and communicated data related
to the ice quakes (events). This new system, which is the first of its
kind, consists of a small, borehole based, low power, event detection
system providing a “live” data stream. The design has the potential to
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allow geophone sensing over longer time periods while providing
researchers with frequent updates and an understanding of the state
of the hardware. It could be used in other seismic deployments where
long-term monitoring of short-term events is required.

The aims of this paper are:

• To discuss the design and development of the geophone system and
its integration into a heterogeneous environmental sensor network.

• To report the findings from a field trial using a commercial passive
seismic recording device on the glacier surface. This was undertaken
to detect basal ice quakes and also investigate the required sampling
rates, detection and filtering for our custom system.

• To present analysis of data generated from the new system to study
the timing and nature of microseismicity associated with daily stick-
slip motion at an Icelandic glacier.

2. The field site

Skalafellsjökull, Iceland (Fig. 1a) is an outlet glacier of the
Vatnajökull icecap which rests on Upper Tertiary grey basalts. This
glacier has an area of approximately 100 km2 and is 25 km in length
(Sigurðsson, 1998). The study site was located on the glacier at an
elevation of 792 m a.s.l., where the ice was flat and crevasse free. The
subglacial meltwater in this area emerged 3 km away at the southern
part of the glacier (known as the Sultartungnajökull tongue, Fig. 1b).

The Glacsweb sensor network was deployed at Skalafellsjökull,
Iceland (Fig. 1a) (2008–2013) and provided the ideal infrastructure for
this research. This consisted of multiple heterogeneous nodes which
have been developed during several years of continuous deployments
(Martinez et al., 2009, 2012; Hart et al., 2006). Fig. 2 illustrates the
design of the wireless sensor network system in 2012/3. A set of sensor
nodes on/in the glacier used appropriate radio frequencies (868 MHz
surface, 173 MHz ice) to communicate to a base station that uses either
Wi-Fi or GPRS to send the data to a server hosted in the Amazon Web

Services cloud (Martinez and Basford, 2011). As well as acting as
routing nodes the gateways include a meteorological station, GPS,
cameras and other diagnostic sensors. There were also four standalone
dGPS units recording ice velocity 2012/3 and a time-lapse camera
monitoring river discharge (Young et al., 2015).

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) surveys and borehole measure-
ments have shown that the glacier at the study site ranges from 0 to
200 m in thickness. The glacier rests on a fine grained till, with a series
of active till thrust sheets approximately 5 m thick, moving at 3 m per
year throughout the year. The water content (calculated from GPR) of
the glacier is very low (0.5%), but surface meltwater moves rapidly
though englacial crevasses and moulins to the glacier bed (Hart et al.,
2015). Data from the wireless Glacsweb probes show the water
pressure in the till is high during the summer, but fluctuates during
the winter depending on meltwater inputs.

Weather data were obtained from the base station and, during
periods of mechanical failure, from a transfer function applied to data
from the neighbouring Icelandic meteorological station at Höfn. Daily
surface melt was calculated by the degree day algorithm (PDD)
(Braithwaite, 1985; Hock, 2003), using degree day factors for
Satujökull, Iceland (Johannesson et al., 1995), 5.6 mm d−1 °C−1 for
snow and 7.7 mm d−1 °C−1 for ice. Albedo was calculated from the
MODIS data, using the threshold between ice and snow to be 0.45, on a
30×30 m grid ASTER DEM.

3. Field trial using a commercial system in 2011

Six commercial geophones were installed on the glacier surface.
Each station consisted of a 4.5 Hz 3-component geophone with pre-
amplifier, powered by lead-acid battery and two 20 W solar panels.
Data were recorded by ISSI (Integrated Seismic Systems International)
SAQS (Stand Alone Quake Systems) systems units capable of sampling
at up to 24 kHz. The units recorded 24 bit data per channel at a sample
rate of 1 kHz. The systems were placed 90 m apart from so the spacing

Fig. 1. Location of study area at Skálafellsjökull, b) Image of study area, square indicates main Glacsweb study site, star indicates camera location.

Fig. 2. Sensor network deployed in Iceland. Showing the geophone nodes integrated into the radio network.
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between them was approximately equivalent to the ice thickness in the
deployment region. The geophones were mounted on white plywood
boards 0.5 m square which were dug down into the ice approximately
0.3 m and placed level and covered with ice chips. They required re-
levelling and re-alignment with true north each day (Hart et al., 2011).
Recording was carried out over 8 days, with some periods where one or
two stations were not active but overall data was collected during 76%
of the time available for the field trial.

Basal signals are typically marked by an initial P wave followed by
the S wave. The approximate velocities of these waves in ice are well
known (3600 m s−1, 1800 m s−1) (Röthlisberger, 1972), and the time
difference between the arrivals can be used to calculate the ice quake
source (Smith, 2006).

3.1. Sampling parameters and filtering

Our new geophone system required a sampling rate sufficient to
capture the events (basal ice quakes) but not so high that it created
unnecessary data volumes. Filtering can be used to separate the signal
from the background in a data sample from the SAQS system. Fig. 3
shows the impact of low pass filtering at different frequencies (500,
250, 100 and 50 Hz) along with the unfiltered signal of the Z
component of one of the units. The 500 and 250 Hz low pass filters
still preserve the event, but it is reduced at 100 and 50 Hz. This shows
that the new geophone nodes could use a sampling rate of 500 Hz with
a low pass filter at 250 Hz (to satisfy the Nyquist criterion) without
losing too much information. In order to detect an event in the SAQS
system, we used a technique (Walter et al., 2008) which compares the
root-mean-square (rms) values of a short term average (STA) and long
term average (LTA). When the ratio STA/LTA is greater than a
threshold an event is recorded. This threshold is adjusted through
observation in order to pick out the P wave using SDX (Seismic Data

eXplorer) software (http://doree.esc.liv.ac.uk:8080/sdx). It was found
that a 10 Hz and 100 Hz band pass filter, with a threshold ratio around
10 and STA and LTA periods of 0.005 and 0.1 s respectively picks out
the P wave reasonably well. The P wave pick times are generally located
part way through the P wave up kick. Trials showed that lower
thresholds and adjustments in the LTA/STA created more false events.

3.2. Basal events

Basal events are assumed to occur at ice depth or further from
stations, and be detectable by several stations. There were at least 5
basal events that occurred on at least 4 stations. These occurred within
the virtually continuous recording period from 17.00 h day of the year
(DOY) 215–12.00 h DOY 219. Fig. 4 shows an example of the event
16:43:37 on DOY 218. The average difference in time between the P
and S waves during this event was 0.03 s (s.d. 0.009), and for the five
basal events 0.039 s (s.d. 0.014). The difference between the P and S
waves gives an estimated distance of 72–205 m which is similar to
depth recorded from the GPR survey (up to 200 m). This provides
evidence that they were basal events.

Fig. 5 shows the air temperature, rainfall, recording time and
seismic events during the fieldwork period. The seismic events occur
during days of relatively high temperature (and low rainfall), over 8 °C,
and very soon after peaks in temperature (9 min to 3 h 28 min). If
these events represent stick-slip events then they show that the water
melted from the glacier surface travels quickly to the base of the glacier
where it lubricates the bed allowing it to rapidly slide.

3.3. Outcomes

The results of the 2011 field trial were to a) demonstrate that basal
events occurred and could be detected by a passive seismic system; and

Fig. 3. Results of applying low pass filters to z component from the ISSI SAQS system.
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b) to determine the appropriate parameters for the design of the
Glacsweb geophones. A threshold ratio of 10, LTA of 0.1 s, STA of
0.005 s, a total record time of 1 s and pre-trigger record time of around
0.3 s was used as the basis for the design of the Glacsweb geophones.

4. Design of the geophone nodes

The geophone nodes were developed in 2012 as an integral part of
the Glacsweb sensor network (Fig. 2). They consisted of a custom PCB
using an ARM® Cortex®-M3 processor (Energy Micro
EFM32G880F128), amplifiers and 2 GByte micro-SD card storage
(Fig. 6). The 32-bit M3 processor, running at 28 MHz was powerful
enough to carry out simple signal processing which may be required for
the decision to store the data. The package included other desirable
features including: 12-bit analogue to digital converters (ADC), six
serial interfaces (UART) and very low power modes (0.9 µA sleep). The
nodes were linked via an RS485 cable link directly to a seismic surface
node (SSN) which stored and relayed the data. These surface nodes

were used partly because of the relatively large volumes of data but also
so that the geophone nodes could eventually use a short range radio
link to them on the surface. They SSNs were based on a similar design
with a micro-SD card for storing the data, so that in the event of the ice
nodes being destroyed the data would be preserved. The serial cabled
link is also more energy efficient than radio due to its relatively high
data rate and low error rate.

As a borehole has to be drilled to insert the geophone node it was
also simple to position a surface node above it and avoid surface runs of
cable to the central base station. The cable link also allowed power to be
sent to the geophone node from the SSN which has a larger 12AH
battery. However, the cable is likely to break in a long deployment so
the design also included a backup 173 MHz radio link. This frequency
had been found to work well in glaciers (Hart et al., 2015) although it
was not deployed due to a lack of testing. Data retrieved by on the
surface node is then transferred via the 868 MHz radio network to the
base station. This surface network was a custom design based on the
Glacsweb packet structure used in the sub-glacial sensor nodes. A file

Fig. 4. Event 16:43:37 on DOY 218 SDX (Seismic data eXplorer).

Fig. 5. Air temperature, rainfall, basal seismic events (green stars) when 3 or more stations were recording (grey) during the 2011 field trial. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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transfer protocol based on XMODEM was added in order to retrieve
the files over radio links without any errors. The system was designed
so that the data reaches a safer place with each transfer, from the node
to the surface, to the base station then the server. This could give
researchers new data every day as long as the surface networks were
intact.

The geophone nodes continually sample the output of three
orthogonal geophones and store the data to microSD only when an
event is detected. We used 28 Hz Geospace GS-20DH geophones
encapsulated in resin inside a 70 mm diameter polycarbonate tube

(Fig. 7a and b). These geophones were chosen because they had been
used successfully in glacier borehole experiments with a commercial
logger on the surface (Walter et al., 2008). Our nodes also measure
their orientation, with a 3D accelerometer, digital compass and
temperature. The nodes contained seven 14.5 AH 3.6 V Lithium
Thionyl Chloride AA-size batteries for use when the surface power
feed was unavailable. Fig. 7c shows one being lowered into a bore-hole.

The sampling parameters were chosen taking into account the
experience with the commercial system. An instrumentation amplifier
(INA321E) was used with a gain of 25 dB amplifier to provide sufficient
signal. Then a bandpass filter of 0.5–234 Hz. The sampling rate of
512 Hz was chosen to preserve signals up to 256 Hz. The 12 bit ADCs
where oversampled to provide 16 bits per sample.

In order to detect events the geophones have to be continuously
sampled. However, continuous data storage from three sensors per
node would lead to storage and transmission problems while providing
little useful signal. To preserve battery life and avoid storing unwanted
data a low power technique was devised. Continuous analogue to
digital conversion was used, with the data being written to RAM using
Direct Memory Access from the ADC while the rest of the hardware is
in sleep mode. If the ADC comparator circuit detects an impulse in the
signal it sets a flag which causes the processor to write the data buffer
to the SD card (Martinez et al., 2012) when it is woken up. This was the
simplest technique to implement for this prototype, however a filter-
based algorithm (Song et al., 2009) could be implemented in hardware
in the future to reduce noise sensitivity. If the node detected an event in
the one second sample it recorded the data to a file on the micro-SD
card. The binary file format created used a 28 byte header (time
stamps) and each of the three channels in 16 bit words, for a total of
3100 bytes. The micro-SD card had a capacity of 2 GBytes and could
therefore store 692,000 samples/events, which was far more than
expected in one year. The surface nodes also have a 2 GByte card to
store all data, which provides a backup which can be retrieved if the
radio systems fail. The node uses 300 μA while sampling, with bursts of
3 mA when writing to the SD card.

5. Results from the WSN Geophones 2012

Four geophone nodes were installed within boreholes, to avoid
surface seismic noise. Boreholes were drilled in the glacier with a
Kärcher HDS1000DE jet wash system. The boreholes were located on a
diamond grid, separated by the depth of the glacier. The nodes sat in
the base of the 30 m deep boreholes which became embedded into the
ice by freezing and creep. Due to the prototype nature of the enclosures
and electronics only one geophone (ID 62) functioned for more than
one day. It is possible that the cables and sealing failed in many of the
nodes, which are too deep to recover once they are embedded.
However, node 62 operated for 25 days in 2012 from DOY 270–295.
During this time 180 events were recorded.

5.1. Data analysis

We first investigate the general relationship between the number of
events per day and the meteorological conditions, and then look in
more detail at the individual traces. The signal was similar on all three
planes. Without multiple data sources and synchronisation it was
impossible to use common detection to locate the ice quake in three
dimensions. However it was possible to derive the dominant frequency
of the events by fast Fourier transform analysis and carry-out event
type classification. Using these two techniques we were able to
interpret the styles of microseismicity recorded.

There was a generally positive relationship between events per day
and glacier surface melt (Fig. 8a), and we can divide the results into
three time periods based on geophone activity (Fig. 8a). High seismic
activity (DOY 270–279), is associated with high and generally positive
air temperatures at the base station. The day with the highest melt has

Fig. 6. Schematic of the geophone node electronics.

Fig. 7. Glacsweb low power geophone: a) diagram showing the component layout, b)
photograph of nodes before potting, c) deploying a geophone node.
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the most events. This is followed by a period of low seismic activity
(DOY 280–288), when air temperatures are lower and are below zero at
night. Here the maximum events also occur on the day with the most
melt. Finally, there is an intermediate seismic activity (DOY 289–295)
during the winter when temperatures are almost always below zero, but
on a few days’ temperatures at the base station rose above zero
(DOY289, 290, 294 and 295). Day 294 had the highest positive
temperatures during this period and had the highest number of seismic
events.

There was also a relationship between diurnal temperature patterns
and events. At the site, the temperatures were lowest during the night
(18:00–08:00) and warmest during the afternoon (12:00–16:00). The
majority of seismic events occurred during the temperature rise and
peak and during the night (Fig. 8b). The mean hourly summer ice
velocity is also shown (from the available period DOY 218–269).
Glacier velocities are highest during the temperature rise and peak and
lowest during the night.

5.2. Classification of event types

Fast Fourier transform analysis was carried out on each trace, in
order to find the dominant frequencies. In additional, each trace was
manually analysed and classified. This enabled us to characterize the
type of events into three forms (Table 1, Figs. 9 and 10):

• Type A – consisting of a low frequency wave (Fig. 9a). This typically
has a dominant frequency of 14 Hz (with smaller peaks at 4 and
6 Hz).

• Type B – consisting of a distinct wave form which we interpret to
reflect the P and S wave (Fig. 9b). This also has a dominant
frequency of 4 Hz (and smaller peaks at 6 and 8 Hz).

• Type C – consisting of a cigar shaped envelope (Fig. 9c), with a
dominant frequency of 6 Hz (and also 8–16 Hz)

Fig. 11 shows the diurnal occurrence of each event type during the
three distinct time periods. During the high seismic activity period all
three seismic types are found and 17% of events occurred during the

Fig. 8. a) Relationship between number of seismic events (dark line) and glacier surface melt (calculated from PDD) (light line); b) diurnal timing of seismic events.
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temperature/velocity rise, 23% during the temperature/velocity max-
imum, and 60% after the temperature/velocity peak. Type A and C
events occurred most during the temperature/velocity fall (73% and

100% respectively), whilst Type B occurred mostly during the tem-
perature/velocity rise (33%).

During the low seismic activity period only Type A occurs, and 38%
of events occurred during the temperature/velocity rise, 8% during the
maximum, and 54% after the peak.

During the intermediate seismic activity (winter) period all three
seismic styles are present, 76% of the events occurred when air
temperatures were negative, and 80% of these were Type A events
(16% Type C and 4% Type B) of which 86% occurred during the
temperature/velocity decline.

5.3. Interpretation of the event types

It has been suggested that different microseismic sources can be
identified by distinct wave forms, but that basal signals may be masked
by other signals (in particular crevassing) (Pomeroy et al., 2013;
Helmstetter et al., 2015). However, it has been shown that crevassing
is typically characterized by high frequency (20–35 Hz) events (with
short duration ( < 1 s) impulsive onsets), whilst basal events are
characterized by low frequency (6–15 Hz) events [46].

Our results show that 91% of the dominant frequencies were
between 3–18 Hz, showing a prevalence of low frequency events.
Combined with the evidence for basal events from the 2011 field trial,
we conclude that our 3 event types reflect subglacial events.

Type A – These are the most common event type and occurred
throughout the whole period, even when air temperatures were
negative. They are most commonly found during the night. The
characteristics of these signals (Table 1) were similar to those
associated with subglacial sediment (till) deformation during stick-slip
motion (Anandakrishnan and Bentley, 1993) especially during basal
recoupling after a stick-slip event (West et al., 2010).

We have shown previously shown that at Skálafellsjökull subglacial
deformation takes place throughout the year (Hart et al., 2015), and so
suggest that Type A also reflects subglacial deformation. This process
occurs as the glacier begins to accelerate in the morning, but this is
more frequent when the glacier recouples with the bed as the glacier
decelerates in the night.

A typical value for basal stick-slip is 1 mm in 0.01 s slip (Zoet et al.,
2013). We measured 3 m a year till movement (with GPR) at
Skálafellsjökull. If we assume this represents stick-slip this would
require an average of 8.2 events per day. If we suppose our 3 seismic
times represent summer, early spring/late autumn (when night tem-
peratures are below zero) and winter respectively, we can calculate
value of the annual average events per day. For Type A this would be 5
events per day (and for all events 7 events per day), which is
remarkably similar to the predicted figure.

Type B – These are the second most common event, but have a far

Table 1
Seismic event types.

Type A Type B Type C

Onset Emergent Emergent Impulsive
Amplitude Monochromatic waveform Monochromatic waveform, impulsive P and S wave and

distinct coda
Episodic events, often forms cigar-shaped
envelope

Spectra Multiple pulses, lasting between 0.08 and 0.2 s with
intervals 0.12 s

Dominant frequency 14 Hz 4 Hz 6 Hz
Frequency range 3–40 Hz 3–22 Hz 3–38 Hz
% low frequency
(3–18 Hz)

93% 95% 84%

% high frequency (19–
40 Hz)

7% 6% 16%

Duration > 1 s Mean 0.18 s
(s.d. 0.04 s)

Mean 0.13 s
(s.d. 0.06 s)

Interpretation Deformation Sliding Hydraulic

Fig. 9. Examples of different seismic event types (light line is unfiltered signal, dark line
filtered to show the dominant frequency found from the FFT analysis): a) Type A, b) Type
B, c) Type C.
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more restricted time range. During the high seismic activity period
these events occurred either just before and/or during the tempera-
ture/velocity maxima. During the winter, these events only occurred
during positive temperature days and these all occurred during the
maxima in temperature/velocity.

This type has virtually identical wave forms with a distinct P and S
waves with an average separation of 0.05 s (s.d. 0.02). The difference
between the P and S waves gives an average depth of 180 m, which is
within the range of the ice depth in the study area. We suggest the Type
B events reflect a large main basal sliding event.

Type C – These are the least frequent of the event types. They only
occur in the night (after the temperature/velocity maxima). Several
researchers have suggested that low frequency signals with extended
codas and weakly developed emergent onsets or no seismic phases (P
and S waves), are typical of water sourced seismicity (Lawrence and
Qamar, 1979; Stuart et al., 2005; West et al., 2010). Hydraulic events,
possible disturbances of the water flow (associated with melting), that
can generate a ‘water hammer’ effect in plumbing systems could cause
the observed harmonic signal (Wolf and Davies, 1986; Kavanaugh and
Clarke, 2001).

At Skálafellsjökull these events may reflect hydraulic disturbances
associated with changing drainage pathways created as a result of the
stick-slip events.

5.4. Evaluation of the system

The commercial system installed on the glacier surface in 2011
provided good evidence for basal events. However, this system required
daily manual re-levelling and high levels of power supply. Thus this
system could not be used for long-term automatic recordings. Due to
noise from the glacier surface, rain, crevassing and melting, more
processing was needed to interpret the data. The borehole system
installed in 2012 automatically recorded the signals containing possible
events. This system was less affected by noise and so only 180 events
were recorded in 25 days which were shown to be non-random. The
low power system design means it can be left running for long periods
without solar generation. Improvements to the enclosures and software
reliability would then allow long-term monitoring. The prototype radio
network was successful and showed that the data volumes were not too

high for a real deployment. Further development on the robustness of
the system could allow more accurate isolation of the source of the
basal signals (where multiple geophones are triggered simultaneously)
and allow the investigation of the seasonal changes, particularly winter
high discharge events (Young et al., 2015). An improved time
synchronisation system is also needed which can operate over the
radio network, this could be helped by including a GPS unit in each
surface node.

6. Conclusion

This study has demonstrated the successful design and develop-
ment of a borehole geophone as part of an environmental wireless
sensor network. A field trial with commercial surface geophones served
as a baseline and helped to determine the capture parameters. The
design makes it feasible to obtain long term geophone event capture,
with the data being transmitted back to a data server.

Our basal signals showed (as noted by other researchers, Smith,
2006) a predictable, periodic recurrence of signals which suggest
similar source events, occurring regularly at a similar location from
the release of accumulated stress. The results showed that there was a
relationship between surface melt production and the number of
microseismic events. These events occurred more frequently at specific
times during the day. Three types of seismic events were identified. The
most common was Type A, typified by an emergent, monochromatic
waveform, which occurred mostly during the glacier velocity decrease,
and was interpreted as till deformation. Secondly, Type B, an emergent
monochromatic waveform, with impulsive P and S waves (with an
average separation of 0.05 s), and only occurred during the glacier
velocity rise and peak. This was interpreted as resulting from the main
basal sliding event. Lastly, Type C, with a waveform comprising
episodic events, often with a cigar-shaped envelope, occurring typically
11 h after the velocity peak. This is interpreted as reflecting hydraulic
transience as the drainage system returns to ‘normal’.

Future work to improve the reliability of the nodes would allow
more locations to be sampled simultaneously to locate events. This
would also require extra synchronisation, which could be implemented
with small GPS units on each surface node. Testing the 173 MHz radio
links to the surface could show that the backup cables are unnecessary

Fig. 10. Histogram of the top three dominant frequencies for each trace, separated into the three event types.
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if extra batteries are enclosed in the nodes. The use of new techniques
and technologies in this design has been shown to provide a break-
through in the capabilities of long term continuous monitoring for
geoscience.
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ABSTRACT
In order to integrate equipment from different vendors, wire-
less sensor networks need to become more standardized. Us-
ing IP as the basis of low power radio networks, together
with application layer standards designed for this purpose
is one way forward. This research focuses on implement-
ing and deploying a system using Contiki, 6LoWPAN over
an 868 MHz radio network, together with CoAP as a stan-
dard application layer protocol. A system was deployed in
the Cairngorm mountains in Scotland as an environmental
sensor network, measuring streams, temperature profiles in
peat and periglacial features. It was found that RPL pro-
vided an effective routing algorithm, and that the use of
UDP packets with CoAP proved to be an energy efficient
application layer. This combination of technologies can be
very effective in large area sensor networks.

CCS Concepts
•Computer systems organization→ Sensor networks;
Embedded software;

Keywords
6LoWPAN, CoAP, low power, sensor network, deployment

1. INTRODUCTION
While wireless sensor networks have advanced in many ar-

eas, issues of standardization and heterogeneity are ongoing
challenges. One possible solution to networking standard-
ization is to use 6LoWPAN, which brings IPv6 compatibil-
ity and tools, with 802.15.4 physical and MAC layers. The
next issue is using a standard application layer suitable for
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data transfer over low bandwidth radio links. A good can-
didate for this is CoAP[3], which only uses UDP and repli-
cates a REST HTTP-like interface optimized for low data
rates through the use of binary requests. Data must also
be encoded in an efficient, extensible, cross-platform man-
ner, which can be achieved using Protocol Buffers[2]. We
have implemented a complete environmental sensor network
system and deployed it in the Cairngorm mountains of Scot-
land in order to test the feasibility and effectiveness of such
a standards compliant but low energy design.

2. NODES
The sensor nodes consist of a main processor board, and a

carrier board which can be connected to a number of smart
sensors, as shown in Figure 1. The processor board features
a microcontroller; flash for storing samples and the config-
uration. The carrier board provides a sub-GHz radio, real
time clock, RS485 driver, and power supplies.

The first generation of nodes used a Zolertia Z1 (MSP430)
as the main processor board, and were powered from 12V
lead-acid batteries. The MSP430 proved to be RAM con-
strained, consequently a second generation of nodes was de-
signed using an ARM Cortex-M3. This generation main-
tained pin-compatibility with the first generation, allow-
ing for a heterogeneous network. Power is delivered either
through a separate power controller or from a 12V lead acid
battery. The separate power controller features an ARM
Cortex-M0+, that handles the maximum power point track-
ing of a 5W solar panel, and LiPo battery charging. It also
provides power to the smart sensors.

3. SMART SENSORS
The smart sensors all implement a common interface and

protocol, using RS485, and feature a unique identifier. The
nodes are configured with the identifiers of connected sen-
sors, and receive a binary payload (typically a Protocol Buffer),
that is stored as is. Its contents are decoded server-side.
Consequently, new sensors can be created and deployed with
no changes to node firmware or hardware. Typical sensors
use an AVR to aggregate data from multiple sensors, such
as an array of thermometers or accelerometers. The same
protocol is used to communicate with the power controller.



Figure 1: Block diagram of the sensor nodes

4. SOFTWARE
The node firmware is based on Contiki-OS, as it supports

6LoWPAN, RPL and CoAP (through Erbium). Drivers
were written to support the CC1120, flash, RTC and RS485
peripherals. A common abstraction layer was developed, al-
lowing multiple platforms to be supported by the firmware.
A sampling process uses the real time clock to ensure that
nodes always begin sampling at predictable times. In order
to maximize sample storage, Coffee file system headers were
reduced by removing micro log related entries, allowing a
sample to fit in a single logical page (128 bytes). This al-
lows up to 16,384 samples to be stored, with a typical size
of 100 bytes.

5. NETWORK
Our previous research[1] led us to use an 868 MHz radio

based on the CC1120 transceiver. This provides the long
range links required (up to 3km) at an acceptable data rate
(50 kbit/s) and is a commonly used frequency for environ-
mental sensing. The nodes form a mesh network using RPL,
with a border-router providing public IPv6 connectivity.

The network is built up from a number of layers:

• 802.15.4: Physical & MAC layer.
• ContikiMAC: Provides low energy radio duty cycling,

allowing the radio to receive incoming packets at any
time, whilst significantly reducing the power usage.
• 6LoWPAN: Encapsulates IPv6 traffic.
• IPv6 / Routing Protocol for Low power and Lossy Net-

works (RPL): Network layer: Sets up the routing for
the network, enabling nodes to discover neighbors, and
select the best available route to the border router.
• UDP: Transport layer. Provides low latency, stateless

data transport. Reliability is not provided, in contrast
with TCP, as it is offloaded to the application layer.
• CoAP: Application layer. Provides a stable, discover-

able API to the nodes.
• Protocol Buffers: Provide an extensible encoding for

samples and the node configuration.

The gateway micro-PC running the border-router GETs
and DELETEs available samples from the nodes using a
CoAP API. The Protocol Buffer encoded samples are then

Border Router

Router 1

Router 2

Router 4

Router 3

Turf

Hummocks

Lochan

StreamPeat

Figure 2: Default RPL routes

pushed over a satellite link to a MySQL database, where
they are decoded. GETing from the nodes instead of hav-
ing the nodes POST, allows centralized network schedul-
ing thereby alleviating the strain of multiple nodes sending
samples simultaneously through the network. Erbium also
lacked support for blockwise POST requests to clients at the
start of the project, limiting POSTable samples to 64 bytes.

6. DEPLOYMENT
Nine second generation nodes are currently deployed in

the Cairngorms, replacing the original eight[1]. Their de-
fault routes can be seen in Figure 2. Nodes sample every 20
minutes, and data is fetched from them hourly.

6LoWPAN and RPL have allowed a mix of hardware to
be deployed, the border router is MSP430 based, while the
remaining nodes are second generation ones.

The use of CoAP has allowed us to deploy nodes with het-
erogeneous firmwares, using undefined resources returns an
error code indicating the resource is not present. The Pro-
tocol Buffer encoding also allows the introduction of new
fields, for example a power board ID was added to the con-
figuration to support second generation nodes, with no ill
effects on previously deployed nodes.

End to end IPv6 connectivity eases system maintenance,
allowing nodes to be configured, monitored and rebooted
from computers in the lab. Standard network tools such as
ping can also be used.

7. CONCLUSION
The deployment has shown that using 6LoWPAN together

with CoAP brings many benefits compared to the previous
approaches using a selection of WSN algorithms. The low
throughput of the 868 MHz radio (approx 20 kbit/s) was not
a hindrance to using IP protocols and IETF standards, while
providing long range, heterogeneity and ease of deployment.
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SUMMARY 
 
The Glenfeshie Mòine Mhór (Great Moss) is Britain’s highest bog, the largest bog in the Cairngorm Mountains 
(Scotland) and a water source area for the River Spey. The area was managed primarily for sport hunting for about 
two centuries, but deer numbers have been heavily reduced in the last decade to allow regeneration of natural 
woodland and the return to more natural condition of all ecosystems including peatland. However, it may not be 
realistic to expect spontaneous improvement in peatland condition and ecosystem services provision in the harsh 
environment of the Mòine Mhór, which retains snow cover for more than half the year and differs floristically 
from lower-altitude bogs. To understand whether and where management intervention may be required, we need 
first to understand how the system works at scales ranging from microform to macrotope, and from sub-catchment 
to whole-system level. Multi-disciplinary condition and process studies (involving various collaborators) are in 
progress, with a current emphasis on streamflow generation and fluvial carbon loads. This presentation develops 
two sub-themes. First, ground survey and GIS analysis are used to address the questions: what are the special 
features of this bog; what is the nature and extent of degradation; and what are the implications for water delivered 
to the outflow streams?  Secondly, a striking feature is the bare peat patches which were favourite resting places 
for deer on warm, dry summer days. The occurrence of seasonally extreme surface conditions seems a likely factor 
in preventing their recolonisation by bog plants now. Information about these conditions that cannot readily be 
accessed through direct observation, originating from temperature sensors and delivered at 60-minute intervals 
via a low power internet link, is explored in this context. Finally, we discuss aspects of the suitability of our 
investigation methods for remote and intermittently accessible field sites such as the Mòine Mhór. 
 
KEY WORDS: bare peat, Cairngorms, environmental sensor network, Internet of Things, vegetation 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Glenfeshie Mòine Mhór (‘Great Moss’ in the Gaelic language) occupies a plateau of siliceous Dalradian 
country rock (Thomas et al. 2004), about 3 km across, at the south-western corner of the Cairngorm Mountains 
in Scotland. It has been described as the largest expanse of peatland in the Cairngorms National Park and the 
highest (‘raised’) bog in Britain (900–950 m a.s.l.). Located within the privately owned Glenfeshie Estate, the 
centre of the plateau (57º 01′ 58″ N, 03° 48′ 51″ W) lies approximately 600 m above and 5.5 km distant from the 
Estate office at Carnachuin on the left bank of the River Feshie (Figure 1). It is usually snow-covered for half of 
the year (November to May), with snow patches often persisting through June. Access at any time of year is 
constrained by the logistics of fording the notoriously flashy River Feshie and most of the plateau is in mobile 
phone shadow. The site has considerable interest for nature conservation, being included within the Cairngorms 
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) (SNH 2016) and Special Area of Conservation (SAC) (JNCC 2016). 
 
Glenfeshie was managed for sport hunting - primarily stalking of Red Deer (Cervus elaphus) - from the early 19th 
century, and deer stocking levels of 35–40 km-2 were usual until 2006. Since then the density of deer has been 
substantially reduced, to ~1 km-2, to promote the return of native woodland and more natural ecosystems in 
general. After two centuries of heavy use by deer in summer, the most striking features of the Mòine Mhór are 
the expanses of bare peat dissected by an extensive system of erosion channels feeding into headwaters of the 
Feshie, which is in turn a tributary of the River Spey. It is not immediately clear how severely ecosystem services 
such as water quality maintenance, carbon cycling and support of wildlife have been impaired, or whether it is 
realistic to expect spontaneous improvements in condition of the peatland without further management 
intervention. 
 
Here we report some early results from ongoing studies that aim to inform future management of the Mòine Mhór. 
At macro scale we make first estimates of the extent of peatland on the plateau and how much of it still retains 
vegetation cover, in the context of the implications for river water quality. At micro scale we investigate the 
environment of the bare peat surfaces with a view to assessing their suitability for recolonisation by plants. For 
this site, the unpredictability of access poses a major risk to successful implementation of field-based 
investigations, making efficient use of fieldwork time a priority and remote observation techniques highly 
attractive. We conclude with some comments about the effectiveness of our methods in this context. 



 
 
Figure 1. Aerial view of the Mòine Mhór plateau and River Feshie (flowing south–north at left side of image). Cyan polygons divide the 
plateau between three stream catchments, namely (from west to east) Allt Garbhlach, Coachan Dubh and Allt Sgairnich. Locations of 
survey quadrats are indicated by yellow points whose sizes reflect peat thickness (key to classes: 0 = no peat, 1 = 1–30 cm, 2 = 31–60 cm, 
3 = 61–90 cm, 4 = 91–120 cm, 5 = 121–150 cm). The locations of Carnachuin and Druim nam Bo are also shown.  Aerial imagery: Ordnance 
Survey, Licence No. 100030994. Catchment boundaries derived from OS Terrain 5 DTM [ASC geospatial data], Scale 1:10000, Tiles: 
nn89ne, nn89se, nn99sw, nn99nw, Updated: 24 March 2015, Ordnance Survey (GB), Using: EDINA Digimap Ordnance Survey Service, 
<http://digimap.edina.ac.uk>, Downloaded: 2015-08-04 21:44:16.33. 

 
METHODS 
 
A 200 m × 200 m grid of waypoints (defined in six-figure British National Grid co-ordinates, i.e. to 1 m precision) 
covering the approximate area of the Mòine Mhór plateau and catchment was generated in Microsoft Excel and 
uploaded to a hand-held GPS with integral camera (Garmin GPSMAP® 62sc). In the field, an observer navigated 
to each waypoint in turn. At each location a 0.5 × 0.5 m quadrat was laid on the ground, a geotagged vertical 
photograph of the quadrat was captured using the GPS and, if the observer had botanical knowledge (219/279 
quadrats), a list of plant species occurring within the quadrat was recorded. A soil auger or metal probe was then 
used to determine the thickness of peat (defined as soft organic sediment ≥ 1 cm thick) at the centre of the quadrat. 
The field data were transcribed into an Excel spreadsheet, then converted to an ArcGIS feature class to which the 
geotagged quadrat photographs were spatially joined. This facilitated viewing of individual quadrat photographs 
in conjunction with a base map or aerial photograph, i.e. in their spatial context within the site. The quadrat 
photographs could then be reviewed and attributed with additional information as required. For present purposes 
the pertinent attributes are peat thickness and whether more than 50 % of the quadrat was occupied by bare peat. 
 
Catchment boundaries were generated from Ordnance Survey Terrain 5 DTM (digital terrain model) data using 
the Spatial Analyst ‘Hydrology’ tools in ArcGIS 10.2.2. After removing small imperfections such as isolated 
‘sinks’ from the data using the ‘Fill’ tool, flow direction and flow accumulation rasters were generated. Pour point 
features were placed near the lowest point of each focus stream, then located accurately as pixels in the flow 
accumulation raster using the ‘Snap Pour Point’ tool. The generated pour point raster was used in conjunction 
with the flow direction raster to derive catchment (Watershed) rasters which were then converted to polygons.    
 
Peat temperatures were measured on an expanse of bare peat in the southern (upstream) part of the Allt Garbhlach 
catchment (Figure 1) using ten temperature sensors (1-Wire DS18B20 digital thermometer; Maxim Integrated 
Products, San Jose, CA, USA). Five of the sensors (Cluster 106B) were installed horizontally, supported by a strip 
of plastic mesh, at 10 cm depth intervals in the wall of a 5 cm × 5 cm pit excavated in a small degraded peat hagg 



using a Malcolm peat sampler (Cuttle & Malcolm 1979), after which the excavated peat was carefully re-packed 
around them. The remaining sensors (Cluster 106A) were pushed vertically into the ground (to a depth of 
approximately 1 cm) at intervals of ~20 cm along a transect starting in, and running perpendicular to, a shallow 
runoff channel on the bare peat surface. The two sensor clusters form part of an environmental sensor network 
(ESN; Hart & Martinez 2006) that covers the south-western part of the Mòine Mhór plateau. Each sensor cluster 
is wired to a MSP430-based node running the Contiki operating system (Dunkels et al. 2004). The captured data 
are stored in flash memory, encoded using protocol buffers to save space. They are fetched hourly via an 868 
MHz low-power (20 mW) radio network (G.M. Bragg et al. in press) which uses 6LowPAN and CoAP. Once on 
the micro-PC (border router) at Carnachuin, they are sent via the Estate’s internet connection to the database 
server where they are unpacked and loaded into a database for previewing and export for analysis. 

RESULTS 

In total, quadrats were recorded at 279 GPS waypoints. Of these, 184 (66 %) were on vegetated peat, 51 (18 %) 
were on bare peat and 44 (16 %) had no peat. Where present, the thickness of the peat layer ranged from > 0 to 
143 cm (mean 30 cm) (Table 1). The average peat thickness across all quadrats was 25 cm. Rather than 
accommodating a single expanse of peatland, the Mòine Mhór plateau turned out to consist of a series of knolls 
topped with Racomitrium lanuginosum heath on extremely shallow mineral soils and flanked by Nardus stricta 
grassland. It is probably above the altitude limit for Calluna vulgaris but other dwarf shrubs (e.g. Empetrum and 
Vaccinium species) were found, as well as Rubus chamaemorus growing on isolated Sphagnum fuscum cushions. 
Peatland is more or less confined to basins between the knolls which together form the headwater catchments of 
three streams, namely Allt Garbhlach (1.64 km2), Coachan Dubh (5.98 km2) and Allt Sgairnich (2.88 km2) 
(Figure 1). The total number of quadrats recorded within the three stream basins was 237. When assigned to their 
respective catchments, the data for the 237 quadrats indicated that the relative extents of non-peatland (12–14 %) 
and vegetated peat (65–68 %) were similar for Coachan Dubh and Allt Sgairnich, whereas 31 % of the Allt 
Garbhlach catchment had no peat layer and only 55 % was covered by vegetated peat. Whilst 20–21 % of the Allt 
Garbhlach and Allt Sgairnich peatland had no plant cover, 26 % of the Coachan Dubh peat layer lacked vegetation. 
Overall, the fraction of bare peat cover per catchment was 14 % for Allt Garbhlach, 18 % for Allt Sgairnich and 
23 % for Coachan Dubh (Table 1). These figures might provide a first basis for prioritisation of different parts of 
the plateau for any management intervention driven by peat erosion / water quality considerations. 

Example segments of the peat temperature data delivered by Sensor Clusters 106A and 106B are shown 
graphically in the upper two panels of Figure 2; the lower two panels show concurrent data from an independently 
operating Campbell CR1000 automatic weather station (Campbell Scientific, Shepshed, UK) located on the Druim 
nam Bo ridge (Figure 1) that delivers data by conventional telemetry. The data period chosen runs for 21 days 
from 00:00 hrs on 07 November 2015, and illustrates the transition from autumn to winter conditions on the 
plateau. A further point of interest is that the first two Atlantic storms to be named (Abigail and Barney) by British 
Isles meteorologists passed over the UK during this time, and the example record ends as the third (Clodagh) was 
approaching (Met Office 2016). Up to and including 12 November, peat surface temperature was above 0 °C and 
followed the more or less diurnal fluctuations in air temperature. The coincident drop in barometric pressure and 
peak in air temperature that day can be linked to Storm Abigail, which delivered the heaviest rainfall of the period 
as well as the first dusting of snow on the summits (visible in webcam images of Druim nam Bo captured from 
Carnachuin around 10:00 hrs on the 13th). Thereafter, the temperature of surface peat fell to ~ 0 °C and the diurnal 
fluctuations ceased, presumably due to presence of snow and/or ice. The peak in air temperature that preceded 
Storm Barney during the 15th/16th was mirrored (only) at the three surface peat sensors located highest in the 
microtopography, suggesting that concave parts of the bare peat surface remained frozen. The next warming event 

Table 1. Summary characteristics of the peat layer of the Mòine Mhór plateau and catchments, as indicated by the quadrat data (see text for 
details). 

Allt Garbhlach Coachan Dubh Allt Sgairnich All quadrats 

catchment 

area (m2) 1643277 5984334 2878267 
number of quadrats 36 145 56 279 
% without peat 31 12 14 16 
% with vegetated peat 55 65 68 66 
% with bare peat  14 23 18 18 

peat 
mean thickness (cm ± SD) 29 ± 32 30 ± 30 32 ± 34 30 ± 31 
maximum thickness (cm) 105 143 128 143 
% of peat area bare 20 26 21 22 



Figure 2. Environmental data for the 21-day period 07–27 November 2015 (the x-axes start at 00:00 hrs on 07 November). The data are 
peat temperatures from Sensor Clusters 106A and 106B (upper two panes; interval between consecutive records 20 minutes) and 
information gathered by the (telemetric) Wildland automatic weather station (Campbell CR1000) on Druim nam Bo (lower two panes; 
interval between consecutive records 15 minutes; RH = relative humidity). Notable weather events during this period were the UK’s first 
two named storms, Abigail and Barney, which tracked over northern Scotland on 12–13 and 17–18 November, respectively, followed by 
Clodagh on 29 November (Met Office 2016). The sensors in Cluster 106A were positioned in surface peat along a transect (described in 
the text) in the following order: White_227 (lowest, in channel) - Yellow_130 - Green_251 - Blue_30 - Red_49 (highest, on the side of a 
peat hagg). The ‘surface’ sensor of Cluster 106B was located near the centre of a small degraded hagg. 



detected on the peat may have been due to insolation on the 19th, as it hardly shows in the air temperature record. 
This time, four peat-surface sensors responded, perhaps indicating a lower thaw line than previously. Certainly, it 
appears that the sensor locations were differentially exposed to frosting in the early hours of the 21st as only three 
sensors indicated cooling. Conversely, when the next warm air mass arrived on the 26th, all surface sensors 
responded in a sequence that can be interpreted in terms of meltwater moving through the channel and snow at 
other levels requiring time to melt. The ‘106B’ data indicate that subsurface peat cooled quite steadily from the 
12th onwards, although the sensors at 10 cm and 20 cm depth showed some responses (with time lags) to warming 
events at the surface. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The use of geotagged photographs was effective in expediting the peat/vegetation survey under circumstances of 
limited field time, species-poor plant communities and multiple observers with different skill levels; although 
there were instances where it was not easy to distinguish between graminaceous species in photographs that were 
not accompanied by field species lists. Nonetheless, the use of geotagging improves on the approach of e.g. Gilbert 
& Butt (2009) by removing the need for meticulous logging of photograph locations in the field. The intended 
even coverage of the stream catchments with sampling points was largely but not entirely achieved, firstly because 
some grid locations were too steep for observers to access safely, and secondly because the data and GIS resources 
needed to definitively generate the catchment boundaries were not in place before the seasonally determined time 
window for fieldwork. Now that the photographs have been captured there is potential to re-use them in 
interpretation of remotely sensed imagery of the site, which would effectively increase the fraction of ground 
sampled from < 6.25 × 10-4 % (0.25 m2 per 40,000 m2) to 100 %. The above consideration of just a segment of the 
peatland data captured via the ESN confirms the immense potential of this approach for remote data collection 
across inaccessible field sites in telemetry shadow under hostile conditions. It is difficult to imagine how such 
data could otherwise have been gathered on the Mòine Mhór through such a meteorologically eventful period. 
The environmental sensor network is ideal for investigations in locations like this where there is very limited 
mobile phone signal, as it allows the network to ‘hop’ from node to node to reach the field site and provides a 
‘live’ data feed. 
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An Environment IoT Sensor 

Network for Monitoring 

the Environment 

 

 

Martinez, K.; Hart, J. K.; Bragg, O.; Black, A.; Bader, S.; Basford, P. J.; Bragg, G. M.; Fabre, A. 

 

 

The Internet of Things is a term which has emerged to describe the increase of Internet 

connectivity of everyday objects. While wireless sensor networks have developed highly 

energy efficient designs they need a step-change in their interoperability and usability to 

become more commonly used in Earth Science. IoT techniques can bring many of these 

advances while reusing some of the technologies developed for low power sensing. Here 

we concentrate on developing effective use of internet protocols throughout a low power 

sensor network. This includes 6LowPAN to provide a mesh IPv6 network, 40mW 868 

MHz CC1120 radio transceivers to save power but provide kilometre range, a CC2538 

ARM® Cortex®-M3 as main processor and CoAP to provide a binary HTTP-like interface 

to the nodes. We discuss in detail a system we deployed to monitor periglacial, peat and 

fluvial processes in the Scottish Highlands. The system linked initial nodes 3km away fur-

ther up the mountain 2km away and used a CoAP GET sequence from a base station in the 

valley to gather the data. The IPv6 addressing and tunnelling allowed direct connectivity to 

desktops in Southampton. This provides insights into how the combination of low power 

techniques and emerging internet standards will bring advantages in interoperability, het-

erogeneity, usability and maintainability. 
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(Martinez, Hart et al. 2013) 

 

Using Internet of Things technolo-

gies for wireless sensor networks 

 

Martinez, K.; Hart, J. K.; Basford, P. J.; Bragg, G. M.; Ward, T. 

 

 

Numerous authors have envisioned the future internet where anything will be connected: 

the Internet of Things (IoT). The idea is an extrapolation of the spread of networked devic-

es such as phones, tablets etc. Each device is expected to have its own Internet address and 

thus be easy to access. The key building blocks of any IoT system are networking, hard-

ware platforms and node software - so they are similar to wireless sensor network require-

ments. Most existing IoT demonstrators and applications have been gadget-style objects 

where power and connectivity problems are not too restricting. Environmental sensor net-

works can benefit from using some of the technologies involved in IoT development. 

However it is expected that tuning the networking and power management will be neces-

sary to make them as effcient as state of the art wireless sensor networks. Some IoT as-

sumptions such as always-connected nodes and full IP capability need to be considered. 

This paper will illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of IoT techniques for environ-

ment sensing drawing on a range of employment scenarios. We also describe a glacial 'In-

ternet of things' project, which aims to monitor glacial processes. In particular we describe 

the IoT developments in a deployment in Iceland to examine glacier seismicity, velocity 

and provide camera images. 
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 SSDN Schematics Appendix 2.

 

A 2.1. SSDN Schematics 
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A 2.2. SSDN PCB Layout 

   

 SSDN PCB top and inner-top layers SSDN PCB bottom and inner-bottom layers 
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A 2.3. SSDN Power Board Schematic 

 

 

 

A 2.4. SSDN Power Board Layout 
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 CC1120 Driver & Platform Code Appendix 3.

 

The CC1120 driver code consists of three C header files, the main driver code, one implementa-

tion-specific C source file and a platform-specific C source file. The following table details these 

files. The driver has been extended to support the CC1200 and this requires two additional files.  

Filename Description 
Platform 

Specific? 

cc1120.c
2
  

cc1120.h
3
 

Main platform-agnostic CC1120 driver code. N 

cc1120-config.h
4
 Header for implementation-specific CC1120 configuration. N 

cc1120-arch.h
5
 Header for platform-specific CC1120 functions N 

cc1120-const.h
6
 

CC1120 constants. Includes register memory addresses, 

states, etc. 
N 

cc1120-config.c
7
 

Configures the CC1120 to match a configuration exported 

from Texas Instruments SmartRF Studio. This file can be 

generated with Smart RF using a custom export template. 

N 

cc1200-const.h
8
 

CC1200 constants. Includes register memory addresses, 

states, etc. 
N 

cc1200-config.c
9
 

Configures the CC1200 to match a configuration exported 

from Texas Instruments SmartRF Studio. This file can be 

generated with Smart RF using a custom export template 

N 

cc1120-arch-z1.c
10

 
CC1120 functions specific to the Zolertia-Z1 implementa-

tion used for testing and deployment. 
Y 

cc1120-zoul-arch.c
11

 
CC1120 functions specific to the CC2538-based platform 

used for the Mountain Sensing project 
Y 

  

                                                      

2
 https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1120.c  

3
 https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1120.h  

4
 https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1120-config.h  

5
 https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1120-arch.h  

6
 https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1120-const.h  

7
 https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1120-config.c  

8
 https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1200-const.h  

9
 https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1200-config.c  

10
 https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/platform/z1-feshie/cc1120-arch-z1.c  

11
 https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/platform/zoul/dev/cc1120-zoul-arch.c  

https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1120.c
https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1120.h
https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1120-config.h
https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1120-arch.h
https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1120-const.h
https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1120-config.c
https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1200-const.h
https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/dev/cc1120/cc1200-config.c
https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/platform/z1-feshie/cc1120-arch-z1.c
https://github.com/feshie/contiki/blob/mountain-sensing-master/platform/zoul/dev/cc1120-zoul-arch.c
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There are also several parameters that need to be defined in the platform’s configuration headers to 

ensure correct operation of the driver. These are detailed in the table below. 

 

Defined Parameter Type Description 

RF_CHANNEL 

Int, 

0 to 

50 

The channel number of operation. Sets the operat-

ing frequency with reference to ETSI or FCC 

frequency allocations. Channel 42 is equal to 

868.250MHz. 

CC1120_CS_THRESHOLD 
8-bit 

int 

The carrier sense threshold for determining 

whether the channel is clear. 0x9C corresponds to 

a threshold of -100dBm. 

CC1120LEDS Bool 
Sets whether LEDs should be used to indicate 

CC1120 radio activity. 

CC1120_LBT_TIMEOUT Int 

When using the in-built LBT function for channel 

access, this sets the amount of time that the driver 

will wait before aborting the transmission. 

CC1120_INTER_PACKET_INTERVAL Int Sets the amount of time between packets. 

CC1120_EN_TIMEOUT Int 

Used by the platform-specific code to set how 

long the driver will wait for the CC1120 to indi-

cate that it is ready after an enable.  

CC1120_FHSS_ETSI_50  

OR CC1120_FHSS_FCC_50 
Bool 

Sets the operating frequency range. ETSI uses the 

863MHz band, FCC uses the 915MHz band. 

CC1120_OFF_STATE Int Sets the state that the CC1120 enters when “off”. 

CC1120_GPIO0_FUNC Int 
Sets the function of the GPIO0 pin. Should be set 

to MCU Wakeup when using interrupts. 

CC1120_GPIO2_FUNC Int Sets the function of the GPIO2 pin. (Optional) 

CC1120_GPIO3_FUNC Int Sets the function of the GPIO3 pin. (Optional) 
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A 4.1. Z1 CC1120 Interface Board Schematic 
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A 4.2. Z1 CC1120 Interface Board PCB Layout 
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A 5.1. Modified UDP Server Code 

/* 

 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without 

 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 

 * are met: 

 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright 

 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 

 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright 

 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 

 * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 

 * 3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors 

 * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software 

 * without specific prior written permission. 

 * 

 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND 

 * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE 

 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE 

 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 

 * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 

 * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS 

 * OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) 

 * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT 

 * LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY 

 * OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF 

 * SUCH DAMAGE. 

 * 

 * This file is part of the Contiki operating system. 

 * 

 */ 

 

#include "contiki.h" 

#include "contiki-lib.h" 

#include "contiki-net.h" 

 

#include <string.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

 

#define DEBUG DEBUG_PRINT 

#include "net/uip-debug.h" 

 

#define UIP_IP_BUF ((struct uip_ip_hdr *)&uip_buf[UIP_LLH_LEN]) 
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#define MAX_PAYLOAD_LEN 1000 

 

static struct uip_udp_conn *server_conn; 

 

PROCESS(udp_server_process, "UDP server process"); 

AUTOSTART_PROCESSES(&resolv_process,&udp_server_process); 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

static void 

tcpip_handler(void) 

{ 

 static uint16_t seqr, seqp = 0; 

 static int seq_id, len; 

 char buf[MAX_PAYLOAD_LEN]; 

 

 if(uip_newdata()) { 

 ((char *)uip_appdata)[4] = 0; 

 seqr = strtol((char *)uip_appdata, NULL, 16);  

 if(seqr != (seqp + 1)) { 

 printf("\t MISSING PACKETS: %d", (seqr - (seqp + 1))); 

 PRINTF("\n"); 

 } 

 

 seqp = seqr; 

  

 /* Restore server connection to allow data from any node */ 

 memset(&server_conn->ripaddr, 0, sizeof(server_conn->ripaddr)); 

 } 

} 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

static void 

print_local_addresses(void) 

{ 

 int i; 

 uint8_t state; 

 

 PRINTF("Server IPv6 addresses: "); 

 for(i = 0; i < UIP_DS6_ADDR_NB; i++) { 

 state = uip_ds6_if.addr_list[i].state; 

 if(uip_ds6_if.addr_list[i].isused && 

 (state == ADDR_TENTATIVE || state == ADDR_PREFERRED)) { 

 PRINT6ADDR(&uip_ds6_if.addr_list[i].ipaddr); 

 PRINTF("\n"); 

 } 

 } 
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} 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

PROCESS_THREAD(udp_server_process, ev, data) 

{ 

#if UIP_CONF_ROUTER 

 uip_ipaddr_t ipaddr; 

#endif /* UIP_CONF_ROUTER */ 

 

 PROCESS_BEGIN(); 

 PRINTF("UDP server started\n"); 

 

#if RESOLV_CONF_SUPPORTS_MDNS 

 resolv_set_hostname("contiki-udp-server"); 

#endif 

 

#if UIP_CONF_ROUTER 

 uip_ip6addr(&ipaddr, 0xaaaa, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0); 

 uip_ds6_set_addr_iid(&ipaddr, &uip_lladdr); 

 uip_ds6_addr_add(&ipaddr, 0, ADDR_AUTOCONF); 

#endif /* UIP_CONF_ROUTER */ 

 

 print_local_addresses(); 

 

 server_conn = udp_new(NULL, UIP_HTONS(3001), NULL); 

 udp_bind(server_conn, UIP_HTONS(3000)); 

 

 while(1) { 

 PROCESS_YIELD(); 

 if(ev == tcpip_event) { 

 tcpip_handler(); 

 } 

 } 

 

 PROCESS_END(); 

} 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
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A 5.2. Modified UDP Client Code 

/* 

 * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without 

 * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 

 * are met: 

 * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright 

 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 

 * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright 

 * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 

 * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 

 * 3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors 

 * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software 

 * without specific prior written permission. 

 * 

 * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND 

 * ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE 

 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE 

 * ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 

 * FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 

 * DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS 

 * OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) 

 * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT 

 * LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY 

 * OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF 

 * SUCH DAMAGE. 

 * 

 * This file is part of the Contiki operating system. 

 * 

 */ 

 

#include "contiki.h" 

#include "contiki-lib.h" 

#include "contiki-net.h" 

#include "net/resolv.h" 

 

#include <string.h> 

#include <stdbool.h> 

 

#define DEBUG DEBUG_PRINT 

#include "net/uip-debug.h" 

 

#define SEND_INTERVAL 0   

#define MAX_PAYLOAD_LEN 500 
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static struct uip_udp_conn *client_conn; 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

PROCESS(udp_client_process, "UDP client process"); 

AUTOSTART_PROCESSES(&resolv_process,&udp_client_process); 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

static void 

tcpip_handler(void) 

{ 

  

 

} 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

static char buf[MAX_PAYLOAD_LEN]; 

static uint16_t len; 

static void 

timeout_handler(void) 

{ 

 static uint16_t seq_id; 

 char buf2[5]; 

  

 /* 70-byte payload. */ 

 sprintf(buf2, "%04x", ++seq_id); 

 buf[0] = buf2[0]; 

 buf[1] = buf2[1]; 

 buf[2] = buf2[2]; 

 buf[3] = buf2[3]; 

  

 //printf(buf); 

 //printf("\n\r"); 

 uip_udp_packet_send(client_conn, buf, len); 

} 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

static void 

print_local_addresses(void) 

{ 

 int i; 

 uint8_t state; 

 

 PRINTF("Client IPv6 addresses: "); 

 for(i = 0; i < UIP_DS6_ADDR_NB; i++) { 

 state = uip_ds6_if.addr_list[i].state; 

 if(uip_ds6_if.addr_list[i].isused && 

 (state == ADDR_TENTATIVE || state == ADDR_PREFERRED)) { 

 PRINT6ADDR(&uip_ds6_if.addr_list[i].ipaddr); 

 PRINTF("\n"); 
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 } 

 } 

} 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

#if UIP_CONF_ROUTER 

static void 

set_global_address(void) 

{ 

 uip_ipaddr_t ipaddr; 

 

 uip_ip6addr(&ipaddr, 0xaaaa, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0); 

 uip_ds6_set_addr_iid(&ipaddr, &uip_lladdr); 

 uip_ds6_addr_add(&ipaddr, 0, ADDR_AUTOCONF); 

} 

#endif /* UIP_CONF_ROUTER */ 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

static resolv_status_t 

set_connection_address(uip_ipaddr_t *ipaddr) 

{ 

#ifndef UDP_CONNECTION_ADDR 

#if RESOLV_CONF_SUPPORTS_MDNS 

#define UDP_CONNECTION_ADDR contiki-udp-server.local 

#elif UIP_CONF_ROUTER 

#define UDP_CONNECTION_ADDR aaaa:0:0:0:0212:7404:0004:0404 

#else 

#define UDP_CONNECTION_ADDR fe80:0:0:0:6466:6666:6666:6666 

#endif 

#endif /* !UDP_CONNECTION_ADDR */ 

 

#define _QUOTEME(x) #x 

#define QUOTEME(x) _QUOTEME(x) 

 

 resolv_status_t status = RESOLV_STATUS_ERROR; 

 

 if(uiplib_ipaddrconv(QUOTEME(UDP_CONNECTION_ADDR), ipaddr) == 0) { 

 uip_ipaddr_t *resolved_addr = NULL; 

 status = resolv_lookup(QUOTEME(UDP_CONNECTION_ADDR),&resolved_addr); 

 if(status == RESOLV_STATUS_UNCACHED || status == RESOLV_STATUS_EXPIRED) { 

 PRINTF("Attempting to look up %s\n",QUOTEME(UDP_CONNECTION_ADDR)); 

 resolv_query(QUOTEME(UDP_CONNECTION_ADDR)); 

 status = RESOLV_STATUS_RESOLVING; 

 } else if(status == RESOLV_STATUS_CACHED && resolved_addr != NULL) { 

 PRINTF("Lookup of \"%s\" succeded!\n",QUOTEME(UDP_CONNECTION_ADDR)); 

 } else if(status == RESOLV_STATUS_RESOLVING) { 

 PRINTF("Still looking up \"%s\"...\n",QUOTEME(UDP_CONNECTION_ADDR)); 
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 } else { 

 PRINTF("Lookup of \"%s\" failed. status = 

%d\n",QUOTEME(UDP_CONNECTION_ADDR),status); 

 } 

 if(resolved_addr) 

 uip_ipaddr_copy(ipaddr, resolved_addr); 

 } else { 

 status = RESOLV_STATUS_CACHED; 

 } 

 

 return status; 

} 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

PROCESS_THREAD(udp_client_process, ev, data) 

{ 

 static struct etimer et; 

 uip_ipaddr_t ipaddr; 

 

 PROCESS_BEGIN(); 

 PRINTF("UDP client process started\n"); 

 

#if UIP_CONF_ROUTER 

 set_global_address(); 

#endif 

 

 print_local_addresses(); 

 

 static resolv_status_t status = RESOLV_STATUS_UNCACHED; 

 while(status != RESOLV_STATUS_CACHED) { 

 status = set_connection_address(&ipaddr); 

 

 if(status == RESOLV_STATUS_RESOLVING) { 

 PROCESS_WAIT_EVENT_UNTIL(ev == resolv_event_found); 

 } else if(status != RESOLV_STATUS_CACHED) { 

 PRINTF("Can't get connection address.\n"); 

 PROCESS_YIELD(); 

 } 

 } 

  

 sprintf(buf, "%04x bytes from client. 71 Bytes of data total: 1234567690. abcd 

efgh i", len); 

 len = strlen(buf); 

 

 /* new connection with remote host */ 

 client_conn = udp_new(&ipaddr, UIP_HTONS(3000), NULL); 
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 udp_bind(client_conn, UIP_HTONS(3001)); 

 

 PRINTF("Created a connection with the server "); 

 PRINT6ADDR(&client_conn->ripaddr); 

 PRINTF(" local/remote port %u/%u\n", 

 UIP_HTONS(client_conn->lport), UIP_HTONS(client_conn->rport)); 

 

 etimer_set(&et, SEND_INTERVAL); 

 while(1) { 

 PROCESS_YIELD(); 

 if(etimer_expired(&et)) { 

 timeout_handler(); 

 etimer_restart(&et); 

 }  

 } 

 

 PROCESS_END(); 

} 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
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 MS1 Sensor Node Schematics Appendix 6.

 

A 6.1. MS1 Schematics 
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A 6.2. MS1 PCB Layout 
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 Mountain Sensing Code Appendix 7.

 

All of the code developed for the Mountain Sensing project is available on the project’s 

Github respository at https://github.com/feshie/contiki. 

 

 

M0+ Partial Port: 

A port to a platform based on an FRDM-KL25Z development board connected to a 

CC1120.  

 

CPU Port: 

  https://github.com/feshie/contiki/tree/mountain-sensing-master/cpu/arm/mkl25z 

 

Platform:  

 https://github.com/feshie/contiki/tree/mountain-sensing-master/platform/frdm-kl25z-rf 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

https://github.com/feshie/contiki
https://github.com/feshie/contiki/tree/mountain-sensing-master/cpu/arm/mkl25z
https://github.com/feshie/contiki/tree/mountain-sensing-master/platform/frdm-kl25z-rf
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 Muntjac & MS2 Schematics Appendix 8.

A 8.1. Muntjac Schematics 
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A 8.2. Muntjac PCB Layout 

Muntjac Top layer 

 

 

Muntjac Layer 2 
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Muntjac Layer 3 

 

 

Muntjac Bottom Layer 
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A 8.3. MS2 Schematics 
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A 8.4. MS2 PCB Layout 

MS2 Top Layer 
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MS2 Bottom Layer 

 

  




